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ABSTRACT 

(Un)Changing Views of Rape and Rapists in the Law, Sociology and Social 
Constructionist Literature: A Social Constructionist Approach 

This thesis focuses on the social construction of rape and rapists by the law, sociology 

and social constnictionism (18924996). hplici t  cntena used to conceptualize rape and 

rapists are outlined. The legal discussion reviews Canadian statute and case law. The 

sociological discussion reviews textbooks and monographs. The social constructionist 

discussion reviews works on rape. This is an interpretive study fiom a social 

constructionist perspective which establishes that the law and sociology reinforce cultural 

assumptions. Early social constructionists challenge these assumptions and maintain that 

rape is an act of violence. Later social constructionists focus on heterosexuality and 

make sex central to rape. They draw attention to the social hc t i ons  of the prevailing 

d e f ~ t i o n  of rape. Rape is detemiined by the degree of consistency with cultural values; 

constructions of rape and rapists will oniy change when our cultural values change. 

Key Words: 

rape, sexual assault, homosexuality, heterosexuality, women, men, social construction, 

social constnictionist, social constructionism, rape law, sexual assault Iaw, ferninism, 

violence against women, sex, sexual intercourse, crimes against women, Iaw reform - 

Canada 
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"We've come along way" 

As t h e  passes by we assume progress in our society. We repeatedly cling to the 

notion of change and we offer the possibility of change as hope for the future. In Western 

culture we are particularly fond of the notion that our treatment of wornen has exceeded 

expectations (we may have even gone a Little too far) and that we have made major 

progress. Onginally, rny plan for my MA thesis was to evaluate the cultural 

presupposition that we as a culture have indeed come a long way with regard to the status 

of women. I chose the subject of rape because 1 believed that it would offer some 

measure on the treatment of women. I wanted to determine in the case of rape if the 

contention that "we've come along way" was true or rather if there was evidence which 

supported this notion. For example, do the laws on rape reflect progress? Has there been 

substantive reform in rape law which establishes some degree of progress? As well, have 

sociologists helped to effect change in our consideration of rape? Have sociologists 

perceptions changed? My goal becarne that of recording and descr-ibing change and 

evaluating change. 

Throughout my thesis 1 was guided by a body of work which is most often referred to 

as social constructionism. I took Foucault's work as my starting point. Particularly 

critical was his contention that social theoy "ought" to shake up the prevailing view and 

that it ought to offer a form of interpretation; specifically an interpretation which is not 

fundarnentally rooted in positivism and its notion of an observable, real truth. In addition 

to Foucault's work 1 also had knowledge of other works which present an alternative 



method of research. Such work is often referred to most generally as postmodernism. 

"Postmodernists" al1 maintain that description and interpretation should replace (or at 

least should be as Legitimate) as theory and explanation. Said (Orientalism, 1985), for 

example, has challenged how we have studied social difference, particularly how we have 

positioned the west in relation to the east. He maintains that our consideration of 

imperialism is as much about narration and cultural meaning as it is about political 

economy. Seidman (The Postmodern T u q  1994), argues for the abandonment of general 

theory (concepts and explanatory theories, e.g. alienation and Marxism) in favour of 

contextualized theory which recognizes the sociohistorical circumstance and prejudice of 

those who create theory and in turn make claims to truth. Geertz (The htemretation of 

Cultures, 1973), maintains that the time is right for an alternative to reductionist theory 

(theory which weds sociologists and histonans to birth rates, maniage patterns and so 

on). He maintains that al1 we (social theorists) can really do is interpret a piece of culture 

(e.g. a ritual, ta11 tale, symbol, event, etc.) and treat it as text; put it in the context of other 

meaings, experiences and practices. 

This postmodem or social constnict!onist work led me to challenge the notion of 

progress. I initially wanted to critique the social category rape. Just as Foucault looked 

at the homosexual, 1 wanted to look at the prevailing view of rape and by association 

rapists. After reviewing the criminal code and caselaw on rape in Chapter 1 it becarne 

very clear to me that there are certain assumptions which have guided our social 

construction of rape. I began to formulate an argument that there are cultural values 

which repeatedly inform our construction (and in tuni our treatment and evaluation) of 



rape. In Chapter 2 I decided to look at sociological constructions of rape with the same 

lens. Here, 1 repeat what 1 do in Chapter 1. 1 consider the same t h e  fiane in rny review 

and 1 isolate the changes which occur. Ln the end 1 formulate my own position on why 

sociologists have constmcted rape the way they have. As with the legal system in 

Chapter 1, I outline what is underlying sociological constructions of rape. In Chapter 3 1 

offer a look at alternative constructions of rape; social constructionist constructions of 

rape. Here 1 was looking at work which begins from the premise that our perception of 

rape is based on specific values. This work problematizes the concepts of rape and 

rapists. It begins by critiquuig these concepts by looking at underlying cultural values 

and ends up (usually) with a position on the social h c t i o n  which is served by such a 

construction. In d l  cases what 1 found was that d l  constructions of rape were informed 

by culturd values and change was only successfûl when it did not challenge cultural 

values. 

Throughout my thesis 1 do not attempt to present an alternative construction of rape. 

That is, 1 did not set out with the goal of o f f e ~ g  the "truth" about rape. 1 sirnply wanted 

to critique existing constnictions. These critiques in fact changed my thesis from a focus 

on rape to a focus on heterosexuality. In developing my critique, the focus changed kom 

rape to heterosexuality because 1 came to understand that constructions of rape reflect 

values of heterosexuality. My arguments al1 center around how we cuiturally construct 

heterosexuality-. What 1 end up with is social criticism andlor a "social narrative" on the 

role of heterosexuality in constructions of rape. My stand or my position ends up being 



the consequences of what I argue. The way we constmct rape in Western culture is very 

much determined by ou- construction of heterosexuality. 



(UN)CHANGING VIEWS OF RAPE AND RAPISTS IN THE LAW, SOCIOLOGY 
AND SOCIAL CONSTRUCTIONIST LITERATURE: A SOCIAL 

CONSTRUCTIONIST APPROACH 

Over the past twenty-£ive years, an increasing number of social theorkts have argued 

that social reality is not fixed and observable but rather is constantly being constructed 

and re-constmcted. According to Hare-Mustin and Maracek (1988), the central premise 

of theonsts working within this "social constructionist" tradition is that the social 

categones used within a group to define and think about social organization are 

embedded in history, culture and language, and so c m  change as each of these things 

change. The novelty of this approach lies not so much in this general premise (as 

syrnbolic Uiteractionists also start nom the prernise that individuals actively construct 

their worlds and that such constructions are the result of interactions, social structure and 

goup membership), but in the very precise ways in which social constructionists trace the 

links between particular social categories and the historical, cultural and linguistic 

contexts that give rise to these categories. At this point in time, for instance, there is an 

enormous body of literature on the social construction of race and the racialized "other" 

in the West and the ways in which racial and racialized categories have changed over 

time in response to changing social and econornic conditions1. Apart fiom race, social 

constructionists have also been concerned with a wide variety of topics, for instance, 

rnotherhood, beauty, body, battered women, sport, prostitïdtion and medicine. The 

literature 1 want to introduce here is the social construction of gender, sex and sexuaiity. 

These topics have garnered a tremendous amount of attention in the literature and are a 

1 For an overview of this work see; Miles, R (1 989) Racisrn London: Routiedge. 



good starting point for understanding the social constnictionist approach. This work has 

led me to extend the social constructionist approach to rape and has provided me with a 

standard for doing so. It is this body of literature - specificdly that dealhg with sexuality 

- that forxns the theoretical foundation of my thesis. 

TFIE SOCIAL, CONSTRUCTION OF SEXUALXTY 

Foucaultls (1 978) analysis of hornosexuality and the homosexua17 though published 

two decades ago, remains one of the most widely cited analysis in the social 

constructionist literature. Foucault argues that there was a change fFom the eighteenth to 

the twentieth century in terms of how sexuality was understood- His most often cited 

argument and perhaps the clearest illustration of his position is his work on the social 

construction of the homosexual. Foucault contends that in the eighteenth century there 

was a persecution of peripheral sexuai behaviour wherein sodomy was defined as an 

immoral and illegal act. Tt was expected that people who engaged in this immoral and 

illegal act should be punished in the same way other acts (which were illegal) were 

punished. Civil and religious prohibitions on al1 "unnatural" sexual acts were largely of a 

juridical nature. The focus, in other words, was entirely on the unlawfblness of such acts; 

acts were central and perpetrators were merely persons who engaged in a certain 

behaviour. 

Foucault argues that in the nineteenth century the "actl' orientation was abandoned. 

The homosexual became a social category with "a past, a case history, and a childhood"; 

homosexuality became "a type of life, a life fom, and a rnorphology with an indiscreet 



anatomy and possibly a mysterious physiology" (1978: 43). The sodomite's sexual 

proclivities were now irnplanted in the body and the sodomite had now become a fixed 

category of human being. iIomosexuals had become a social category of perçons who 

were d e h e d  by thek physiology. This process of "naming" homosexua~s and inventing 

them as a category of persons was done, according to Foucault, to suppress behaviour 

but rather to give it a scientific (medical) and permanent existence which in tum would 

provide a means for the state to control and regulate such behaviour. 

Foucault's work is an obvious starting place for many theorists. What is unique about 

his work is that he shows how social constnictions change over historical t h e .  That is, 

Foucault documents how categor-ïes or constructions change depending on the context 

which give rise to them. In the case of the "homosexual", he shows a kind of 

transformation which moves homosexuality fYom a behaviour to a person over historical 

tirne. The value of Foucault's work lies in the fact that he documents how our 

understanding and interpretation of homosexuality are contingent on a specific tirne and 

context. 

Some later commentators have taken Foucault as the starting point for their own 

analyses and have added to and revised his argument relating to the social construction of 

homosexuality. Chauncey (1985) for instance rejects Foucault's specific contentions 

relating to why certain constructions developed. Chauncey argues that Foucault's 

argument with respect to the "medical construction of the homosexual-as-person" is 

invalid to the extent that it suggests that the medical profession invented homosexuality. 

Rather, Chauncey argues that medical definitions of homosexuality are based on gender 



stereotypes which emerged within particular cultural ruid sub-cultural contexts and then 

were adopted by the medicd profession. Chauncey illustrates this process of naming by 

re-analyzing a study of U.S. navy officers conducted in 1919. He finds that the label of 

homosexual was attributed to those men who appeared effeminate or who took the 

"womanrs part in sex" but was not applied to men who did not appear effeminate and who 

did not play the "wornan's part". Ln other words, whether an officer was labeled a "queer" 

or a "husband" was not dependent on his homosexual activity but rather on the gender 

role he assumed withh a same-sex relationship. "Queers" were men who assurned the 

sexual and cultural roles ascnbed to women in the culture generally, wore women's 

clothing and used make-up, strolled in an "un-masculine" manner, played the passive role 

and expressed themselves in alluring and submissive ways. As well, they were known to 

take a specific role in sexual activity (they were men who were anally penetrated and/or 

men who performed fellatio). "Husbands" occupied a more ambiguous sexual category in 

that they were those men who engaged in sexud activity with a "queer" but who were 

othenvise conventionally masculine. Oniy "queers" were thought of as a distinct 

category whose behaviour was detemiined by their biology; this link was rejected in the 

case of "husbands". Chauncey therefore nuances Foucault's argument. Foucault, 

remember, argued that homosexuals, because of their p hy siology, were understood as 

predisposed to engage in certain behaviour. Chauncey argues that this is really only true 

for a sub -category of individuals. Thus, he suggests that only a sub-category of 

individuals engaging in homosexual activity were considered "homosexua~s-as-persons". 



Using the records of a 1920 court case surrounding the naval study, Chauncey found 

that a second construction existed side by side with this h t  one. Among officers 

generally, remember, it was effeminate behaviour that made men homosexual. This was 

problematic for the Christian clergy, Chauncey argues, because the clergy rcutinely 

engaged in "efferninate" behaviour such as holding hands with patients and speaking to 

them Like women (in a gentle and loving mariner), lavishing attention and dernonstrating 

excessive devotion. As a consequence of the social construction of homosexuality that 

prevailed generally among officers, chaplains were vulnerable to the charge of 

homosexuality. Thus, Chauncey argues, chaplains insisted upon a definition of 

hornosexuality in purely sexual terms. They disthguished between homosociality, which 

they defked as "brotherly" love and caring, and homosexuality which was sexual love 

and activity. Specific physical acts had to occur in order for one to be labeled a "moral 

pervert" regardless of the role one pIayed and no matter how intimate and emotional the 

relationship was. This social construction allowed chaplains to disassociate thernselves 

fiom the homosexual label. 

Chaunceyts work is particularly valuable because he critiques the physiological basis 

of the "homosexual". His introduction of gendered behaviour as the critena for being a 

"homosexual" serves to illustrate that in fact homosexual activity does not define one as a 

homosexual. More importantly however, Chauncey 's work is signi ficant because it 

documents the fact that two or more constructions can exist simultaneously. That is, 

Chauncey's work demonstrates that there were two constructions of homosexuality each 



existing side by side which served the interests of a different sub-group by dlowing each 

to disassociate itself f?om the devalued label of "homosexual". 

Gilman (1 WB), like Chauncey, challenges Foucault's argument relating to the 

hornosexual-as-person. Recdl that Foucault argues that in the nineteenth and twentieth 

centuries sexuality came to be implanted in the body and thus sexual identity was 

imposed ont0 persons. Foucault's ernphasis is on the production of sexuality by Society 

in order to achieve political goals, narnely to medicalize and control. Foucault's focus 

was on political powers and the political need to invent and develop sexuality. In 

contrast, Gilman contends that constructions of sexuality start from the body and proceed 

outward. He suggests that the opposition between male and femaIe genitalia structures al1 

constmctions of sexuality. The d e f ~ t i o n  of sexuality, according to Gilrnan, is always 

concemed with creating and maintaining an illusion of boundaries by confimiing a bi- 

polar mode1 which contains an opposition that is seen to be static. In other words, 

Gilman suggests that the opposition between male and female genitalia can be detached 

from the male and fernale original context (invoiving biological males and biological 

fernales) and applied to other contexts (i-e., those involving males only). Gilman's 

argument is that a bi-polar mode1 (originally developed fiom an opposition of male and 

female genitalia) has been used to structure al1 sexuality, thus a bi-polar mode1 is applied 

to every context considering sexuality. While Gilman's work may seem somewhat 

removed fiom Foucault's and Chauncey's, it nonetheless provides an alternative 

explanation for the construction of the "homosexual". That is, even though Gilman does 

not present a specific argument around the development of the homosexual, his work is 



stili valuable because it offers an explmation for how and why the homosexuai was 

developed in the way Foucault and Chauncey suggest. Gilman essentially maintains that 

oppositional thinking is inevitable within Western culture and hence the social 

constructions which corne out of Western culture will always stem nom a presupposition 

of opposites. Gilman's argument explains why in Chaunceyts sample of officers the 

opposition of "queers" and "husbands" was developed and why amongst chaplains the 

opposition of homosociality and homosexuaiity was developed. 

Terry (1 995) addresses scientific and popular constructions of the homosexual and 

argues that over t h e  the way homosexual desire is Linked to the body has changed. She 

also maintains that the specific agenda being served by different constnictions has 

changed. Unlike Gilman who argues that oppositions have dictated how homosexuality 

is constructed, Terry suggests that the centrality of the body has changed over tirne to 

serve different ends. Teny agrees with Foucault's argument that locating homosexuality 

in the body h a  been important for political purposes. She concedes that in the nineteenth 

cenhiry homosexual desire was located in the body and that this did give nse to the 

"homosexual" as a social type. However, she argues that over time homosexuality came 

to be seen as the result of social psychological processes; thus, there was a move away 

fiom the innate perversion construction. This transition had the effect of blumng the 

sharp distinction between homosexuals and heterosexuals. Terry points to Kinsey's work 

as an example wherein the homosexual (and the heterosexual) disappeared. Kinsey found 

that fi@ percent of the male population was likely to engage in homosexual activity at 

some point over their lifetime and thus sexuality, sexual desire, must necessarily be 



understood on a continuum. Kinsey's findings essentiauy erased the homosexual body 

and destroyed the binary oppositions between male and female and homosexuai and 

heterosexual. Teny reports that today, the biological link has been re-invented by gay 

right's activiçts in order to protect themselves and gamer civil rights. By once again 

locating homosexuality in the body @hysiologicaily), Terry argues, gay right's activists 

are re-inventing the homosexual-as-person because it becomes easier to gamer civil and 

legal rights and protections. Overall, the value in Terry's work is that it effectively 

documents how interpretations of the body and sexuality, specifically homosexuality, 

over time have moved from degeneracy, to nonexistence, to simple behavioural 

identification, to genetics and so on. Like Foucauk, Terry draws attention to the ever- 

changing construction of homosexuality. 

Homosexuality is not the only form of sexuality that authors have been concemed 

with. In addition to studies devoted to the social construction of the homosexual and 

homosexuality, there has been some work done on the social construction of the 

heterosexual and heterosexuality. Simmons (1989) provides a sample of what is being 

done here. Sirnmons' basic contention is that the construction of heterosexuality changed 

in the late nineteenth and early twentieth century. Simmons argues that pnor to 19 10 

women were viewed as passionless, matemal and not sexual, and their prirnary role in sex 

was to dampen men's unnatural obsession with sex. Sex was viewed as a negative force 

and wornen were seen to be the upholders of restraint and decency whose job it was to 

control the brute male. However, in the 1920's and 1930's a new sexual morality emerged 

wherein equality in sexual companionship was to be the new nom. Premarital petting 



and premarital intercourse were gaining acceptance and sexuai desire in both males and 

fernales became a positive thing that was to be fulnlied and not repressed. One result was 

that the brute became the blunderer needing to leam about women's desires. Simrnons 

contends that this new construction of heterosexuality emerged as a response to the 

perception on the part of males of women's increased power. What made this new social 

construction usefiil was that it dlowed men to set the Pace in sexud relations and 

depnved women of their moral right to withdraw fiom sexuality. According to Simmons, 

the new sexual discourse did not represent a Liberation but rather a new form of 

regdation. It gave men more power and control in the area of sexuality at a tirne when 

their perceived power and control was being threatened by women's entry into economic 

and political activity (e.g., sufEage and reform work, college education and labour force 

participation). Thus, in the past women had the role of restraining men's desires and the 

right to withdraw; women therefore had sorne measure of power. With the onset of 

sufiage, education, labour force participation, etc. there was the need for men to regain 

some control. According to Simmons. this new construction of sexuality gave men a new 

type of control in that they were to set the pace in sexual relations and women were 

expected to concede to men's desires. The Ioss of the construction that women "ought" to 

restrain men's desires was eliminated under the new construction. Simmons work is a 

good example of a social constructionist attempt to draw links between social 

constructions and the contexts fiom which they emerge. Thus, Simmons work draws 

attention to the historical time and culture which affected how sexual relations between 

men and women were understood. 



Katz (1990) challenges the contention that heterosexuality is an unchanging, universal 

and ahistorical category. He traces constnic tions of sexuality through seven di fferent 

time periods in Amencan history. In the first period (1820-1860, Early Victonan True 

Love), Katz states that "normal" sexual relations entailed defïning women as distanced 

fkom lust, and men, while less distanced, as aspiring to freedom fiom hst. The second 

penod (1860-1892, Late Victonan Sex-Love) accordhg to Katz was a tirne when two 

types of eroticism were invented: heterosexuality and homosexuality. Man-man love 

and woman-man love became a focus in literature and medical doctors began 

distinguishing between heterosexuals and hornosexuals. The third period (1 892- 1900, 

Heterosexuality, the Fust Years) represents the crucial years when the heterosexual and 

heterosexuality were labeled medical categories. The terms heterosexual and 

heterosexuality began to appear in academic journals. Some doctors claimed that the 

heterosexual was a person who had inclinations for both sexes and who used abnormal 

methods of gratification and techniques to avoid procreation; other doctors offered a 

different understanding of heterosexuality and homosexuality defining each as we do 

today, opposite-sex and same-sex attraction. The fourth period (1 900- 1930, The 

Distribution of the Heterosexuai Mystique) according io Katz was a tirne when 

heterosexuality becarne linked with needs, drives and instincts. He claims that the 

heterosexual definition became necessarily comected with procreation as a result of the 

falling birth rate, rising divorce rate and the "war of the sexes". The fifth period (1 93 0- 

1945, The Heterosexual Steps Out) waç a tirne when the category of "heterosexual" was 

implicitly understood and a common referent. He suggests that books, newspapers, 



Broadway and so forth began to use the category "heterosexual" as a subject, a type of 

person. The sixth period (19454965, Heterosexual Hegemony) involved securing 

heterosexuality as dominant. He argues that the establishment of heterosexuality as 

nomai was facilitated by the "cult of domesticity" which was the post WW II 

reassociation of women with home, motherhood and childcare and men with fatherhood 

and wage-work outside the home. The last period "(1 965- 1982, Heterosexuality 

Questioned) according to Katz was a time when feminists and gay-rights activists began 

to draw attention to various forms of sexual repression which in hini incited a backlash or 

a heterosexual defensiveness which sought to proclaim and reassert heterosexuality as 

normal. Overall, Katz suggests that sexuality in general has undergone a process of 

invention; it has developed in different ways and can in turn be linked to specific 

histoncal events. He argues that the history of sexuality, specifically heterosexuality, 

reveals a pattern of constructed identities which have been contingent on: 1) society's 

organization of eros and pleasure; 2)  the engendering of bodies as ferninine and 

masculine; 3) the orderiug of human reproduction, and; 4) the dominant political 

economy. Katz's work is vduable because, like Simmons, he draws specific links 

between how we have constructed sexuality, specifically heterosexuality, and the context 

and culture it carne out of. His work also establishes how social constructions change 

over tirne as the cultural context changes. 

THE SOCIAL CONSTRUCTION OF GENDER 



Sexudity aside, a great deal of work has also been done on the social construction of 

gender and biological sex categories. In one sense, the view that gender is "socially 

constructed" will seem familiar to sociologists. After d l ,  it is routine for sociologists to 

suggest that males and females each acquire a (different) gender role as the resutt of 

socidization. Theorists working within the social constructionist tradition however, in 

saying that gender is "socidly constructed", mean somethhg far more than simply that 

gender roles are acquired through socialization. What they suggest is that the whole 

notion of male and fernale gender roles as conceptualized by social scientists, rests upon a 

view of gender that is itselfa social construction and entirely probIematic. The most 

weil-known version of this argument is probably that given by Hare-Mustin and Maracek 

(1988). 

Hare-Mustin and Maracek suggest that gender is always conceptualized in terms of 

"difference" between males and females, and, more specifically, in terms of maie/fernale 

di fferences that are somehow located " within" individuals. This over-arching 

conceptualization of gender, they suggest, has generated two sub-traditions in social 

science. Investigators working within the first subtradition seek to establish just what 

these male/female differences are. Some investigators working within this tradition, 

Hare-Mustin and Maracek point out, end up "finding" differences that devalue females. 

This would include al1 those investigators who end up associating males with rationality 

and females with emotion. For exarnple, Freudian theory takes masculinity and male 

anatomy as the standard by which femininity and female anatomy are understood as 

deviations. Likewise, Erikson (1 964) argues that femaies are biologically, psychically 



and ethicaily committed to caring whereas males are achievement oriented, prone to 

domination and adventure. But it would aIso include those theorists who suggest that 

males and females differ and who, to some extent, pnvilege the particular attributes 

associated with fernales. For example, Giiligan (1982) suggests that females are 

relationai and therefore have a higher moral ethic than males. Chodorow (1978) contends 

that females have a deep-seated need to have children as a result of their relational and 

attachent orientation whereas males can be characterized by independence and 

separateness which make them suitable for other types of labour. The second tradition 

that has developed fiom the conceptualization of gender as essentialized differences has 

been concexned with demonstrating that there are in fact few, if any, essentialized 

differences. Hare-Mustin and Maracek suggest that well-known work by Maccoby and 

JackIin falls into this category in that they dispute that malelfemale differences are 

uoiversal and argue instead that they are cultxrally and historicaily specific. 

Hare-Mustin and Maracek's point, how ever, is, that regardless of whether investigators 

seek to maximize or M z e  gender differences, their work is still being guided by the 

view that gender is "about" differences located within individuais. Their point is that this 

is a social construction and, Iike all social constructions, serves a political purpose. Ln 

this case, any vÏew of gender that focuses on the presence or absence of essentialized 

differences, that is differences located within the individual, leads away kom an 

investigation of the systematic social inequalities and more specifically the inequalities in 

power that differentiate males and females. By deflecting attention fiom such social 



inequalities, the view that gender consists of essentialized differences serves to maintain 

those inequalities. 

Yanisako and Collier (1990) are also concerned with the social construction of gender. 

At least since the 19701s, they point out, it has been common for feminist scholars to draw 

a sharp distinction between sex. which is based on biological differences, and gender 

which derives kom differences in social experience. Yanisako and Collier themselves, 

however, argue that it is now time to set aside this sharp distinction because most existing 

discussions of "gender" are pervaded by oppositional dichotomies that denve ultirnately 

(whether we choose to admit it or not) fiom our understanding of biological sex. in 

particular, they argue, the fact that women bear children and men do not has shaped the 

conceptual fiameworks we use to "think about" gender. For example, it is common in the 

literature on gender to emphasize firstly that women are typically associated with the 

private sphere and men with the public sphere and secondly, that women are associated 

with reproduction (not just biological reproduction but the reproduction of societal 

noms, values, etc.) and men with production, which is taken to mean work outside the 

private sphere. These particular conceptualizations are popular arnong social scientists, 

Yanisako and Collier argue, because biological reproduction makes it seem reasonable to 

associate women with reproduction in general. The fact that women bear children and 

men do not is extended to mean that women care for children. They argue that by setting 

aside conceptualizations of gender that rest (implicitly) on notions of biological 

differences we can gain greater Ulsight into the cultural organization of women's and 



men's relations. Yanisako and Collier's work is vaiuable because it shows how social 

scientists, in accounting for gender, inevitably see biologicd sex. 

THE SOCIAL CONSTRUCTION OF BIIOLOGICAL SEX 

Just as Yanisako and Collier suggest that notions of biological sex so often underlie 

conceptualizations of gender, other theonsts have suggested that prevailing notions of 

gender have shaped conceptualizations of biological sex. Lorber (1 993) suggests that this 

sort of process c m  be detected in comection with the social organization of sport. She 

argues that segregation in sport is not based on physiological differences but is organized 

to reinforce prevailing gender stereotypes by creating the impression that males and 

females are different in some essential way. Thus, physiological differences are 

exaggerated and the organization of sport is based on gender stereotypes. For example, 

gyrnnatics, according to Lorber, is organized on the ba i s  of two principles: first, males 

and females should compete separately and second, they should compete separately 

precisely because they have different abilities. Males are associated with broad shoulders 

and upper body strength; the gendering process is that males are strong and powerful. 

Men's gymnastic equipment is tailored to the stereotype of the strong and powerful male. 

Conversely, females are associated with having a small stature and slenderness, 

somewhat refined and graceful; gymnastic equipment for females favours the siight, 

prepubescent girl. Men and women compete on different equipment, for example, 

women on the balance beam and men on the rings; the beam requiring a gyrnnast with a 

small stature, narrow feet, and so forth and the rings requiring a gymnast with a great deai 



of upper body strength. Lorber's argument is that the equipment and the selection of 

activities is not based on physiology but rather on gendered notions of males and females. 

Lorber aiso points to basketball as another sport which exaggerates physiological 

differences to reinforce gender stereotypes. She reports the rules of play and the size of 

the bal1 are different for males and females such that the game becomes slower and Iess 

intense for females. Lorber's overall point is that general physical differences are 

legitimated under the guise of bioIogy but in fact are actuaIIy based on prevaihg notions 

of gender. 

Findlay (1 994) has aIso suggested that prevailing conceptions of gender have 

iduenced views of biological sex. During the 1950ts, she points out, there was a great 

concern among Canadian doctors to find a way of distinguishing in some precise way 

between "biological males" and "biological females" in those cases where genitalia were 

ambiguous. The medical establishment eventuaily decided that biological sex in such 

ambiguous situations was best assessed by the Chromatin Test which revealed the 

presence or absence of a mass of chromatin found on the nucleus. Such a mass is present 

only in the cells of females, not males. But why, Findlay asks, were medical doctors so 

dnven to allocate al1 individuals to one of only sexual categories. Her answer: this 

rigid insistence that there are "really" only two sema1 categories was a way of reinforcing 

prevailing views of gender, Le., that there are "really" only two gender categories. 

Moreover, she continues, it was precisely because medical doctors felt that gender 

categories were blurred as women were entenng the workforce that they were driven to 

clearly distinguish between biological males and biological females. In support of her 



argument, she points to two things. First, it seems evident that many doctors of this 

period were indeed concerned about the blurrïng of gender roles. Findlay reports, for 

example, that doctors began to daim that marital breakdown was linked to disturbances 

in role-playhg, that women in the workforce were negatively Secting home and family 

life, that labour force participation was comected to women's fears of pregnancy and a 

hostility toward men and that changes in gender roles were threatening the birth rate. 

There was a re-assertion of women as naturally sensitive and caring and men as naturally 

aggressive and authoritarian. Gender difference was positively dichotomous and 

masculinity and femininity became medicalized personalities. Second, the Chromatin 

Test notwithstanding, doctors often in fact used implicit notions of gender in deciding 

who was and was not a biological male or biologicd female. For example, Findlay 

reports that women who exhibited "viRIization" (masculine attributes) either physically 

(hair growth) or attitudinally (aggressive) were surgically altered and transformed into 

"men" regardless of the Chrornatin Test results. Thus, the medical profession 

transformed "reality" in such a way as to constnict biology and gender as one in the same. 

They used notions of gender to constnict sex. 

THE SOCIAL CONSTRUCTION OF W E  AND RAPISTS 

There are a number of works which discuss the social construction of rape in Western 

culture generally and E will address each of these throughout the rest of rny thesis where 

they are relevant. What m u t  be clear however is that these works tend to focus on rape 

in one context only. That is, they look at popular culture or the law or the media. This is 



problematic because we know fkom other social constructionist work that even in the 

same t h e  h e  different constructions of the same phenornenon can coexist. There is 

no work which I am aware of which attempts to compare consû-uctions of rape across 

different sources over tirne. Thus, the current literature lacks a side-by-side analysis for 

example of  how Iegal constructions differ £kom media constructions over time. My goal 

in this thesis is to add to the existing body of literature on the social construction of rape 

and to lay the foundation for an understanding of how "the rapist" h a  been constructed. 

In my work, 1 have been guided by two conclusions that consistently emerge over and 

over again in social constructionist studies, namely, that different social constructions (of 

gender, sex, sexuality, rape, or whatever) can emerge simultaneously in di fferent contexts 

and that social constructions change over tirne. For that reason, 1 decided to study how 

rape and rapists have been constnicted in three separate contexts, and within each context 

to see how these constmctions have changed (if they have changed) over historical time. 

OVERWEW 

Chapter One considers the social construction of rape and rapists in Canadian law and 

case law over the penod 1892 - 1995. Although, as mentioned, there are many studies 

dealing with rape and the law, most of these are concerned with Amencan or British law. 

No one has looked at the legal treatment of rape in Canada over the penod I study here. 

In Chapter One, 1 review and discuss the legal construction of rape. Here I include an 

outline of the history of the rape/sexual assault (statute) law (1892 - 1995), a discussion 

of the caselaw over the period, a review of the social constructionist work on the law and 



my own analysis of the implicit cultural assumptions underlying both the legislation and 

judiciary practice. 

Chapter Two considers how sociologists and criminologists have constructed rape and 

rapists over the past cenhuy. My concem in this chapter is with those sociologists and 

criminologists who do not take the meaning of terms like "rape" or "rapists" to be  

problematic. Another way of saying this is that in Chapter Two I am only concemed with 

those sociologists and crùninologists who do rof take a social constnictionist approach to 

rape. In Chapter Two, 1 review the sociology and criminology literature and include a 

survey of introductory textbooks, a review o f  professional joumds, an evaluation of 

specific works on rape and various authors' discussions of the treatrnent of rape within 

sociology and crirninology. As with Chapter One, 1 am concerned with establishing how 

sociologists and crimùiologists constructed rape f?om 1893 to the present. I formulate 

my own position on how and why rape and rapists have been constnicted along certain 

lines and not others within the sociological tradition. 

Chapter Three, in a sense, takes a social constnictionist view of social constructionists. 

My concem is this chapter is specificdly with those authors (who may also be 

sociologists) who & take "rape" and "the rapist" to be problernatic terms, and who do 

develop a social constmctionist account of rape. My concern is to see if these social 

constructionist accounts have changed &om the 1970's to the 1990's. 

The three categories (legal, sociological and social constructionist) are admittedly 

somewhat slippery distinctions. While the legal literature is easily categorized, the 

distinction between sociology and constructionism is less obvious. There were several 



criteria which could have been used, particularly self-identification. However, this did 

not seem like a meaningful distinction. In the section on social constructionism, 1 chose 

work which specifically addresses the cultural and historical contexts of understanding. 

Sociologists and criminologists are typicdly concemed with the act of rape and with 

explaining its occurrence; social consû-uctionists on the other hand are typically 

concemed with accounts of rape. Sociologists and criminologists take rape as an act 

which is not usudly defined (they assume a definîtion) whereas social constructionists 

problematize how the act of rape is defined. Chapter Two therefore encompasses work 

which does not problematize the concepts of rape and rapists while Chapter Three 

reviews work which does problematize the concepts of rape and rapists. 

Overall, this thesis focuses on the ways in which rape and rapists have been 

constructed by these different groups over time. 1 am especially concemed with 

determining the implicit criteria that have been used to conceptualize rape and the rapist 

and with iden t img the cultural and social influences which have ensured that sorne 

criteria rather than others have been maintained. 

My goal in this thesis is to consider each of the selected media separately and consider 

how they are sirnilar and how they differ. 1 have not included a conclusionary chapter as 

there is a great deal of intemal surnrnary throughout the three core chapters. Thus, in 

Chapter 2,1 compare sociological constmctions of rape with legal constmctions and in 

Chapter 3,1 compare social constructionist approaches to rape with sociological 

constniction~. The contrast within each chapter better explains the differences and 

changes over tirne. Thus a h a f  chapter would simply be needless repetition. 1 have 

included an epilogue to simply draw my conclusions together. 



LEGAL CONSTRUCTIONS OF RAPE LN CANADA 

INTRODUCTION 

Within the context of this chapter, my central aim is to present and evaluate the legal 

history of rape/sexual assault in Canada beginning fkom the late 1800's to the present. 1 

am particularly concemed with docurnenting the changes which occurred over this time 

span. 1 review the legal history of rape/sexual assault and in tum cntically examine the 

legislation with the goal of deconstnicting the various changes and outlining the 

implications of each revision. At the end of this chapter, I discuss the implicit criteria 

invoked to determine the meaning and definition of rape/sexual assault. 1 evaluate the 

history through a social constnictionist lens in an effort to understand the cultural 

presuppositions inherent within the laws. 

To make the exposition easier, 1 divide the statute law into three penods. The 

grouping of reform into periods allows for greater manageability given that statute law is 

complex and replete with conditions, sub-sections and minor changes. 1 include major 

changes within the text and list smailer, technical revisions in footnotes so that the reader 

has a complete chronology. In addition to a review of the Canadian Criminal Code for 

each year beginning in 1892 to 1995, L present caselaw fkom 1866 to 1995. The 

consideration of caselaw is important because it draws attention to discrepancies between 

codified law and practiced law. Judges have a great deal of discretionary power within 

the Canadian legal system and individual trial decisions are ofien the precursor to 

legislative reform. Thus, the inclusion of caselaw is necessary for a comprehensive 



review of the legal history of rapelsexual assault. Time and resource restrictions prevent 

a complete review of al1 rapefsexud assault cases processed fkom 1892 to the present. In 

an effort to compensate, 1 have attempted to locate cases that in some way represent a 

diversion from technical statute law. The primary source 1 utilize is the Canadian 

Abndgement of Criminal Law. This collection uicludes cases wherein there was a 

difference in the application of the law relative to what the statute was at the time of the 

case. As well, the Canadian Abridgement of Criminal Law includes al1 appeai decisions 

which altered the standing codified law. Overall, the utilization of caselaw allows for a 

more comprehensive and accurate account of the history of rapekexual assault. 1 am 

confident that the combination of codified law and practiced law provides reiiable 

testament to the considerations and ultimately the conceptualizations of rapekexual 

assault. 

The history of rapelsexual assault legislation in Canada is highly cornplex, entailing a 

nurnber of similarities and consistencies and a nurnber of contradictions and 

inconsistencies. As stated previously, 1 divide the history into sections each representing 

a senes of changes. 1 group the reforms in terms of constants and outline everything fiom 

a small revision to a major reform. The format for each reform period includes a 

description of the legal changes in the Criminal Code, a presentation of caselaw for the 

penod and an outLine of the implications of the specific changes. Thus, 1 present statute 

law, outline practiced law as indicated in the caselaw and discuss the overall impact of 

the reform. At the end of the histoncal review, I provide a discussion of the cultural 



assumptions inherent in the creation, development and maintenance of rapekexual assault 

law. 

UNDERSTANDLNG THE CANADIAN PICTURE 

1892 - 1953 

1 chose to begin my analysis in 1892 for two reasons. First, 1892 is the year when 

Canada developed its fkst Criminal Code and thus marked some degree of separation 

from Britain. Second, the code systematicaily indexed and classified al1 criminal 

offenses. Uskg  the Cnminal Code allows me to develop an accurate and cornprehensive 

history of statute iaw. 

In 1892, rape involving adultç was categorized under three major sections2. The 

statutes documented in the first Crùninal Code were curt and simplistic. The first section 

was 266 which defked rape specifically as "the act of a man having carnal knowledge of 

a woman who is not his wife without her consent, or with harm, or obtained by 

personating the woman's husband, or by false or fiaudulent representations as to the 

nature and quality of the act" (Criminal Code, 1892:102). Carnai knowledge was defined 

in a subsection at this time as that which "is complete upon penetration [of the vagina] to 

any even the slightest degree, and even without the emission of seed" (Criminal Code, 

1892: 102). The second section, 267, dealt with the punishment for rape. Section 267 

stated that "one who commits rape is guilty of an indictable offense and liable to suffer 

death, or to imprisonment for life" (Criminal Code, 1892: 102). The fuial relevant statute 

5 have excluded statutes involving children throughout as my concern is with adult perçons, particuIarIy 
female complainants and male perpetrators. 



was Section 268 which dealt with attempt to commit rape. This section stated that "every 

one is guilty of an indictable offense and liable to seven years imprisonment who 

attempts to commit rape" (Criminal Code, 1892: 102). These three sections were the core 

statutes defining rape, attempted rape and punishrnents. 

Lnherent in the sections on rape was the implication that only men could be 

perpetrators and o d y  woman could be victims. As well, it was impossible for a husband 

to be charged for raping his wife. Overall, the statutes were specific in tems of outlining 

parameters dealing with rape possibilities. The question of who could and could not 

commit rape was explicit as were the details of what constituted rape ("slightest" 

penetration without seed). The punishrnents were clear cut and quite harsh relative to 

today's standards. There was absolutely no substantive change in the rape law until the 

1920k3 Sections 266,267, and 268 rernained relatively untouched in content until the 

While the above was codified law for the period of 1892 to 1953, there were a number 

of iafonnal practices which were regularly incorporated into legal decisions of rape. One 

such practice involved admithg evidence of "recent cornplaint" wherein information 

regarding the complainant's behaviour surrounding the reporting of the crime was 

introduced in trials. A second practice was to introduce the notion of corroboration; 

3 In 1907, the sections were re-numbered to Sections 298,299, and 300 respectively. Section 298 deaIt 
with the defrnition of rape (identical to the former Section 266), Section 299 outlined the punishment for 
rape (identical to the former Section 267), and Section 300 encompassed the punishment for attempted rape 
(identical to the former Section 268) (Criminal Code, 1907:78-79). 
kowever, in 1920 and 1921 m o  additional changes were created. In 1920, a provision of whipping those 
convicted was added to Section 300- Thus the punishment for aîtempted rape was seven years and "to be 
whipped" (Criminal Code, 1923:97). In 1921, a provision of whipping was added to Section 299 thereby 
including whipping in the punishment for rape (Criminal Code, 1923:98). 



judges would issue a waming to the jury that when the sole evidence in the trial was the 

cornplainaut's testimony they should exercise caution in convicting on a complainant's 

testimony done. A third practice involved introducing evidence of resistance for the 

purpose of evaluating consent. A fourth practice was to admit evidence relating to the 

chastity of the complainant; such description was introduced to assess the question of 

consent- 

The requirement of "recent complaint" essentially arnounted to a consideration of 

whether or not the circumstances around the report of the offense were legitimate andlor 

believable. That is, evidence relating to the time period of the cornplaint, the nature of 

the complaint and the person to whom the cornplaint was made was introduced in an 

eMOrt to discredit or support the complainant's allegation. Thus, considerations of 

whether the victirn's reaction was what one would expect of someone who had just been 

raped or not. For exarnple, did the complainant tell someone imxnediately following the 

crime, did she wait a day, did she tell a fiend or a police officer, was she coerced to 

report and so forth. Evidence regarding recent complaint could in hini result in the 

ovemiming of a conviction, the ordering of a new trial or the granting of an acquittai. It 

should be clea. that this rule was an exception to the general rule of law. Generally, a 

complainant's behaviour following a charge was not critiqued in an effort to establish that 

a crime occurred. However, in rape cases, evidence of the complaint was admissible as it 

was reasoned that such evidence could be used to support the credibility of the 

complainant (Boyle, 1984:14). The recent cornplaint rule was a means of providing a 



rebuttal to the presumption that the complauiant had fabricated the assault (Boyle, 

1984: 14). 

A precedent for c o n s i d e ~ g  the nature of complaint evidence was set by the case of 

R. v Macnamara in 1897. The judge in this case reasoned that evidence such as the 

length of t h e  that passed before a cornplaint was made and to whom the complaint was 

made should be admitted "as proof of the consistency of her conduct and as confirmatory 

of her testimony regarding the offense" (Criminal Code, 1929:1601). Following this 

case, several judges began :c îllow evidence of the nature of the complaint to determine 

the legitimacy of a charge or more accurately the credibility of a complainant. For 

instance, in 1900, a rapist was convicted because the jury decided that the victim reported 

within the "naturd time m e "  one would expect. The judge in this case reasoned that 

the victim did not have sufEcient time to fabricate the charge (R. v Riendeau 1900: 1278 

in Canadian Abridgment, Criminal Law W. For a sumrnary account of al1 cases in 

tabular f o m  see Appendix 1). Conversely, in 1927, a case was deemed a mis-trial 

because the judge failed to make the principle of recent cornplaint a central issue in the 

trial. The woman/complainant had waited one day before she reported the assault and 

thus, her behaviour was deemed "inconsistent with what one would expect in a person 

who had been outraged and who desired to make an outcry about it" (R. v Hall, 1927: 

1368 in Canadian Abridgment, Criminal Law ~9)'. OveraII, recent cornplaint evidence 

was important in the consideration of credibility and believability. The implicit 

assumption that cornplainants may fabricate the charge of rape was incorporated into the 

%rom here on, 1 will cite the Canadia. Abridgment of Criminai Law as C.A.C.L. 



Iaw in terms of practice. Thus, recent complaint evidence became a critical variable in 

determinhg a complainant's credibility in terrns of whether or not a woman could be or 

was likely lying. Recent cornplaint evidence was used to gauge the reliability of a 

compIainant. 

A second central de t ed i an t  of rape during this period evident within caselaw is the 

requirernent of corroboration. This requirement entailed the practice of warning juries 

against convicting on the basis of "uncorroborated" testirnony. The corroboration rule 

was such that "where the defense is consent, the jury must be warned of the absence of 

corroboration of the story of the prosecution, and of the danger of convicting thereon" 

(Case notes in Tremear's Annotated Cnminal Code, 1929: 1348). This was a rule of 

practice and was not incorporated into any statute until much Iater. This practice of 

warning juries can be found in several cases during this period. For example, in 1929 a 

new trial was ordered on the grounds that the judge failed to warn the jury about the 

dangers of convicting on the basis of "uncorroborated" testirnony (R. v .Auger in 

C.A.C.L., L 929: 1386). In 1930, a trial judge overtumed a conviction (upheld an appeal) 

because the judge did not warn the jury that it is "impossible" to convict on 

"uncorroborated" testimony (R. v Galsky in C.A.C.L., 1930: 1385). The point that must 

be clear is that, while there was no legal statute relating specifically to rape cases, the 

custom of waming juries was a standard practice during this time period. It is defensible 

to suggest that this practice was "unwritten law" and thus was part of every trial. As 

noted in the above two examples, cases were altered precisely because this practice was 

not part of the trial. 



A third judicial principle evident in trials during this period involved the 

determination andor degree of resistance that could be attributed to any complainant. 

While tbere was no statute outlining the necessity for resistance, judges and juries 

nonetheless continuously invoked such mesures in an effort to determine whether the 

victim had given consent or not. Evidence of resistance was the crucial determinant in 

deciding whether or not the victim submitted out of fear and threat or whether she 

consented. The greater the amount of resistance evidence presented, the more likely the 

complainant was thought to have submitted and thus, not consented. In 1888, the 

precedent was set wherein the trial judge expiicitly gave the instruction that the jury was 

obligated to determine whether or not the victim "consented" or "submitted" (R. v Cardo 

in C.A.C.L, 1888: 1280). As well, in one of the earliest documented cases, a trial judge 

stated "upon a charge of rape, the jury to convict, should be satisfied not merely that the 

act was in some degree against the will of the woman, but that she was by physical 

violence or terror fairly overcome or forced against her will; that she resisted as much as 

she could, so as to make the man see and know that she was really resisting to the 

utmost" (R. v Fick C.A.C.L., 1866:1360-BI). Furthermore, in 1935 and 1945, two cases 

illustrate the requirements of bodily violence and resistance. In 1935, a trial judge 

wamed the jury to note that "it is not enough for a woman to Say 1 was afkaid of bodily 

h m  and therefore consented"; there must be evidence of violence and evidence that the 

vicbm took steps to show she atternpted to avoid the rape (R. v Jones in C.A.C.L., 

1935: 13 89). In a case in 1945, the defense argued that the victim could not have resisted 

as there were passerbys who would have heard (R. v Jones in C.A.C.L., 1945:1275). The 



judge in turn charged the Crown with having to establish that the victim had attempted to 

resist and outcry (R. vJones in C-A.C.L., 1945A275). The caselaw iIlustrates again that 

there were standard practices that worked alongside the codified Law. 

A fourth practice evident in caselaw at this time was to evaluate a complainant's 

chastity. A rneasure of "decency" was invoked to determine whether or not the victim 

had consented to the act or not. There were addendums throughout the Criminal Codes at 

this time which stipulated that determinants of chastity were crucial in deciding whether 

or not consent had existed. Descriptions of chastity were relevant to determinations of 

credibility. Rulings on chastity were apparently straightforward and not diçputed during 

this penod. When the defense could establish that the victim was not a v i r a  (Pieco, in 

C.A.C.L. 19 17: 1272), where the victim could be described as lacking a "chaste character" 

(Fiola, in C.A.C.L. 1% 8: W2),  where it was detemiined that the victimrs "chastity" 

could not be restored or rehabilitated (Haitberg, in C.A.C.L. 19 15: 1273) and where the 

victim's "general bad reputation" was admitted (Bishop, in C.A.C.L. 1906: 1384) the 

outcome was a failure to convict. Characterizations of chastity or rather a lack thereof 

were O ffered as evidence that the victim had consented. The result of a finding that a 

cornplainant was unchaste was ofien a mis-trial or an acquittai. 

The above caseIaw clearly establishes that in addition to codified law there were a 

number of principles incorporated into trials. While such practices were not docurnented 

in the Criminal Code, they were nevertheless comrnon to every rape trial. The four 

practices were actually summarized by a judge in a case where he stated, "when therefore 

a virgin has been so deflowered and overpowered ... forthwith and whilst the act is f?esh, 



she ought to repair with hue and cry to the neighbours, and there display to honest men 

the injury done to her, the blood, and her dress stained with blood, and the tearing of her 

dress ... [without which] otherwise carries the presumption that her suit is but malicious 

and feigned" (Hopknson v Perdue in C.A.C.L., 1904: 1367). This quote serves to 

illustrate the requirernent of evidcnce refating to resistance, standards of chastity and the 

significance of the nature of a cornplaint. 

It should be clear that the combination of the statute law and the various practices 

described, that rape victims were treated with a great deal of suspicion. While the 

codified law was strict and the penalties harsh the requirements for a conviction were 

extensive and the complainant's behaviour and persona1 history were significant in 

evaluating whether or not a crime had occurred. It is easy to argue that rape trials during 

this period focused largely on complainants. Exceptions to general rules were constantly 

being introduced into rape ûiaIs. This period is interesting because it laid the foundation 

for the füture. Not surprisingly, what follows is a trend wherein there is an increasing 

amount of statute law and thus practices becorning codified law. 

1954 - 1982 

The second period of interest in the Legisiative history of rape in Canada is fiom 1954 

to 1982. In 1954, the rape law was changed by the introduction of a new   ta tu te.^ 

OThe other change in 1954 was a re-numbering of the Sections. Sections 298,299, and 300 were changed 
to Sections 135, 136, and 137. Section 135 remained the same as Section 298 thus the defrnition for rape 
was not changed (Criminal Code, 1954:45). Section 136 (the former 299) which was the punishment for 
rape was changed such that the penalty of death was dropped while life imprisonment was retained 
(Criminai Code, 1954:45). Finally, Section 137 (the former 300) was changed such that the penalty for 
attempted rape was now ten years instead of seven years (Criminal Code, 1954:45)- 



Section 134 was added to the Criminal Code. The purpose of this legislation was, in 

effect, to make a nile of practice into a nile of law. Section 134 encompassed the legal 

obligation on the part of the trial judge to enforce the practice of waniing jwies against 

convicting on the bais of the victim's "uncorroborated" testirnony. The statute read that 

judges should "instnict the jury that it is not safe to find the accused guilty in the absence 

of such corroboration ..." (Cnminal Code, 1954:45). Thus, in 1954 there was the outright 

announcement that women/complainants were potential, likely liars and therefore 

untmstworthy. While this change probably did not alter practices drastically (as it was 

already common practice to deliver such warnings), it did mean that judges were now 

required by Law to warn juries. The failure to warn a jury would result in an appeal case 

and would likely be deemed a mistrial andor result in an acquittai. Otherwise in 1954, 

there was little substantive change. Apart fkom the weakening of the punishments and the 

codification of a practice, the laws remained the same as they had in the past. These 

changes remained in effect until the 1970'5'. 

In 1976, there were two significant changes to the rape law. First, Parliament removed 

the corroboration requirement; thus judges were no longer obliged to instruct juries as to 

the dangers of convicting on the basis of "uncorroborated" testimony of complainants. 

Second, Section 142 (formerly containing the corroboration instruction) now focused 

solely on conditions outlining ways to eliminate the misuse of past sexual history. Thus, 

- -  -- - 

7 In 1971 the Iaws were once again re-numbered. Section 143 replaced Section 135 (the definition of rape), 
Section 144 replaced Section 136 (the punishrnent for rape), and Section 145 replaced Section 137 (the 
punishment for attempted rape). The content of each Section remained the same as that of 1954 with the 
exception of the stipulation of whipping which was removed fkom Sections 144 and 145. The former 
Section 134 (the corroboration warning) was now renurnbered as Section 142 but the content remained 
identical. 



the second change in 1976 was the creation of a new Section 142. RecaIl that a cornmon 

practice in trials (by the defense) was to determine whether or not it could be shown that 

the victim was a prostitute, unchaste, prornÏscuous, a non-virgin and so forth. The 

assumption was that women who could be descnbed as any of the above were "more 

likely" to consent and were probably "unhue witnesses". In other words, p s t  sexual 

history was adrnitted in a variety of foms and was introduced in an attempt to establish 

credibility. Under the new section 142, a woman's past sexual history was only to be 

admitted as evidence under certain circurnstances clearly outhed in the amendment. The 

new Section encompassed reasoning such that "no question shall be asked by or on 

behalf of the accused as to the sexual conduct of the cornplainant with a person other than 

the accused unless ..." (Criminal Code, 1976237). The central stipulation following the 

"unless" was the judge's approval wherein he or she would determine, in the absence of 

the jury, whether or not the evidence of past sexual history was relevant in that its 

exclusion would distort any determination of fact (Criminal Code, 1976:87). Thus 

following the introduction of the new Section 142, judges were now formally obligated 

to consider the value of the evidence and to make determinations on its admissibility. 

The new statute was an attempt to reduce the rnisuse of "chastity" evidence and to 

establish parameters wherein a complainant's past sexual history was relevant to the case 

at hand. 

Although the intention of Parliament in amending Section 142 was to provide women 

with a m e r  protection, the legal implications of the new Section 142 resulted in what 

seemed like less protection. Judges (following the repeaf of the original Section 142 and 



the creation of the new Section 142) felt the need to balance the protection of the 

cornplainant against the restrictions placed on the accused. Thus, in an attempt to restore 

"balance" judges returned to the comrnon Law "practice" of warning juries about 

convictions that were based on "uncorroborated evidence". The new exclusion of past 

sexual history resulted in wamings being reinstated in practice even though this provision 

was removed. Thus, while there was an attempt at improvement for complainants (the 

elirnination of the misuse of past sexual history), there was a form of regress that 

followed (de livery of wamings). 

A final change in statute law during this period occurred in 1978 as a result of an 

appeal decision. The court during this case was required to review various aspects of the 

admissibility of recent complaint evidence. Three new stipulations regarding the 

tendering of such information resulted. Pnor to this appeal, the jury was left with the task 

of evaluating the complainant's reporting behaviour. The new court instruction was that 

the jury could no longer be lefi with the decision of determining whether or nor the 

cornplaint was made at the "first reasonable opportunity" (Criminal Code, 1980: 125). 

Judges were now responsible for deciding the admissibility of evidence regarding recent 

complaint. The two additional stipulations were restrictions on the admissibility of 

previous reports made by the complainant and the specificity of the complaint (Criminal 

Code, 1980: 125). That is, evidence regarding other reports made by complainants and 

the nature of those reports was not to be admitted. Overall, the above changes were an 

attempt to reduce the discretionary power of juries and thus to rninimize the rnisuse of 

evidence. The impact of this change was indeterminable because judges retained 



discretionary power and could therefore still admit evidence. As well, complainants lost 

the ability to present evidence that could positively affect an evaluation of credibility. 

For example, evidence of subsequent cornplaints against the accused could no longer be 

introduced and thus the potential for M e r  "proof' that the cornplainant was not lying 

was eliminated. This change was important because the original purpose of recent 

complaint evidence was to counter the presumption of suspicion. Now, information that 

could be adduced to counter this presumption was not admissible and thus it is arguable 

that the evidence was now only to be used if it supported the perpetrator. Unfominately, 

given that this reform came as a result of an apped case it is impossible to discem the 

exact intentions of the court. Suffice it to say that this change addressed a cornmon 

practice and attempted to establish guidelines for judges. At best, it removed the jury 

from the decision process and therefore likely reduced some bias. Not surprisingly, this 

reform would later be re-visited, 

In summary, the period of 1954 to 1983 represents era of indecision in terms of 

statute law. Fintly, there was the codification of the cornmon practice of waming juries. 

This had the effect of binding judges' decisions to codified law. However, this provision 

was repealed in 1976, thus removing any prescription on judges' behaviour in terms of 

warnings. At the same tirne, new guidelines were enforced to control judges' 

discretionary power with respect to the practice of admitting recent complaint 

information. As welI, Section 142 created new guidelines for judges to follow. 

uiterestingly, there was a period wherein judges actually reverted to old behaviours by 

informally re-instating the practice of warning juries. Evidence of indecision is 



unquestionable. Durhg this period, there was increased codification but there was also 

somewhat lax reform. While technically provisions were revised, they were left 

ambiguous enough so as to avoid the development of clear-cut, indisputable guidelines. 

A review of the caselaw history at this t h e  also reveals a pattern of confusion in the 

sense that some judges followed statute law and some diverged fiom statute Law. In 

terms of the 1954 provision obliging judges to warnjuries, the caselaw not surprisingly 

shows the consistent application of such wamings. However, following 1976 there are 

several cases wherein judges wamed juries even though the provision requiring 

corroboration (Section 142) had been removed. For example, in 1977, a judge cautioned 

the jury without using the specific term corroboration. The instruction was allowed as 

the judge deemed it appropriate and relevant in weighing the complainant's testimony (R 

v Camp in C.A.C.L., 1977A293-94). As welI, in 1980, a new trial was ordered on the 

specific grounds that the judge had failed to wam the jury of a lack of corroboration when 

the case involved a "risk of false accusation" (R v Martin in C.A.C.L., 1980: 1279). 

Given the above, it would be fallacious to contend that the quashing of the corroboration 

waming had a blanket effect. As the caselaw shows, judges maintained the old practice 

and decisions were not overtumed; on the confrary, "errors" in law were justified. 

The second reform (revision of Section 142) in 1976 concerning past sexual history 

was equally ambiguous in terms of its implernentation. Caselaw reveals that decisions 

regarding the adrnissibiiity of sexual activity ranged corn the bickering over time 

restrictions of the presentation of evidence, to the nature of the evidence (Le., reptation 

evidence and credibility), to questions regarding the complainant's responsibility, to other 



issues surroundhg the burden of proof. BasicaUy, the effect of the new section in the 

caselaw was mass confusion and indecision; every component of the new statute was 

called into question. Overall, issues dealing with past sexual history with respect to 

consent and credibiiity were still central in many cases foIlowing the 1976 reform. 

Finally, in terms of the 1978 revision regarding recent cornplaint information, the 

impact was equally questionable. Caselaw shows for example in 1980, that the central 

focus of a case was the failure of the complainant to report within a "reasonable 

opportunity". The judge decided that the cornplainant was responsible for explaining at 

the trial her Iack of recent complaint (R v Wakers C.A.C.L., 1980: 1277). Furthermore, in 

1983, a judge acknowledged that there was an error in the administration of recent 

complaint evidence; however he/she also stated that it was "not of sig~ficant magnitude 

to constitute a miscarriage ofjustice" (R v Asmussen in C.A.C.L. 1983: 1282). Once 

again, the caselaw illustrates that there was some discrepancy between statute reform and 

the application of the law. Furthermore, justifications for violating the reforrns were 

developed and rationalized. 

In conclusion, it should be obvious that this period of refom entailed szveral 

contradictions and uncertainties- Whether the case law or the codified law is evaluated 

the discrepancies are evident. It is impossible to tell what effect the reforms had if any at 

dl. This period did represent change but the change was not clearly defined or 

implemented. What is particularly revealing during this period is that while Parliament 

and the Supreme Court were attempting to develop new practices, there was a great deal 

of resistance fkom trial judges and thus implementation was made impossible or futile. It 



therefore Iogically follows that the next period of reform might encompass an attempt to 

re-constnict the laws and practices surrounding rape and in large part entail increased 

codification thus creating stricter regdations on behaviour. 

1983 - 1995 

The penod of 1983 to the present is perhaps the most important era of reform in the 

entire legal history of rape in Canada. The laws regarding rape were completely 

reformulated in 1983. The first set of changes involved a redefhition of rape with new 

punishment guidelines. The tem rape was abandoned and replaced with sexual assault. 

Parliament created three levels of sexual assault each associated with a different 

punishment. Section 246.1 stipulated that sexual assault was punishable by a maximum 

of ten years imprisonrnent, Section 246.2 represented sexual assault with a weapon, 

threats to a third party or causing bodily h m ,  punishable by a maximum of fourteen 

years imprisonment, and Section 246.3 outlined aggravated sexual assault (wounds, 

maims, disfigures, or endangers life) punishable by life imprisonment (Criminal Code, 

1983:275-276). The definition for sexual assault was included under Section 244 which 

outlined what "assault" meant. This section defined assault as the application of force 

(intentionally) without consent (Martin's Criminal Code, l983:27l). Section 244 was 

supposed to define 246.1, 246.2, and 246.3. The intention of Parliament when 

constmcting the new laws was to emphasize the violent nature of sexual assault, with the 

outcome being a graduated schema of offenses based on the degree of violence. The 

definition of "sexual" however, was not part of any of the sections. 



The 1983 reform contained several other changes as well. One such change was a new 

section dealing with consent and honest but mistaken belief in consent. While the 

defense of honest but mistaken belief in consent was not new to rape cases, the reform in 

1983 represented the codification and declaration of past sentiment. Before outlining the 

new section it is pertinent to provide a brief history of this defense as it was practiced in 

law. 

The defense of honest but mistaken belief in consent was only vaguely referred to in 

the caselaw wherein judges stated that there had to be an "air of reality" to the defense. 

As far back as the 1 9508s, there were debates around the nature of the test for honest 

belief. The debate consisted of two arguments. On the one hand, there was the 

subjectivist argument which basically asked whether or not the person in question 

believed he/she had consent (Boyle, 1984:77). On the other hand, there was the 

objectivist position which asked whether or not any reasonable person would have 

thought that consent existed (Boyle, 1984:77). In 195 1, the Supreme Court of Canada 

decided in two cases (Berner and Rees) that the test for the admissibility of honest but 

mistaken belief should be of a subjective nature (Boyle, 1984:77). However, nothing 

really came of the above two decisions until almost thirty years later. The case that is 

most famous and basically popularïzed the defense as well as forced the issue into the 

courts was Pappajohn in 1980. This Supreme Court decision amounted to once again 

corning out on the side of the subjectivists. However, the majonty did include an 

achowledgrnent of reasonabieness (Boyle, 1984:78). Section 244.4 is basically the 

codification of the Pappajohn case. The statute reads, "where an accused alleges that he 



believed that the cornplainant consented to the conduct that is the subject-matter of the 

charge, a judge, if satisfied that there is sufficient evidence and that if believed by the 

jury, the evidence would constitute a defense, shall instruct the jury, when reviewing al1 

the evidence relating to the detennination of the honesty of the accused's belief, to 

consider the presence or absence of reasonable grounds for that belief' (Martin's Cnminal 

Code, 1983:271). Thus, the evidence is admitted and then evaluated in tems of its 

reasonableness. This therefore results in the subjectivist position taking precedence over 

the objectivist test of whether or not the defense should even be allowed. The test is 

therefore based on a case by case standard; the jury decides if the defendant believed they 

had consent, not whether a "reasonable" person would have thought consent existed. 

Another major change at this time was that husbands lost spousal immunity. Recall 

that until this reform, the law was specific in ternis of a male person having intercourse 

with a female person who was not his wife. Thus, as of 1983 under Section 246.8, a 

husband could be charged with sexually assaulting his wife, as  could a wife be charged 

with sexually assaulting her husband (Martin's Criminal Code, 1983:277). This loss of 

protection for males (husbands) had the potential of radically changing popular 

conception and understanding of sexual assault. It was now conceivable at least legally 

that a husband could violate his wife. 

In addition to the above changes, there were two consequences that resulted because of 

the 1983 revisions. The f ist  was the elimination of the penetration requirement; 

penetration no longer had to occur in order to establish that rape had occurred. Given that 

Section 244 defined assault (and included sexual assault) as the application of force 



andor threat of, a "sexual" definition was omitted. The sections relating specifically to 

sexual assault dealt with punishments and levels of harm and so did not speciv what 

constituted "sexual". Presumably this was obvious and the purpose of  the lack of 

definition was to focus on the violent nature of such attacks. If you recall, up until this 

point, the definition for rape required that penetration occur even in the slightest way. 

This represents a major change when cornpared to the standard of the past when 

considerations of camd knowledge and/or emission of seed were relevant and pertinent 

in every trial. Clearly, this revision had the effect of broadening the parameters of what 

constituted a sexual assault and had the potentiai of de-centering penile-vaginal 

intercourse as central to the legal concept of rape. 

A second change which occurred as a result of the new set of laws was that the statutes 

were gender-neutral and therefore did not define perpetrators as men and complainants as 

women. The significance or reason for this change is unclear in the statutes and it is 

difficult to determine whether or not it was purely semantic or whether there was some 

ulterior motivation. The obvious repercussion of such a change was that men could now 

charge wornen with sexual assault and presumably, men could now charge men and 

women could charge women. This change aIso had the potential of calling into question 

the assurnption that only men assault women. 

In addition to the substantive changes outlined above, the 1983 reform gave rise to a 

number of procedural changes in rape Law. The rules regarding the corroboration 

requirement, recent cornplaint evidence, and past sexual history were al1 re-visited. 



The k s t  procedural change was the result of Section 246.4 which was entitled 

"corroboration not required" (Martin's Criminal Code, 1 983 :Z76). This section read that 

"no corroboration is required for a conviction and the judge shall not instruct the jury that 

it is unsafe to find the accused guilty in the absence of such corroboration (Martin's 

Criminal Code, 1983:276). This change was crucial because up until this point judges 

had the discretion to advise juries. Recail that the original Section 142 required such a 

waming but was repealed in 1976. However, as previously noted with the new Section 

142 (guidelines for past sexual history), judges rehimed to this practice in a effort to 

balance the scales ofjustice. The effect of this new legislatïon (Section 246.4) was that it 

forbade judges fiom waming juries and therefore removed any discretion; judges' 

behaviour was now prescribed by law in tems of this practice. Again, this is a crucial 

change because it encompassed an acknowledgment that judges were not irnplementing 

the law or that they were violating it on some ground. That is, Parliament recognized that 

the removal of the law (of wamings) was insufficient as judges continued this practice. 

The new section eliminated the possibility for judges to disregard the law as they were 

legally bound to follow the new section and dius, they were not permitted to deliver 

walTlings. 

A second procedural change introduced by the 1983 law resulted in Section 246.5. 

This Section stated that "the rules relating to evidence of recent cornplaint in sexuaI 

assault cases are hereby abrogated" (Martin's Cnminal Code, 1983:277). Recall that prior 

to the creation of this section there was an appeal case in 1978 wherein the court 

developed guidelines for the admissibility of evidence regarding the nature of comp laints. 



However, the new guidelines were vague and basicaLly left the complainant in a 

vulnerable position wherein her behaviour was central to a determination of "real rape" 

and/or whether she was lying. Section 246.5 was an annulment or formal removal of the 

d e s  surromding recent cornplaint evidence. Thus, again Parliament acknowledged the 

problem of bias and the presurnption of fabrication by eliminating the introduction of 

such evidence. Judges' behaviour was now prescribed by law and their discretion was 

removed. Thus, the presumption of fabrication was weakened and judges were forbidden 

fiom introducing any evidence that would unjustly bias a trial or a complainants 

credibility. 

The final procedural change deait with past sexual history. Two sections were 

introduced dealing with the admissibility of sexual activity. The first new statute was 

Section 246.6 which was entitled "no evidence concerning sexual activity" (Martin's 

Criminai Code, 1983:277). The pith and substance of this law was to provide 'privacy' 

protection, to encourage reporting, and to decrease the embarrassrnent or discornfort 

experienced by the complainant (R. v Seaboyer, R. v Gayme, 199 1 :32 1). The focus of 

Section 246.6 revolved around conditions under which sexual history was relevant. The 

procedural change arnounted to the restriction of any and al1 past sexual history as 

relevant except under very narrowly defined circumstances. Basically, judicial discretion 

was completely removed and they were forced to follow strict regulations. Past sema1 

history was largely irrelevant and inadmissible uniess it was determined in a private 

hearing where the jury was absent. 



Section 246.6 outlined three major parameters of admissibility of sexual activity and 

some additional technical guidelines. The first was that the defense could only admit 

evidence to rebut evidence that was offered by the prosecution (Martin's Criminai Code. 

1983:277). Therefore, the defense could not introduce sexual evidence regarding the 

complainant's sexual history unless the prosecution had entered such evidence. 

Furthermore, the defense could only offer evidence that was in direct response to the 

prosecution's evidence. The second major parameter stated that evidence regarding 

sexual activity could only be introduced when it related to an identity question wherein 

the defense argued that the sexual contact of the case occurred with someone other than 

the accused (Martin's Criminal Code, 1983 :277). The third parameter revolved around 

the issue of sexual activity and consent. Evidence of sexual activity could only be 

introduced if it referred to the occasion in question and only if it related specifically to the 

accused's belief in consent. The remainder of Section 246.6 dealt with notification 

procedures and publicity bans. Essentially, once again, judges' behaviour was prescribed 

by law and thus their discretionary power was minimized. 

The other procedural change around past sexual history dealt with reputation evidence. 

Section 246.7 stipulated that sexual reputation evidence, whether generai or specific, was 

inadmissible for the purpose of establishing credibility. Thus past sexual history could 

not be admitted for the purpose of supporting or discrediting the cornplainant (Martin's 

Criminal Code, 1983:279). One again, there was a direct link between this reforrn and 

that of 1976. Recall that in 1976, there was an attempt to prescribe judges' behaviour 

with respect to the adrnissibility of past sexual history. Section 142 outlined guidelines 



for judges to follow. However, judges' reactions were such that complainants were left in 

an equally vulnerabie position because judges began to wam juries again about the 

dangers of convicting on "uncorroborated testimony". The new statute (Section 246.7) 

encompassed specific guidelines for judges, m a h g  violations of the statute unjustifiable. 

This revision effectively outlined the inadmissibility of past sexud history for the 

purpose of establishing credibility, and left absolutely no room for discretionary 

decisions. 

The laws surroundhg sexual assault do not change again unhl 199 1 '. The 199 1 

refom is a direct result of the caselaw following the 1983 reform. Before discussing the 

199 1 reform, 1 present a review of some of the caselaw during the period of 1983 to 199 1. 

As outlined above, the reform of 1983 represented Parliament's attempt to drastically 

change views toward rape/sexual assault. However a review of the caselaw reveals 

mixed results. The caselaw in regard to recent complaint and corroboration requirements 

shows that even though the statute law had been changed, age-old practices were still 

being implemented, supported, and upheld by the courts. Case decisions around the 

admissibility of past sexual history reveal major resistance to the change but judiciary 

support for the reform. 

'In 1989 the stanites were again re-numbered but the content of each remained the sarne. The new sections 
were as follows; Section 244 (definition of assault) became 265, Section 244(4) (mistaken belief in 
consent) became 265(4), Section 246. f (sexual assault punishable by a maximum of ten years) became 
Section 271, Section 246.2 (sexual assault with a weapon ... punishable by a maximum of fourteen years) 
became Section 272, Section 246.3 (aggravated sexud assadt punishable by H e  împnsonment) became 
Section 273, Section 246,4 (corroboration not required) became Section 274, Section 246.5 (recent 
complaint) became Section 275, Section 246.6 (sexual activity regarding consent) became Section 276, 
Section 246.7 (scxual activity regarding reputation) became Section 277, and Section 246.8 (no spousal 
immunity) became Section 278 (Martin's Criminal Code, 1989:290-293,297-302). 



Recall that the corroboration requirement was removed in 1983 thereby disallowing 

judges to warn juries and eliminating the possibility that judges require corroboration for 

a conviction. While this statute seems to have been upheld for the most part, issues 

relating to corroboration were still factored into tria1 decisions at some Ievel. For 

example, in 1988, a judge convicted the accused on the basis of the victim's 

"unsupported" testimony; the accused appealed and was acquitted (Rush in C-ACL., 

1988:1334). The appeal court decided that the verdict was "unreasonable and not to 

standt' (Rush in C.A.C.L., 1988:1334). In other words, even though corroboration was 

not a necessary condition, the lack of corroboration was sufficient to overtum a 

conviction. Another case involving corroboration resulted in an appeal being upheld on 

the grounds that the judge "misdirected" the jury by stating that there was independent 

evidence corroborating the victim's testimony (Blazeski in C.A.C.L., 1986: 1374). In 

1988, the conviction was quashed because it was detemined by the appeat court that the 

judge misled the jury by irnplying that there was independent evidence corroborating the 

victim's testimony. Overall, these cases illustrate occasions wherein judges violated the 

statute law and continued to introduce the question of corroboration into trials. 

The second area of caselaw relevant to the 1983 refom deals with recent complaint 

evidence. Recall that the reform involved disallowing the admissibility of such evidence. 

Cornphinant behaviour with respect to the nature of the complaint was not to be admitted 

following 1983. However, caselaw shows that such evidence continued to be a part 

sexual assault trials. For example, in 1990, an appeal was allowed and a new trial was 

ordered on the grounds that evidence relating to the complaint was allowed to bolster the 



victim's credibility (Cornish in C.A-CL., 1990:1323). While this decision upholds the 

reform, in the end, it should be noted that the evidence was admitted when it should not 

have been and thus the statute was onginally ignored. A second case involving the 

improper treatrnent of recent complaint evidence resulted in the appeal of a conviction 

and the ordering of a new trial. In the original case, the judge had allowed recent 

complaint evidence (a conviction was the result). On appeal, the judge was found to have 

been in error because he/she ignored the obligation to firstly, not allow such evidence to 

be adduced and secondly, if admitted, was legally bound to instmct the jury to disregard 

the evidence (Y in C.A.C.L, 1987:1334). Again the above case examples show a 

discrepancy between codified and practiced law with respect to the elirnination of recent 

complaint admissibility. 

The third set of examples of caselaw during this period deal with the admissibility of 

p s t  sexual history. The caselaw shows an ovenvhelming number of appeal cases 

wherein those accused or convicted argued that the laws (of 1983) were too restrictive. 

Interestïngly, in the majority of cases, the judge presiding at the tria1 or at the appeal 

upheld the 1983 statutes (for a representative sample of cases which challenged the laws 

but wherein appeals were dismissed on the grounds that Sections 276 and 277 should be 

upheld see Wiseman, 1985:1351, LeGallant, 1986:1342, L, 1986:1342, Hockett, 

1989:1343, Vogel, 1989: 1343, B,ENO: 1339, L, 1990:1340, and Peters, 1990:1357 in 

C.A.C.L). There were only a handful of cases during this period that violated the statues 

on the grounds that the cases warranted "constitutional exceptions" such that sexual 

history should be admissible. For example, in 1989, Ward charged the courts with 



evaluating the constitutionality of Section 276. The court decided that evidence relating 

to past sexual history should be admissible if it prevents the accused fiom presenting a 

fiil1 answer and defense. Thus, it was decided that such evidence had greater probative 

value than prejudicial value (Ward in C.A.C.L., 1989:1341). As well, in 1990 a judge 

declared that a constitutional exception was justifiable as the evidence relating to past 

sexual history should be admitted in order for the defendant to present a full answer and 

defense (Greene in C.A.C.L., 1990: 2340). 

Overall, on the one hand, the caselaw dealing with issues around recent cornphint and 

corroboration shows that there were discrepancies in the application of the new statutes. 

On the other hand, caselaw concerning issues of past sexual history evidence 

unequivocally shows that the reforms had theu intended effect even though there was s 

great deal of resistance. Given the above caselaw (specifically that revolving around past 

sexual history), it should not be surprising that in 1991 the laws around past sexual 

history changed again. 

Leading up to 1991, the argument that past sexual history was relevant for establishing 

consent was recurring and took center stage in legal debates and obviously, in many 

trials. In 1991, the culmination of such cases gave way to an appeal that would 

ultimately change the legal standing of Sections 276 and would cal1 into question the 

validity of Section 277. Seaboyer and Gayme (two accused rapists) made appeals 

contendhg that Sections 246.6 and 246.7 were contrary to the principles of fundamental 

justice. That is, the grounds for appeal were that the two sections prevented the accused 

from presenting a full answer and defense (R. v Seaboyer, R. v Gayme, 1991:379). 



There were two outcomes of the above appeal. The first was that Section 277 was 

upheld and it was deterrnined that it did not exclude relevant evidence (R. v Seaboyer, R. 

v Gayme, 1991 :322). In other words, past sema1 history (specific to reptation evidence) 

introduced for the purpose of establishing credibility was deemed irrelevant and 

inadmissible thus re-a£6rming the legislative refom in 1983. The second outcome, 

however, involved ovemiming Section 276. 

Justice McLachlin , deciding for the rnajority, struck down the provisions in Section 

276 deeming them unconstitutional and not within reasonable Limits. That is, Section 

276, known as the 'Rape Shield Law', was seen as a prohibition on presenting a full 

answer and defense. The introduction of past sexual history for the purpose of 

estabtishing consent was now to be admitted in trials and then judged relevant or 

irrelevant. Thus, the parameters onginally set out in Section 276 (formerly 246.6) 

became of no force and effect. The effect of the courts' decision to overturn Section 276 

was that the sexual activity of the cornplainant was now "fair garne" in terms of 

attempting to establish consent. 

When the Supreme Court ovemims a law, the judge representing the majority decision 

can suggest guidelines for the future in terms of how judges should alter their behaviour. 

It should be noted, that such guidelines however, are general mles and are not judicial 

legislation which must be followed. McLachlin (the Supreme Court justice representing 

the majority) suggested that trial judges in the future should be responsible for 

distinguishing with a "hi& degree of sensitivity" what is relevant in terms of p s t  sexual 

behaviour (as it relates to consent) and they should inform juries of what warrants 



"appropriate consideration" (R v Seaboyer. R. v Gayme, 199 1 :408-409). Essentially, 

McLachlinfs recornrnendations were vague and judges were once again granted discretion 

around the relevance of past sexual history. 

As noted above, caselaw pnor to 199 1 showed an overwhelming number of appeal 

cases wherein past sexual history was central but ultimately deemed inadmissible. Thus, 

caselaw- demonstrates that complainants were in fact being protected by the 1983 statute 

Iirniting the introduction of past sexual history for the purposes of establishing consent. 

The 1991 decision eliminated this protection entirely. While 1 provide a complete review 

of caselaw at the end of this reform penod, a case exarnple of the implication of the 

decision to strike down the protection statute is pertinent to understanding the final 

change in statute law for this period. One case which provides an example of the 

contention that women's past sexual history was now central and thus the protection 

previoi?sly enjoyed was eliminated involved a university student accused of sexually 

assaulting three different women whom he dated while at school. The judge deciding in 

the case admitted evidence regarding past incidents of consensual sexual intercourse with 

each of the complainants as well as evidence relating to hostility between each of the 

complainants and the accused (R. v Van Oostrom Ï n  C.A.C.L., 1991 :1339) The judge 

decided that "the evidence of sexual conduct on other occasions tended to prove the 

complainant's bias or motive to fabricate" and acquitted the accused (R. v Van Oostrom 

in C.A.C.L., 199 1 : 1339). This case ciearly illustrates an occasion wherein the evidence 

would have been previously excluded. However, as a result of the overtuming of Section 

276 such evidence was now admissible. Furthemore, this case shows that the 



assumption that previous sexual activity with the accused is a valid standard within the 

law and that it is grounds for an acquittai. Thus, there was the outright denid that past 

sexual history may in fact be irrelevant. 1 will return to additional caseIaw following the 

presentation of the final change to the legislation. 

In 199 1, following the above decision, Kim Campbell, then f i s t e r  of Justice, 

initiated the fiamhg of Bill (2-49 in an effort to develop new and "progressive" 

rapelsexual assault legislation. The bill came to known as the "no means no" Iaw. A 

central focus of the new legislation was to force men to pay closer attention to women's 

words. in June of 1992, Bill C-49 was passed. Bi11 C 4 9  resulted in three new statutes 

being added to the Criminal Code. The first statute dealt with matters relating to consent, 

the second with conditions regarding the admissibility of the defense of honest but 

mistaken belief, and the third with the admissibility of past sexual history. 

Consent under the new bill was defmed as "the voluntary agreement of the 

complainant to engage in the sexual activity in question" (Martin's Criminal Code, 

1994:448). The section aiso delineated five circumstances describing situations wherein 

consent cannot b e  obtained andor does not exist. They were: the inability of another 

person to offer consent, the incapability of the complainant to offer consent (dnink or 

otherwise unable), consent derived by an abuse of authority/power, an outnght verbal 

indication that the cornplalnant does not agree to the sexuai activity and the complainant's 

withdrawal of consent after previously consenting (Martin's Criminal Code, 1994:448). 

This section attempted to chri@ the meaning of consent and thereby reduce the 

ambiguity of what counts and what does not count in tems of "saying no". 



The new bill also included a supplement to the existing Section 265.4. The 

supplement statute described occasions wherein the common law defense of mistaken 

belief in consent was not an acceptable defense. One such stipulation was that "it is not a 

defense to a charge under section ... that the accused believed that the complainant 

consented to the activity that foms the subject matter of the charge, where a) the 

accused's belief arose fiom the accused's i) seif-induced intoxication, or ii) reckless or 

willfil blindness; or b) the accused did not take reasonable steps ... to ascertain that the 

complainant was consenting" (Martin's Criminal Code, 1994:449). In other words, one of 

the major tenets of Bill C-49 was to establish standards for perpetrators to be rneasured 

against. Clearly, the above two sections were meant to articulate the requirements of 

"reasonable steps to secure consent" (Mchtyre, 1994:3 10). This was an effort to 

minimize case disputes over consent issues and present guidelines for perpetrators, thus 

reducing their chances of arguing mistaken belief. 

The third change introduced at this time was a modest re-instatement of the old 

Section 276, evidence of the complainant's sexual activity as it used toward establishing 

consent. The new Section 276 avoided the mistake of the old provision in that it did not 

itemize circumstances wherein sexual history was admissible. Rather, the first sub- 

section of 276 stated that "evidence that the complainant has engaged in sexual activity, 

whether with the accused or with any other person, is not admissible to support the 

inference that, by reason of the sexual nature of that activity, the complainant a) is more 

likely to have consented ... and b) is less worthy of belief' (Martin's Criminal Code, 

1994:452). Encompassed within this section is a codification of that which was outlined 



in the Seaboyer appeal case. That is, admissibility of past sexual history is restricted to 

the particular instance in question, is relevant to the issue at trial, and has probative value 

which is not outweighed by the potential prejudicial effects. A £inal component of this 

change revolved around instructions to judges to assist them in determinhg the 

admissibili ty of evidence. The instructions ranged fiom considerations of justice (the 

accuseci's nght to a full answer and defense), to society's interest in the reporting rate of 

sexual offenses, to the degree of assistance the evidence would provide toward a "justt' 

finding, to the removal of bias and discriminatory belief, to the reduction of invoking 

hostility, syrnpathy, andlor prejudice, to the maintenance of dignity and pnvacy, to the 

right of the cornplainant to protection of the Charter of Rights and Freedoms (security of 

the person, full protection and benefit of the law), and to any other consideration the 

justice personnel h d s  relevant. 

Overall, neither the 199 1 Supreme Court decision nor the refoms of 1992 introduced 

anything that had not been previously central to the processing of sexual assault cases. 

Basically, the considerations encompassed in both revisions dealt specifically with 

"faimess" for the accused and the discemrnent of the complainant's role in the interaction. 

Obviously this period represents an increased codification of mles and practices and in 

some ways step-by-step instructions. However, both changes were simply new attempts 

to ensure that complainants were not lying andlor did not ask to be sexually assaulted. 

The degree of novelty in the latest reform was minimal as many of the same provisions 



were evident as far back as common law practice. There has been no major change in the 

sexual assault Iaws since 1992~. 

The issue of discrepancies between codified law and practiced law once again 

warrants a discussion. A review of cases fiom 199 1 up until 1995 reveals that the new 

changes were being interpreted differently and that the legislation was constantly being 

challenged. Below, 1 consider cases that deal with the three latest reforms (consent 

issues, mistaken belief in consent conditions, and past sexual history) and then provide a 

brief o v e ~ e w  of cment case processing features. 

Recall that one of the sections coming out of the 1992 reform dealt with consent issues 

and iternized conditions in which consent was not attainable. Thus, the reform stipulated 

circumstances wherein the defendant could not argue that they believed the complainant 

had consented. While these stipulations were meant to reduce the admissibility or abuse 

of consent issues, they were not excluded entirely and hence trial judges ignored the 

conditions. For example, in one case, the complainant argued that she verbally indicated 

that she did not consent and the perpetrator conceded this at the trial (Hodder in 

C.A.C.L., 1995:373). According to the law, this evidence should have been sufficient to 

9 
in 1995 the sexual assault laws are as follows; Section 265 defmes "assadt" as that the application of 

force or threat of  force without consent, Section 265(4) stipulates conditions for the mistaken beIief 
defense, Section 27 1 outlines sexual assault as punishable by a maximum of ten years imprisonment, 
Section 272 stipulates that sexual assault with a weapon, threats to a third Party, or causing bodiiy hami is 
punishable by a maximum of fourteen years, Section 273 defmes aggravated sexual assault and outlines the 
punishment as life imprkonment, Section 273.1 defmes consent, Section 273.2 defmes the parameters for 
the admissïbility of mistaken belief, Section 274 forbids corroboration warnings, Section 275 States the 
abrogation of recent compIaint rules, Section 276 with its various subsections outlines the use of evidence 
regarding sexual activity for the purpose of establishing consent and outlines M e r  provisions for the 
mistaken belief in consent defense, Section 277 represents the rules relating to reptation evidence, and 
Section 278 outlines the potential for spousal charges. 



establish a Iack of consent and there should not have been any m e r  consideration. This 

case was not decided on this fact but was used to question the complainant's credibility. 

That is, the case was decided on the basis that the cornplainantls verbal indication was 

"believable" because she was not feeling well and "it was not Iikely she would have 

wanted to engage in sexud activities with the accused" (Hodder in C.A.C.L., 1995373). 

What is significant about this case is that the accused was a stranger (a cab driver) and yet 

there was still the assumption that apart from her protestations there was a need for a 

credibility analysis. Thus, consent was assumed and a verbal indication that consent did 

not exist was insufEcient to establish a lack o f  consent. The introduction of evidence that 

the complainant was il1 and the perpetrator was a cab driver were the criteria used to 

determine a lack of consent. While the protestations "helped" her case they were made a 

secondary issue when the Iaw stipulated that such evidence was sufficient. A second case 

which iilustrates a violation in the law involves a compIainant who was dnink and 

thereby incapable of offerhg consent (Triggs in C.A.C.L., 1993 :375). According to the 

reform, the cornplalliant was not capable of offering consent. However, the case hinged 

on the different interpretations of the evening in question. The judge decided in favour of 

the perpetrator and stated that "it would have been reasonable for a man to infer that the 

complainant was consenting to M e r  sexual activity after she went into the bedroom" 

(Triggs in C.A.C.L., 1993:375). What is interesthg about this case is not only did the 

judge blatantly disregard the law but he/she also went M e r  in that the perpetrator did 

not offer the defense of honest but mistaken belief (probably because the defense wouId 

no t have been allowed as a result of the willful blindness condition) but the judge applied 



the test for the defense anyway and thus introduced an irrelevant standard and ignored the 

new reform which stated that consent is not legdly obtainable if the complainant was 

under the influence of dmgs or alcohol. It is important to note that one of the central 

focuses in the latest reform was to shift responsibility to the accused; this case offers an 

example of not oniy a legal violation but a blatant stereotypical reaction to complainants 

(e-g., it was reasonable to infer that if a woman went into a bedroom she was Iikely to 

want to engage in 'intercourse'). Again, the assumption underlying the decision is that 

women generally consent. 

The second reform (which revolved around mistaken belief issues) also had some 

difficulty in terms of implementation. Firstly, there were challenges to the Iegislation. 

For exarnple, in one case, while the statute was upheld in the appeal court, the defense of 

a convicted rapist argued that the statute unjustly shifts the burden of proof to the accused 

(Osolin in C.A.C.L., 1993:381). Hence, there was an appeal case which directly 

challenged the need for com~lainants to defend themselves. There are two additional 

cases which illustrate the difficulties surrounding the new conditions outlined in regard to 

the admissibility of the defense of honest but mistaken belief in consent. The first case 

deals with a situation wherein the trial judge admitted the defense of honest but mistaken 

belief in consent on the grounds that the complainant (and a fitend) were "out after 

rnidnight, that they willingly entered the car, that they changed seats without trying to 

escape, that the windows in the car were d o m  and the doors were unlocked, that the girls 

did not screarn, and ... that there was no evidence that the complainant said "no" to the 

accused during intercourse" (Livennore in C.A.C.L., 2 995 :376). The accused was 



acquitted after the judge put the defense of mistaken beiief in consent to the jury 

(Livennore in C.A.C.L., 1995:376). The Crown unsuccessfully appeaied the acquitta1 on 

the b a i s  that the judge had committed several errors. The Crown appealed to the 

Supreme Court of Canada and the appeal was allowed and a new trial was ordered. The 

point this case illustrates is that not only did the judge completely ignore the new statute 

requirement of "reasonable steps" but he/she also invo ked several primitive standards for 

evaluation (Le. no resistance, out late at night, asking for it, etc.). Agaui, recall that one 

of the major concems of the reform was to establish that perpetrators were responsible for 

taking steps and thus were now required to meet an evidentiary burden. A second case 

involving the defense of mistaken but honest belief also went through a variety of 

appeals. Initially, the accused was convicted because the judge did not admit the defense 

based on the perpetrator's contention of consent (Park in C.A.C.L., 1995:376). 

According to the statute, the accused had to provide evidence of "reasonable steps". The 

accused had been out on a date previousiy with the cornplainant and attempted to argue 

that as a result, consent was present (Park in C.A.C.L., l995:376 ). The judge nghtly and 

legally disallowed the defense. The perpetrator appealed the decision and the conviction 

was quashed (Park in C.A.C.L., l995:376 ). The appeal court decided that the defense 

should have been allowed ( Park in C.A.C.L., 1995:376 ). The Crown appealed to the 

Supreme Court of Canada, the appeal was allowed and the conviction was restored (Park 

in C.A.C.L., 1995:376 ) The importance of this case is two-fold. Firstly, it went 

through three considerations and secondly, it shows the volatility of the justice system in 

implernenting reform. Both of the above cases illustrate the problems with the 



comection between legislation and the courts as well they cast doubt on the use of the 

defense in al1 cases, 

The third area of caselaw that is relevant to the 1992 reform involves the admissibility 

of past sexual history. Again, there are cases wherein the refonn was challenged by 

apped cases. One such case involved the perpetrator arguing that the statute violates his 

right to present a full answer and defense (D in C.A.C.L., 1994:370). There are three 

cases in particular which illustrate the judiciary interpretation of the new statute dealing 

with past sexual history. The first case is an example wherein the trial judge in the trial 

admitted evidence of a relationship between the accused and the cornplainant both before 

and after the offense in question (Jin C.A.C.L., 1994:351). Recall that the new statute 

restricted the admissibility of past sexual history to the event in question thereby 

excluding any other contact between the parties. In the above case. the judge interpreted 

the legislation as being grounded in terms of the purpose or intended use of the sexual 

activity. He/She maintained that evidence was not to be admitted if the purpose was to 

establish a higher likelihood of consent or to discredit the victirn in terms of believability 

(Jin C.A.C.L., M W 3 5  1). Basically, the judge had the ability to use hisher discretion 

and thus to interpret the legislation to fit the case at hand. What is interesting is that if 

you recall the history of these evidentiary rules, there is a separate statute dealing with 

credibility and past sema! history. The judge, in this case, attempted to create a sirnilar 

interpretation to the new legislation. Parliament's intention in 1992 was not to re-iterate 

an existing law but rather to outline conditions under which past sexual activity was 

irreievant to the determination of sexual assauit. 



A second case revolving around past sexual history iliustrates the problem of 

interpretation M e r .  In this case, the trial judge excluded evidence relating to a past 

event between the perpetrator and the cornplainant (Ecker in C.A.C.L., 1 995:368). The 

accused was convicted and appealed the decision on the grounds that the judge had erred 

in disallowing the admission of a past sexual event (Ecker in C.A.C.L., f 995:368). The 

appeal was allowed because the court argued that while the judge had correctly 

disallowed the evidence for the purpose of establishing that the victim was more likely to 

consent and less likely to be believed (clause 1) , he/she was incorrect in disdlowing the 

evidence because it qualified as evidence relating to the event at the trial (clause 2 )  and 

was admissible under the terms of a "balancing act" whereby the probative value is 

weighed against the prejudicial effect (Ecker in C.A.C.L., 1995:368). This case is 

significant in that it acknowledges that the Iegislation contains various contradictions and 

essentiaIly announces that the judge has full discretion to decide the case in a variety of 

ways. In other words, the statute includes a means to admit and justi& the introduction 

of past sexual history even though it is represented as a restriction on the introduction of 

past sexual history for the purpose of establishing consent. 

A finai case that illustrates the problem with the 1992 reform once again 

acknowledges that the legislation encompasses a contradiction. The perpetrator in this 

case attempted to adduce evidence relating to an event in a bar the year before the offense 

(Swain in C.A.C.L., 1995:3 69). Technically this evidence is inadmissible, however, the 

deciding judge allowed the evidence in part on the grounds that the legislation 

(resûïction) was rneant as a protection nom cross-examination but was also intended to 



leave open the right of the accused to enter such evidence (Swain in C.A.C.L., 1995:369). 

The judge argued that the legislation contains an allowance for balancing the evidence in 

such a way that is fair to both the accused and the cornplainant (Swain in C.A.C.L., 

1995:369). The final decision in this case was to allow the evidence relating to sexual 

touching on the night of the offense as relevant to issues of consent and mistaken belief in 

consent but to d isdow the evidence of previous intercourse as it was not relevant to 

consent or mistaken belief in consent. This case was decided on the basis of a tirne line 

which Ieads to the question of what is an appropriate time for a perpetrator to assault 

someone following a consensual sexual act. Clearly, this case shows how a judge's 

discretion in applying the law can lead to creative interpretation. More importantly, 

however, is the fact that the judge was allowed to base his/her decision on what he/she 

thought Parliament's intent was. Furthemore, the judge was able to pick and choose 

sexual interactions helshe thought relevant. Most readings of the legislation whether 

primary or secondary typically argue that the statute was created to avoid judicial 

discretion and thus restore guidelines for judges to follow. As well, the statute was 

created in an effort to shift responsibility to the accused, again, it is difficult to see any 

evidence of this in these particular cases. 

There are two conclusions that follow fiom the above cases. Firstly, the latest reform 

has been followed by a variety of reactions and interpretations and so in no way had the 

effect of uniformity in the application of the law. As well, while not itemized in their 

entirety above, there was and presumably stilI is some resistmce to the statutes and thus 

appeal cases chdlenging the latest reform. Overall, the difficulties around consent and 



rnistaken belief in consent still plague trials and the future direction for such defenses and 

evidence is unclear. In terms of the admissibility of past sexual history, there exists a 

degree of resistance, confusion, and ambiguity on the part of the judiciary at al1 levels 

(trial judge, appeal court, Supreme Court of Canada). 

In addition to the above outlined problems with respect to the most recent reform, it 

should be acknowledged that to date there are still cases which turn on rules and 

standards that have long since been rectified by reform. For example, old practices are 

reflected in cases relating to evidence of resistance (Letendre in C.A.C.L., 199 1 : 1347), 

evidence conceming "characterizations" of a cornplainant (Bhaye in C.A.C.L, 1994:370), 

evidence regarding a lack of corroboration (Leblanc in C.A.C.L., 1992: 13 1 l), evidence 

concerning the "deserving" unchaste woman (Triggs in C.A.C.L,, 1993:375 and also 

Livermore in C.A.C.L., 1995:376) and evidence relating to recent cornplaint information 

(Cedras in C.A.C.L., 1994:384). Overall, there is evidence that the latest reform was not 

comprehensive enough to forbid discretionary judgments with respect to old practices. 

SUMMARY 

The above history yields several conclusions. The first is that the combination of 

caselaw and statute law is absolutely necessary for an accurate analysis of the legal 

treatment of rape and sexual assault. There are major discrepancies between statute law 

and practiced law through every reform period. There are essentially two trends which 

emerge fkom a consideration of the caselaw. The first is that of resistance. There is 

evidence in every single statute reform wherein judges ignore the new provisions. Thus, 



there was no statute change that resulted in automatic implementation. There were 

several changes designed specifically to counter the problems around discretionary 

decisions and statute implementation. Judges' reactions to the changes were not to 

follow the law but rather to create justifications for disregardhg the law. That is, the 

caselaw reveals that in response to various reforms, judges developed rationaiizations for 

violating the new statute law. The second trend that emerges fi-om a review of the 

caselaw is the practice of allowi-ng appeals. Appeal cases abound throughout the history, 

particularIy following the 1976 reforms wherein the statute Iaw is continuously 

challenged. Depending on the nature of the challenge (Le., a single case decision appeal 

or a statute appeal), the decisions range fiom a settlement in the fkst appeal court to a 

change of law in the Supreme Court. 

The second conclusion nom the history is the increased amount of law. That is, there 

is an ever-increasing amount of statute provisions. As well as the sheer number of laws 

increasing, the Iaws becarne more detailed and explicit in terms of content. Clear-cut 

guidelines are devefoped, judges discretion is minimized and their behaviour is prescnbed 

by law. ParticularIy crucial were the reforms of 1983 which involved c o d i m g  every 

practice found in caselaw. 

The third conclusion that arises fiom the history concem the degree of commonality 

in the Iaws. That is, the caselaw shows that even thouph the statute Law was progressive 

in ternis of its treatment of complainants, in the final analysis, there is ample evidence of 

practices that originated in 1800's still being implemented into trials. Thus, determinants 

in 1892 are still reflected in practices in 1995. While the statute law on its own represents 



drastic alterations and revolutionary decisions the caselaw shows f a .  less change in tenns 

of what is deerned relevant in determinhg rapdsexual assault. 

In its entirety, the legislation in Canada has undergone a variety of changes while at 

each step retained some element of  the past. There are two central issues that need to be 

reiterated and understood. The fmt is that while laws may change, the individuals 

irnplernenting the changes do not operate as neutral decision makers. The above history 

clearly estabiishes that common practice and thus attitudes may prevail regardless of 

reform attempts. It is, in the end judges and juries who decide the occurrence and nature 

of rapekexual assault and invoke critena to deterrnine whether a particular victim has 

been violated and an accused the violator. Regardless of the time period being evaluated, 

there are unquestionably contradictions and inconsistencies between statute law and 

caselaw. The history is wrought with confusion and uncertainty. A direction that evolves 

Eom this history therefore is the opportunity to discem why such polemics existed in 

each reform period and why in the present day the legal system (judiciary specifically) 

continue to struggle with reform in the area of rape law. 

The above leads to my second concem which emerges from the history which is 

understanding what contributes to the legal professions perpetuation of various 

controversies. That is, there has to exist some foundation or background against which 

the laws were and are created, upheld, quashed, re-instated andor challenged. As noted, 

what is particularly interesting is that the central tenets within the law which originate in 

1892 (codified or practiced) are maintained for over one hundred years. Issues of the past 

still haunt reform attempts today. Thus, in rny opinion, it is crucial to determine why in 



light of the changing status of women, archaic, albeit primitive measures and standards 

are still prevalent withh the legal treatment of rape/sexual assault. 1 argue that in order to 

understand the Legal history in its entirety, an evaluation of the larger cultural values is 

necessary. Below, 1 argue that there are a set of culturd assumptions which are 

embedded into the laws on rape. With a clear understanding of the various legal reforms, 

I devote the remainder of this chapter to a discussion and critique of the cultural and 

social presuppositions inherent within the law. 

IRlPLICIT CULTURAL ASSUMPTIONS UNDERLYING THE LEGISLATION 
AND SUDICIARY PRACTICE 

Thus far 1 have been concemed with outlining the history of statute law and practice 

rules surrounding rape and sexud assault. I now look at the cultural assumptions which 

have shaped rapekexual assault law. That is, 1 consider what underlies the legal mies and 

the various attempts to change the legal rules. Why has past sexual history been such a 

critical element in determining rape? Why has a rape victim's behaviour been central 

under the Iaw? 

The suggestion that cultural assumptions drive rape law is not novel. Backhouse 

(1983) looks at Canadian and English law from 1800-1892. She considers such things as 

the definition of sexual offenses (rape), the penalties for sexual offenses and the various 

standards of proof required in rape cases. Backhouse's central argument is that by the 

18601s, Canadian laws on rape began to change such that the crime of rape moved away 

f?om its historical roots as a property offense (against male nghts to wornen's chastity) 

toward a crime against a woman's sexual integrity. According to Backhouse, in the 



Canadian context there was pressure for refom which would protect women and punish 

men who departed nom the standard. Backhouse states that while the legal rules in 

Canada were changing, the Canadian judiciary tended to follow Engiish precedent and 

thus, in tems of practice, there was very Iittle difference in the treatment of rape between 

Canada and England. Backhouse maintains that the application of the law was highly 

problematic with respect to restrictions on the use of force, resistance, and consent. She 

provides case examples which illustrate the practical application of the statutes. For 

example, while the statute stated that the criteria to be met was evidence of force and a 

lack of consent, the evidentiary standard invo ked was a requirement of resistance. 

Backhouse states that because judges continued to retain standards of the past, there was 

a need to develop new laws which would broaden the original scope and the intended 

protection (e-g., rape under fiaudulent conditions, rape of an irnbecile woman). 

According to Backhouse, the disjunchire between statute and practice created the need for 

an ever-increasing number of Iaws. 

In conclusion, Backhouse argues that at the beginning of the nineteenth century, the 

law incorporated the view that rape was a crime against male property - "the potential 

interference with a wife or daughter's reproductive function" (1983:235) but as the 

century progressed and various requirements were eliminated, the law began to conceive 

of rape as a crime against women in their own right. Backhouse warns, however, that 

while the link to property may have been weakened, it has not been eliminated entirely 

(e.g., spousal immunity). She states that for the most part a paternalistic conception 



prevailed and that rape laws were constmcted on the need to protect "good" women fkom 

"sexual" men. 

Overall, Backhouse's commentary on rape law over the period of 1800 to 1892 reflects 

some of the points 1 made earlier and some of the arguments I develop in my own 

analysis later in this chapter. One of the strengths of Backhouse's argument is the 

attention it draws to the discrepancies between statute law and caselaw. She points out 

the resistance to implementing new laws. Backhouse establishes that while there was a 

transition toward protecting women, judges retained and applied old standards. 

A wealcness in Backhouse's argument lies in her contention that in Canada there was a 

concerted effort to broaden the scope of the laws to M e r  protect women. While it is 

certainly the case that legislators were constantly introducing new legislation, the changes 

introduced were not created to protect a women but rather only some women- Thus, 

seduction and fraud statutes were introduced to protect "innocent" and "naive" wornen 

and statutes around "imbecile women" were designed specifically for women who could 

be deemed challenged in some way. Backhouse implies that such changes were evidence 

that there was a recognition that women deserved protection in their own right. I do not 

agree that there was a concerted atternpt by legislators to design laws that would protect 

al1 women. Resistance requirernents for example were not abandoned or challenged for 

ail women; legislators did not even question the validity of the requirement. Backhouse 

does not make this point in her work nor does she address the underlying presuppositions 

for various other evidentiary rules (e.g. past sexual history and reputation issues). 



Another weakness in Backhouse's argument stems fiom her daim that there was a 

transition (at Ieast theoretically) which saw women as deserving of  sexual autonomy. 

While Backhouse aciaowledges the limitation in terms of the spousal immunity statute, 

she does not likewise acknowledge the lhited, if not exclusive, protection that was 

afforded to some women and in tuni the implication of such views for other women. For 

example, Backhouse does not evaluate how the notion of sexual autonomy gave way to 

blaming victims. Thus, only wornen who did not exercise autonomy were protected. A 

more plausible argument would be that the legislation was designed to protect oniy those 

women who were deemed "vimious" and only those who practiced their "given role" as 

defined under the property construction. 

Overall, 1 believe there is a need to M e r  critique the changes that occurred in rape 

law and to analyze the case law and the reaction of the judiciary. I argue that there is 

something other than "patemalisrn" and stereotypical notions of women that affects 

which cntena are invoked to define and determine rape. While I do not deny that there 

exist various constructions of women (Victorian ideology or othenvise) and a degree of 

popular mythology surrounding the consideration of rape, I maintain there is something 

underlying the legal system's construction of rape which Backhouse has not addressed. I 

will now turn to my own analysis of the statute law and case law for the penod of 1892 to 

1996. 

The first assumption that seems implicit within the Iaws surrounding rapelsexud 

assault is the generalized expectation of consent to heterosexual intercourse; that is, there 

seems to be a cultural assumption that women will "generally" consent to sexual 



intercourse. For instance, if women are expected to consent to semai intercourse then it 

"makes sense" that in rape trials the burden of proof is on the woman to establish that she 

did not consent. This assumption, in tuni, I argue, helps - to "rnake sense" of  the 

tangled rnass of legal rules. It is the implicit expectation which has shaped rules relating 

to corroboration for example. The fact that corroboration is necessary in rape trials is 

important in the first place. As noted previously, corroboration evidence is not a central 

focus in other cnminai cases; it is however central to rape. Thus the very need to 

construct niles around corroboration attests to the fact that the complainantrs charge 

"ought" to be treated with some degree of suspicion. 

Rules surrounding corroboration have been debated throughout history and while the 

obligatory judicial warning was eliminated fiom the trial process in 1976, other means 

have been invented which make corroborative evidence crucial. In every rape trial there 

is a requirement of independent proof that a violation occurred. Thus, there is a need to 

counter the cultural presupposition that women will generally consent to heterosexual 

intercourse. One principle reviewed earlier which illustrates the requirement o f  

corroboration is the admissibility of recent cornplaint evidence. From its very inception, 

the relevance of this information was based on the need to counter the presumption of 

fabrkation. What is significant however, is that most cases did not turn on whether the 

cornplainant fabncated the assault but whether she fabricated non-consent. The 

circumstances around her report were relevant in determining if she reacted in such a way 

that would give credit to her claim that she did not consent. Thus, the practice was 

created specifically to offer a means of disproving the assumption of consent. Again, 



while this rule was abrogated in 1983, caselaw reveals an hsistence on the relevance of 

such evidence. It is often argued that it is relevant because it favours the complainant by 

bolstering her credibiiity. The point, however, remains regardless of whose interests are 

served, The focus at trial is not on intercourse but rather on consent. Thus, because the 

cultural presupposition is that consent is likely, the circumstances of the violation are not 

relevant but rather the circumstances of potential consent are relevant. The circumstances 

around the cornplaint lead us to the discovery of whether the complainant fabncated non- 

consent. 

Related to the principle of recent cornplaint is the requirement of resistance. The 

cultural presupposition that wornen will generally consent to heterosexual intercourse, 

and the consequent conclusion that a woman who cnes "rape" must prove non-consent 

also explains the histone concern with demonstrating "resistance". Here again, in other 

words, the logic of our culture Ieads us to conclude that "fabrication" is likely and thus is 

a possibility that m u t  be ruled out before the cornplaint can be taken senously. 

Resistance information therefore is offered as a rneasure of the degree of consent. That 

is, such evidence provides a means of gauging the probability of consent. In other words, 

there was, and still is, a hidden presumption that a woman who is "tmly" raped will fight 

for her life. If she does not fight, then she must have consented. This is made obvious in 

the period pnor to the 1950's in case references to a "hue and cry". Judges explicitly 

stated that such evidence was necessary to establish a lack of consent. Following 1954, 

when there was the creation of the f ~ s t  provision on judicial behaviour, there appears to 

be no direct reference to this requirement in the caselaw. However, a closer look reveals 



that resistance requirements were imbedded in cases in different ways. Sometimes it was 

through references to the complainant's behaviour at the t h e  of the offense (Le., she 

voluntarily got into a car, she went into the bedroom, and so forth); other times it was 

through the questioning of by-bystanders or alternative witnesses. Al1 evidence 

presumably pointed to the fact that the victirn did not resist and therefore consented. The 

equation w-as straightforward: a lack of resistance corifïrmed the presence of consent. In 

other words, without corroboration evidence (Le., resistance and/or recent cornplaint) in a 

rape trial, it could be "safely" assumed that no violation or crime occurred. 

1 now want to suggest that presuppositions about women's sexuality, specifically that 

women will generally consent to heterosexual intercourse, helps us understand ano ther 

aspect of the legislation and caselaw relating to rape: the histone tendency for the legal 

system to see rape as more concemed with "sex" than "violence". After all, in thinking 

about violence (muders, muggings, etc.) we do mt generally presuppose that the victim 

or cornplainant has consented. In other words, in c o ~ e c t i o n  with "violent" acts, a 

general presupposition of consent is absent. The fact that a general presupposition about 

consent is present in the case of rape is one of the things that makes it difficult to thuik of 

rape as "violence". Our cultural iogic makes rape about "sex" not "violence". Up u t i l  

1983, the definition of rape was strictly one that required establishing "sexual" 

intercourse, that is, it was necessary to "prove" "carnai knowledge" and stipulations of 

"ernission of seed" were important for defining the crime. Although reform has resulted 

in a re-naming of rape to sexual assault, the focus is still on meeting "sexual" critena. 

Rules surrounding past sexual history are still relevant in rape cases. Clearly, this is 



because of the cultural logic around intercourse and consent. That is, there is a 

presupposition that sexual history increases or decreases the likelihood of consent to 

sexual intercourse. The contention that past sexual history "proves" consent to violence 

does not fit with our cultural logic. The rules around past sexual history were shaped on 

the basis of the cultural presupposition that consent to intercourse is logical. Thus, the 

presupposition of consent ensures that we construct rape as "sex" and a "violence". 

As noted above, a concem with past sexual history has always been a feature of the 

legislation surrounding rape. Even in light of reform, past sexual history has always been 

used to undermine a woman's claim that she did not consent to sex. A second 

presupposition about women's sexuality which helps us understand the legal systems 

consistent concern with victims sexual history revolves around the notion that consent is 

shaped by patterns of sexual activity. Specifically, the more a woman engages in 

intercourse and the more partnen she has, the less likely she is to deny consent. There is 

ample evidence in the caselaw which shows that women are accorded differential 

protection under the law based on their presurned conduct and reputation and thus their 

"presumed" ability to deny consent. There seems to be an implicit assumption that the 

more a woman has intercourse, the more likely she is to always consent to intercourse. 

Related to this is the implicit assumption that the more partners a woman has intercourse 

with, the less likely she is to deny consent. Such women are constructed as wanting 

sexual vessels who, once they have abandoned the cultural dennition of the "good" girl, 

become uncontrollable. Thus, they are unable, incapable of denying consent. While the 



above suggestions are not exhaustive, they do offer insight as to how the assumption of 

consent is rationalized. 

As a consequence of the "good" girl/"badm girl mode1 (good girls do not have sex 

before marriage nor do they have multiple partners whereas bad girls engage in sex 

fiequently and do so with many partners), there is a covert structure in place in the law 

which ranks women according to their propensity to consent to intercourse. For instance, 

in cases where there is evidence of previous consensual intercourse or any implication of 

sexual interest (e-g. date rape, acquaintance rape), it is assumed that consent may have 

been present or at least the probability of consent is increased. The case of prostitutes 

and "unchaste" women illustrates the assumption M e r .  In this case, the fact that 

prostitutes and "unchaste" women not only have intercourse repeatedly but that they have 

it with several different partners is evidence that their ability to deny consent is 

diminished, even an impossibility. Within the law there is ample evidence that women's 

credibility is suspect but there is also an assumption pertaining to the relationship of the 

rapist to the victim. For instance in the case of stranger rape, the victun's credibility is 

less central than when the rapist is known. Thus, "stranger" rapes garner a different status 

under the Iaw and everything else is suspicious ( e g ,  marital, date, acquaintance rape). 

Another set of rules which developed as a result of the assumption of consent and the 

higher Iikelihood of consent by some women are those sunoundhg the defense of honest 

but mistaken betief in consent. This defense is a blatant testimony to the cultural 

presupposition. The standard for this defense is not one that sets cnteria of 

reasonableness but rather is one of whether or not the perpetrator rightly or wrongly 



beiieved in consent. Thus, built into the law is the expectation of probable consent in 

some circumstances. An accused only needs to establish that he thought consent existed, 

not that it was a teasonable belief. The criterion invoked to support his clairn can be a 

past relationship with the cornplainani, her promiscuous reputation, her sexual history 

with others, and so on. A review of legal cases offers ample evidence depicting women 

as deserving for one reason or another (Le., unchaste, revenge, prostitution, and so on). 

While the legal statutes have eliminated credibility evidence, there has been less reform 

(upheld) ensuring that past sexual history is not used to prove consent. Thus, the 

assumption of consent and the ranking of probability have been well maintained 

throughout the legal history. 

In surnmary, my argument is that the above two implicit cultural presuppositions 

shape and perpetuate the law, the first, the generalized expectation of consent and the 

second, that patterns of sexual activity shape consent. These presuppositions dictate that 

complainants are central in rape trials, the recency and nature of the cornplaint is relevant, 

that resistance is a necessary component of the offense, past sexual history is crucial to 

the detennination of the crime and the crime is considered in sexual tems opposed to 

violent terms. Furthemore, these presuppositions give rise to the unique defense of 

honest but mistaken belief in consent. Overall, I contend that the law and legislative 

reform "make sense" precisely because of these presuppositions. Thus, the laws are only 

justifiable in light of the presuppositions. In other words, the cultural assurnptions create 

and support the law and have made reforrn attempts tenuous. While refom hm 

increasingly been directed at "adjusting attitudes", the changes have met with extrerne 



resistance and challenge nom judiciary personnel and thus, implementation has been 

unsuccessful. The reason for the resistance is because of "our" inability to abandon, 

albeit recognize, the cultural presuppositions underlying the laws. 

Before concludïng this chapter, it would be usefül to imagine that the presuppositions 

that apply to rape apply to other criminal cases. For example, let's imagine that our Iaws 

that shape robbery were shaped by the assumption of consent. That is, imagine that the 

more one gives money the higher the likelihood that they will always give money. Thus, 

at trial, the burden of proof would shift to the complainant to prove that they did not 

consent to be robbed. The complainant would have to establish that while they had piven 

money to the perpetrator on several occasions previous to the alleged offense, they did 

not consent to give money on this particular occasion. The complainant would have to 

prove that they withheld consent and were therefore robbed. Furthemore, the 

cornplainant would need to prove that while they had consented to give money to several 

other individuais, it does not logically follow that they are incapable of denying consent 

to be robbed. Clearly, the above depiction is absurd. However, I argue that it is only 

absurd because the cultural assumption does not "fit'' withui the context of robbery. That 

is, consent to be robbed is hcomprehensible. Unlike the case of intercourse, we do not 

believe that someone is iikely to consent to robbery. 

As a second example, let's consider fraud. Imagine in this instance that the perpetrator 

argued that they had an honest but mistaken belief in consent. That is, the perpetrator 

presented a defense arguing that they "honestly" believed that the complainant consented 

to having their money taken. In this case, let's imagine that the perpetrator was a cashier 



at a retail store. The complainant came into the store every day and voluntarily gave their 

credit card to the perpetrator. On the occasion in question, the perpetrator charged the 

victims credit card with funds that the complainant is now arguing were not authorized. 

The perpetrator argues that they believed they had consent because the complainant had 

(on several occasions) previously consented to the charging of funds. The complainant 

would then be charged in court with having to establish that they did not consent to 

having their credit card charged. The ovemding principle would be that the complainant 

was likely to have consented because they had consented before and because they had 

consented to several different individuals. Again, this scenario is ridiculous. This 

scenario is inconceivable, however, because we do not assume that the giving away of 

money results in a higher likelihood of always giving money away and thereby never 

denying consent to having money taken. 

CONCLUSION 

Overall, the above creates the background against which rape is understood. The Iegal 

system reinfiorces cultural assumptions by creating definitions of rape as well as the 

parameters for handling rape. Thus, the assumptions create the law and legal practices 

maintain and reinforce the assumptions. Legal tinkering with respect to legislative 

reform will continue to be the practice ofjudges, lawyers, and ferninist groups aiike until 

the assumptions underlying rapehexual assault are deconstructed thereby uncovering the 

hamiful standards which erase woments experience. That is, the way we as a society 



conceive of and understand rape/sexuaI assault will remain the same h l  the covert 

assumptions about women and women's sexuality are revealed. 

With a clear understanding of the legal history of rapefsexual assault and a conception 

of how cultural presuppositions create and sustain the law, 1 now turn to a discussion and 

critique of the sociological positions on rape and sexuality. 



CONSTRUCTIONS OF RAPE IN SOCIOLOGY AND CRRMINOLOGY 
(1 893 - 1996) 

INTRODUCTION 

The purpose of this chapter is two-fold: first, to provide an o v e ~ e w  of the ways in 

which sociology and cnminology have viewed rape over the past hundred years and 

second, to uncover (again) the underlying set of cultural assumptions that have shaped 

these views. To begin the analysis, I Iocated and reviewed 28 introductory textbooks in 

sociology and 30 textbooks in criminology, published over the penod of 1893 - 1996. 1 

chose to review textbooks specifically because I wanted to survey "estabkhed opinion". 

The sample of textbooks examined, in each case, is admittedly an availability sample. I 

sirnply used al1 the textbooks I could locate in the University of Western Ontario Iibrary 

system. While these books may or may not be representative of dl such books pubfished 

in this period, 1 believe that there are no important approaches to the study ofrape that 

have been missed. Because the discussion of rape in introductory textbooks differed to 

some extent from the discussion of rape in crirninology texts, it will be convenient to 

consider the two textbook sarnples separately. In addition to the review of textbooks, I 

also reviewed three monographs pub Iished in the IWO'S. These works, Amir ( 1 97 1 ) 

Patterns in Forcible Rape, Brownmiller (1975) Against Our Will. Men, Women and Rape 

and Clark and Lewis (1977) Rape: the pnce of coercive sexualitv, are repeatedly referred 

to in the textbook sample and are important to include in my consideration of how rape 

has been constructed in sociology and crirninology. 



DISCUSSIONS OF RAPE IN INTRODUCTORY TEXTBOOKS 

Table 2.1 provides a summary of the discussions of crime and deviance found in the 

introductory textbooks. The k t  colurnn Iists the authors and year of publication for each 

text. The second column provides a summary of the key concerns found in each text and 

in particular, whether the main focus of the text was crime, deviance, delinquency, or 

social problerns. I looked to see if the author was concemed with causation, types of 

punishment and reform, whether the text offered a strictly theoretical analysis or an 

empirïcal evaluation and so on. The third colurnn shows the specific Eypes of 

crime/deviant acts considered within each text. The fourth CO lumn indicates the p resence 

or absence of any discussion of rape. I Iooked for any reference at al1 to rape; even 

something as simple as a listing in a table was coded as the presence of some discussion 

of rape. 

- Insert Table 2.1 here - 

The pattern which emerges fiom a consideration of these textbooks is that rape was 

not a consistent concern, especially in the early part of the period being surveyed. In 

introductory textbooks published prior to 1950 (13 in this sample), for exarnple, not one 

included a discussion of rape. This Iack of attention to rape was g g  the result of an 

overall consensus on what crimes or types of deviance and delinquency should be 

considered. On the contrary, there is great variety in these textbooks with respect to the 

types of criminal behaviour discussed. For example, one text might discuss burglary and 

murder exclusively, another rnight discuss crimes against the state, and another poverty, 

feeble-rnindedness, insanity and drunkenness. Some texts did not discuss any specific 



TABLE 2.1 

SOURCE 

Small and 
Vincent 
1 894 

Haver 
1899 

Carver 
1905 
Ellwood 
1913 
Bogardus 
19 17 
Dealey 
1920 

Case 
1924 
Beach 
1925 
Davis 
1927 
Wallis 
1927 

DISCUSSIONS OF CRIMEIDEVIANCE IN INTRODUCTORY TEXTBOOKS 
(1894 - 1996) 

MAJOR CONCERNS 

no chapters specifically devotcd to crimc, dcviancc, delinqucncy, 
social problems and so forth - scattered references to; "abnormal 
elements of instittitions" (gambling and prostitution), crime and 
jails ("vain hope" of improved conduct), and pathology and signs of 
disease (poverty, vice, crime, pauperism, physical disability and 
social inactivitv) - ,  

(no chaptcrs or discussions of crime, delinquency, deviance, etc.) 

chapter on crime - theoretical discussion of crime and punishment 

chaptcr on crime - causes (objective - outside the individual, and 
subjective within thc individual) 
social progress - crimc, dclinqucncy, and deviancc - causcs of 
social disorganization: biological, genetic, recrcative, associative. 
causes of crime: biological, genetic, hereditary, and social 

review of theorctical arguments on the cause of crime and criminal 
types (bom criminal vs. other) 
causes of crime: intemperance, cconomics, heredity, drugs and 
alcohol 
review of theoretical arguments on the causes of crime (biological 
vs, social arguments) 
causcs of deviancc - biological argument 

TYPES OF CRlMElDEVlANCE CONSIDERED 

murder, thicvery, burglary, prostitution, gambt ing 

no specific examples 

no spccific cxamplcs 

. - .- 

social cvils - immoral and itlegal relations bctwecn the sexes 

burglary, murder, treason, "sexual problemslevils" - 
prostitution, celibacy, sexual disease, masturbation, and 
dissolution of the family. 
no specific cxamples 

no specific examples 

burglary and murder, 

poverty, fccble-mindedness, itisanity and drunkenness, 
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TABLE 2.1 

Wohrmen 

Ritzer, ci al, 

Goldthorpe 

Teppennan 
and Curtis 
t 988 

Cohen & 
Orbuch 

Lena, et al, 

Charon 

MAJOR CONCERNS 

deviance - definitions, social problcms, types, foundations and 
sources of deviancc 

theoretical discussion of deviance - rcviews populor thcorists 

devionce - definitions, bio\ogica\, social and psychological thcoies, 
types of deviance and violence and victims 

theorcticol discussions of dcviancc 

thcorctical discussion of "socicty" (conscnsus, social snnctions, 
legitimacy, authority, statc, nation) 
Four articles - law nnd order, CanadianlAmcrican differences, 
public deviance, sex mass murderers, and Street crimes versus suitc 
crimes 

deviant individuals - definitions and treatment 

three chapters on deviance - labeling process, curing crime and the 
cocaine mafia. 
social order, social control, social deviance (gcncral discussion on 
social structure) 

TYPES OF CRIME/DEVIANCE CONSIDERED 

delinqucncy - vice, assault, embczzlement, robbery, murder, 
trcason, gambling, prostitution, drug addiction and scxual 
pcrvcrsion, kidnapping, extorîion, th& and vandalistn. 

vandals, prostitutes, and thieves, "sexual offenses" is used in 
a section on victimless crimes, 

general \ists of a\\ criminal offenses 

no spccific cxamplcs 

no spccific cxamplcs 

murder, drug use, rape, robbery, scx mass murder, 
prostitution, gambling, drunkenncss, homosexuality, strect 
crime - suitc crime, fiitud, extortion, price fixing 

deviance - murdcr, chitd abuse, rape, robbery, insanity, 
mental illness, juvenile delinquency, white-collar crime, 
atcoholism, drug addiction and prostitution. 

cocaine racket 

no spccific examples 

RAPE 
DlSCUSSlON 

(rape as 
deviance, 
tiequency 
tables) 
n O 

(sex mass 
murder) 
Yes 

(rape as 
devinnce) - 
n O 



type of criminal or deviant behaviour but rather were concemed with the causes of crime 

or the value of punishment in general. Overall, there was Little attention to rape; however 

this inattention cannot be attributed to a consensus in tems of what was addressed in 

these texts. 

Nor cm this inattention to rape in introductory textbooks be attributed to an avoidance 

of sexual crimes. On the contrary, under headings of "sex evils" or "sex crimes" or 

"social evils" any number of behaviours were discussed. For example, Small and Vincent 

(1894) refer to prostitution as an example of vice and therefore do consider sexual crimes. 

Bogardus (1 91 7) talks about problems of "Unmoral and illegal relations between the 

sexes". Dealey (1 920) sees prostitution, celibacy, sexual disease, masturbation and 

dissolution of the family as examples of sexual problems or "evils". Sociologists, in 

other words, were quite willing to discuss sexuai behaviour and were much concemed 

with explainhg these forms of deviance; they simply did not inchde rape in their 

discussions. 

FoIIowing 1 950, there was some minimal change within the introductory literature. 

Deviance in general became a popular topic in later textbooks. Deviant acts discussed 

ranged from prostitution, suicide, rape, alcoholism, extramarital sex, treason, 

ernbezzlement, murder, dmg use, garnbling and hornosexuaiity. Although here again, 

there was little consensus in ternis of what authors chose to discuss. A part of this 

increased concem with deviance was an increase in attention to rape. Of the texts 

published after 1950 (1 5 in this sarnple), four address rape (Lundberg et al., 1954; 

Denisoff and Wahrmen, 1975; Tepperman and Curtis, 1988; Cohen and Orbuch, 1990). 



Those texts which did address rape were largely descriptive and focused on rates and 

defitions rather than on explanations. There is little consistency across the texts in 

tems of how they discuss rape. Lundberg et al. (1954) analyze 110 pre-literate societies 

in an effort to discem what kind of sexud behaviour was deemed "unacceptable" to such 

communities. Rape is included alongside incest and abduction as the most disapproved 

of practices which received the greatest penalty. There is no M e r  discussion of rape. 

Denisoff and Wahrmen (1975) Uiclude rape in their chapter on deviance. They classi@ 

rape as "behavioural deviance" which is defined as "behaviour that a majority of the 

members of the society believe violates the dominant values of society". In this same 

text, rape also appears in a table giving the rates associated with several other violent 

crimes. Denisoff and Wahrmen cite Clinard and Quinney's contention that rapists are 

criminals who do not conceive of themselves as such, who have little group support, and 

who commit such offenses for persona1 reasons or because of subcultural noms. The 

Tepperman and Curtis (1988) text includes rape in the section on deviance and social 

control. In a chapter on "sex mass murderers" rape is n ~ t  discussed per se but a 

"character profile" is proposed as a tool for police to use in order to detect "high 

probabiiity" offenders. Rapists are mentioned in passing as a group that such a tool could 

potentially detect. Apart fiom this, there is no reference to rape. The fourth and final text 

which addresses rape is Cohen and Orbuch (1990). In their chapter on deiiance, they 

offer rape as an example of individual deviance and list it alongside other criminal 

behaviour (e.g., murder, child abuse, robbery). Rape is not discussed in any detail. 



While these texts do mention rape they do not provide any in-depth discussions; nor do 

they offer any analysis. 

In summary, it appem that rape has generally been ignored within introductory 

textbooks. Rape is not mentioned at all in early texts and the later texts which do address 

rape tend to offer brief, descriptive accounts. One feature of this literature which is 

important to recognize is that this neglect of rape is not the result of a consensus in terms 

of deviant or cnminal behaviour, since there is great variation in tenns of what is 

considered. Likewise, the neglect of rape cannot be atûibuted to an avoidance of sexual 

topics as sociologists did consider a range of deviant sexud behaviours. 

DISCUSSIONS OF RAPE IN CRlMINOLOGY TEXTBOOKS 

The criminology textbooks reveal a different pattern with respect to rape. Table 2.2 

provides an overview of discussions of  crime, deviance and delinquency in criminology 

textbooks. The f i s t  column lists the authors and year of publication for each text. The 

second column provides a summary of the major concems with respect to crime, 

deviance, delinquency, social problems, etc.; in particular it indicates the theoretical 

concerns and the causes adduced to explain deviance, delinquency, etc. The third column 

shows the specific types of crirne/deviant acts considered within each text and the fourth 

column lists the presence or absence of any discussion of rape, including any reference at 

al1 to rape (e-g., an independent treatment or a mention in the context of a discussion of 

other crimes). Because rape was discussed more of€en in criminology texts, even in the 

early period, a second table seemed necessary. Table 2.3 deals specifically with those 



texts which address rape and for each text provides a summary of its discussion regarding 

rape. Column 1 lists the author and year of publication of the textbook; colurnn 2 

outlines the nature of the discussion, whether rape was discussed separateIy or as part of a 

broader category; and column 3 outlines the implicit or explicit mode1 used to explain the 

occurrence of rape. 

- Insert Table 2.2 here - 

One pattern evident in Table 2.3 is that in tems of overall approach, criminology texts 

were largely concemed with descriptive analyses, rates, characteristics and types of crime 

and criminals, causes of crime and deviance in general, and treatment and punishrnent of 

criminals in general. However, as might be expected, criminology texts discussed a 

broader range of crimes and deviance as compared to introductory texts. Criminolog 

texts were more Iikely to include such things as abortion, infanticide, dmnk drïving, 

bigamy, castration, exhibitionism, forgery, arçon, pejury, assault, mo lestation and 

hornosexuality. Furthermore, unlike introductory texts, there is more consensus on 

crimes considered. Murder, robbev rape, prostitution and suicide, for example, are 

discussed in the majority of criminology textbooks. Another difference between 

introductory and criminology texts is that criminology texts are more concemed with 

c l a s s i ~ g  crimes systematically. Criminology texts, for instance, are more likely to 

discuss crimes under generd categones like, crimes against persons, crimes against 

property, crimes against public safety and mords, professional crimes, occupational 

crimes, organized crime, political crime, aggravated assaults, and sex offenses. 

- Insert Table 2.3 here - 



SOURCE 

MacDonald 
1893 

Tallack 
1896 

Smith 
191 1 

Lydston 
1912 

Mosby 
1913 
Schlapp and 
Smith 
1928 
Darrow 
1922 
Brasol 
1931 

TABLE 2.2 
DISCUSSIONS OF CRIMEfDEVIANCE IN CRIMINOLOGY TEXTBOOK 

(1893 - 1996) 

MAJOR CONCERNS 

crime - physical sidc, psychology of, intelligence of criminels, 
association of criminals, criminal contagion, criminal hypnotism, 
and recidivation. 

punishment of sexual crimcs, 1 sadisrn, hermaphroditish, mutilation, h&nosexu~lity and 1 - 

TYPES O F  CRlMElDEVlANCE CONSIDERED 

prostitution, abortion, gambling, homicidc, infanticide, 
murder, suicidc, and theft. 

strategies for reducing crime, vice and pauperism, importance of 
Christianity is the undertying tiircad throughout book, sentencing 
and treatment of criminals in prisons is central. 
major pathologies - conditionlpoverty, conduct/crime, 
mindhsanity, senscs/blindness-deafness, peripheral pathologies - 
drunkenness, suicide, immigration, family dissolution, illegitimacy 
and prostitution, 
scxual vice and crime, sexual psychopathy, race problcm, 

ctiology, prophylaxis, and therapeutics, general commcntary on 

RAPE 
DISCUSSION 

Yes 

crimc, non-specific exnmples. 
theorics and couses of crime 

prostitution 

prostitution, suicide, drunkenness 

sexunl vice and cnme - prostitution, satyriasis, nyrnphomania, 

no 

n O 

yes 

sexual prcdilection for samc scx. 
mentions suicide, murdcr, and rape in one paragraph. 

I I 

causes, types of criminals and types of crime, 1 homicide, sex crimes, robbery and burglary, and property 1 YcS 

Yes 

rape mcntioned alongsidc bigomy, iiicest ond homicides of 
passion. In-depth discussions of thievery and murder, 

two parts, 1 )  crime as a social problem, includcs data, genesis and 
riaturc, economics, religion, family, education, the press, lcgislrition 
and the law, 2) focuses on psycho-physical nature of crime and 
includes bio-psychic explanations, crime and responsibility, and 

yes 

crimes. 

types of crime - 1) offenses against public order - treason, 
military disertion, election fiauds, bribery, abuse of authority 
2) offenses against bodily safety - homicide, injuries, murder 
3) sexual crime - castration, rape, incest, exhibitionism 4) 

mental disease, 1 crimes ngoinst property - thefi, burglaryhobbery, fraudulent 1 1 bnnkruptcy, forgery. fraudslcheats, extortion, arson and I 





TABLE 2.2 

1964 

Caldwell 
1965 

Lunden 
1967 

Gibbons 

Nettler 

Barlow 

Vetter & 
Silvcrman 

Reid 

MAJOR CONCERNS 

general considcration of al1 crimcs - classificntion and 
pattemlcharacteristic analysis. 

the problem, causation, crimc and justicc, and correction and 
punishment 

problem of crime, choractcristics of criminals, extent of crime, 
processing of felons, and the criminal in prison 
sociological, psychological, psychiatric, cultural/anthropological, 
philosophical, rcligious, and motivational, legal and political 
approaches, criminal carcer pnttcrns, and typologies 
gcneral text on crimintil law, police, causes, thcorctical approaches, 
etc. discusses rape in-dcpth, addresses soc. ignorance and lack of 
interest, 
definitions of crime, counting crime and theorizing crime 

theory and mcthod, crime and criminal offcndcrs, and treatment of  
criminals 

issues of crime, theories of crime, types of crime and the criminal 
justice systcm 

study of crime, patterns of criminal behavior, theoretical 
perspectives on crime and criminolity and the aidministration of 
justice 
study of crime, exptanations of crimintil behaviour, criminal 
typologies and the criminal justice system 

TYPES OF CRIRIEIDEVIANCE CONSIDERED 

murder. nssault, robbcry, rape, prostitution and "other" sex 
crimcs, ctc, in general discussions, specific discussions 
around white-collar crimc, bluc-collar crimc, and vicc crime 
(alcoholism, driig addiction, gambling). 

homicide, suicide, rape, nssault, arson, burglary, larccny, 
cmbezzlement, extort ion, bigamy, and perjury . speci tic 
discussions around (vicc) prostitution, white-collar and blue- 
collar crimes, 
lists al1 tcchnical definitions of crimc according to uniform 
crime statistics, 
rape, child molcstation, assault, murder, homosexuality, etc. 

six types of scxual deviation, stat. rapist, aggressive rapist, 
nonviolcnt scx offendcr, violcnt sex offcndcr, malc 
Iiomoscxual and inccst offcnder. 
various crimes listed, rape included. 

murder and assault, robbery: thefl by violence, nonviolent 
thcft, occupotionnl crîmc, organized crime, drug scene, 
criminal sexuality. 
person-to-person violent crimcs: rape, murder, aggravated 
assault, robbery, kidnapping, other assaults, abuses of spouses 
and children and arson 
crimcs against persons - rape is included 

violent crimcs, tape - four types, forcible, statutory, marital 
and date. 

RAPE 
DISCUSSION 





TABLE 2.3 

RAPE DISCUSSIONS IN CRIMINOLOGY TEXTBOOKS 

SOURCE DISCUSSED SEPARATELY OR DISCUSSED AS PART OF A BROADER CATECORY 

MacDonald 
1893 
Lydston 
1912 
Mosby 

1943 1 cannot control his appetite and thus violates standards of decency and victim rapists (girl 

broad - rape is mentioned in refcrencc to cruelty, murdcr and blood, rape is not thc rcsult of 
outrage but rathcr scxual passion satisfaction 
specific - mention in treatment section - "Negro rapists" 
"abnomals" barbanc ancestors - rapists nced to be asexualizcd 
broader context of climate differences, states that "it is clearly provcn that the maximums of 

1913 

Dat-row 
1922 

Sch tupp and 
Stni t h 
1928 
Brasol 
193 1 

Barnes & Teeter 

MODEL 

suicides, murders and rapes is always reached in carly summer, whereas the minimum is reached 
in December and January" 
specific - rape is discussed as a sex crime, the central argument is that rape is the result of sexual 
hunger, passion, thus rapists are thosc men with a strong sex hunger who have little money, 
generally no family, are poorly fed and clothed, and possess few attractions, thus they must 
develop thcir own rneaiis of gratifying thcir "deep and prima1 instinct" 
broad - 1 )  scntcncing "rapcrs" (periodically givcn high scntcnccs) and 2) economic destitution 
argument, rapc ns thc rcsult of economic dcprivation (Schlapp and Smith rcjcct geiicral 
argument) 
specific - rape is discussed in the section on scx crime, Bras01 states that scx crimes (examples of 
which arc rape, incest and exhibitionism are "often the result of acquired habits and imitation" 
and that sexual instinct is a natural impulse which may find its satisfaction in artificial and 
perverted foms of excitation. (appendix includes a table of criminogcnic factors, thcre are ten 
social factors and six psycho-physical factors attributed to rape). 
specific - two types - pathological pervert who has a normal sexual desire but occasionally 

atavistic, biological foundations, 
constitutional hunger 
atavistic, biological fouiidations, constitutional 
hunger 
social/cnvironmental ex plnnat ion 

atavistic, biological foundations, constitutional 
hunger 

nonc 

biological foundation but social conditions 
create problem 

biologicallpsychiatric 





TABLE 2.3 

SOURCE 

Fox 
1976 

Gibbons 
1977 

Nettler 
1978 

Barlow 
1984 

Bonn 
1984 

Vetter & 
Silveman 
1986 
Reid 
1988 

DISCUSSED SEPARATELY OR DISCUSSED AS PART O F  A BROADER CATEGORY 

specific - scx offenses (forcible rape) rejects sexual dcpravation argument and argues that rape is 
the result of aggression and hatrcd that stems from an inability to achicve masculine 
identification, victims do not matter to rapists, sex is not the primary objcct ("cvcrybody knows a 
twenty dollar bill is cheaper than a twcnty ycar sentence". 
general - in lists, rape is included alotigside other violent crimes, concems are characteristics of 
offcnders, patterns, attitudes. 
specific - soc, lack of attention, - discusses statutory rapists and aggressive rapists (differcnces 
and interaction patterns) - outlincs characteristics, attitudes and the backgrounds of rapists, 
argues that rape involves normal heterosexual conduct but is deviant because of the use of force 
specific - rape is problematic blc of easy accusation to make, rclationship relevant, 
- statistical discrepancics blw report and charges 
- social location and seriousness of crime, age and sex of pwp, comparison 
- urbanization effects on rape rate, descriptive (population dcnsity and rape rates) 

specific - discusses why rape has been ignored, namely lack of concem for women as victims, 
relegatcd to behavioural pathology, considercd rare problem, - addresses the problcm of counting 
rape, - rcjccts argument that rape results blc of a lowcr-class subculturc of violcncc wherc force 
is acceptable, reviews attitude studies which reinforcc myths/niisconceptions (womcn want to bc 
raped), contends that conccptualizations of rape reinforce cultural imagery (women as property), 
states that the popular image of the abnormal rapist is convenient but invalid as studies indicate 
that rape is committed by "normal" men, briefly addresses marital rape. 
spccific - rapc as most ambiguous in definition, rape is situationally dcpendent on rclationship 
blw rapist and victim, types - stranger, date, marital - tape is listed in several tables of offender 
characteristics 
specific - types of rapists, power assertive, power-reassurance, anger-retaliation, anger- 
excitation, - side box on marital rape 

specific - descriptive account of types (forcible, statutory, marital and date), charactcristics and 
rates, - thrcc types, nnger, power and sadistic, - prison rape scction, - violence but different 
casual factors motivate 

MODEL 

sociallenvironmcntal explanation 

sociallcnvironmental explanation 

sociaI/environmental explanation 

sociallcnvironmental explanation 

psychiatriclpsychological 



TABLE 2.3 

SOURCE 
Conklin /1/80 
Masters & 
Robcrson 

Parrillo, et al, r 

DISCUSSED SEPARATELY OR DISCUSSED AS PART OF A BROADER CATEGORY 

broad - in the context of discussion around characteristics of offenders, frequency, costs, - 
studies measuring fear and tolerance and fiequency of rape, tilso "machismo" values = higher 
rates, stereotypes and blaming victim discussion, rape as violencc but culturally viewed as scxual 
crime 
specific - under violent crime, real rape (aggravatcd usc of weapons) vcrsus simple rope 
(evcrfihing c h ) ,  - rcporting and statistical problems, - values supporting rapc (supporting 
violence, males as aggressors, females as victims, dating game, alcohol rote), marital rape, 
- popular works (Brownmiller and Amir), - rape as a violent act (anger, power, and sadistic rape) 
broad - typology, characteristics of offenders and victims, - reporting problems (women's 
reluctance), - sex or violence (types of rapists, power-assertive, power-reassuronce, anger- 
retaliation, anger-excitation). 

broad - deviance - rapc as violent crime and estimates of incidence 
- violence, terrorism and war, rape is misclassi ficd as scx crime opposcd to violence (rapists hatc 
women), - rape and prcvention discussion (re-socializc womcn) 
- international comparison of rates, - reporting problems and need to rcform laws to prcvent 
"falsc accusationstt 

social/environmcntal explanation I 

psychiatriclpsychological I 



Given my concerns in this thesis, perhaps the most important difference between 

cnmuiology texts and introductory texts has to do with the discussion of sexual deviance. 

Criminology texts are more likely to consider a broader range of sexual behaviour and to 

oEer more extensive discussions than introductory texts. Specific forms of sexual 

deviance that were of interest to criminologists included such things as: satyriasis, 

nymphomania, sadism, hermaphroditism, mutilation, sexual predilection for the same 

sex, bestiality, buggery, masochism, indecent exposure, exhibitionism, prostitution, and 

rape. In contrat to introductory texts, rape was routinely mentioned in crïminology texts 

and this was tnie for both the early and later periods. 

In fact, twenty-six of the thirty criminology textbooks I reviewed discuss rape in some 

way. MacDonald (1893) discusses rape in the context of cruelty, murder and blood; he 

states that rape does not result f?om outrage but rather results because of the need for 

sexual satisfaction. Lydston (19 12) discusses rape in a section on treatment where he 

argues that rapists are "abnomals" with barbaric ancestors and need to be asexualized. 

Mosby (1 9 13) refers to rape in the context of climate differences wherein he states that 

suicide, murder and rape occur more often in the sumrner rnonths. Darrow (1922) 

outlines rape as a sex crime and discusses the cause of rape in terms of sexual hunger. 

Barnes and Teeter (1943) discuss two types of rapists (the pathoIogicai pervert and the 

victim rapist - underage girls) and speculate on the different causal factors of rape. Elliott 

and Mem; (1950) in a chapter on sex offenders discuss the problems with statistical 

evduations of rape and outline m e s  of rape. Elliott (1952) defines types of rape and 



offers a variety of different models for explaining rape. Reckless (1961) provides an in- 

depth summary of studies on rapists and discusses the cause of rape. Johnson (1 964), 

Caldwell (1965), Lunden (1967), and Nettler (1978) offer general statistical analyses of 

fiequency, seasonal variation, clearance rates, and offender charactenstics. Fox (1 976) 

reports on offender characteristics, patterns and attitudes of rapists and reviews different 

arguments for the occurrence of rape. Gibbons (1 977) and Barlow (1 984) address 

sociology's lack of attention to rape and provide discussions around popular mythology 

and misconceptions. Bonn (1984) Vetter and Silverman (1986) Reid (1988) Hagan 

(1990) and Masters and Roberson (1990) al1 reproduce models of types of rapists and 

offer various "aside" discussions. 

Looking over these discussions of rape in criminology texts, certain cornrnon concems 

emerge. Criminology texts have always been concemed with statistically evaluating 

crime. In both the early and later texts, authors discussing rape repeatedly report on such 

things as: rates of occurrence, rural and urban differences, seasonal variation, time of 

offense, clearance rates, age, sex and race of offenders and so on. As well, criminology 

texts repeatedly ciassi@ types of rape. For instance rape in war is a recurring topic; 

authors consistently make references to war as a cause of rape (Lydston 19 12, Bras01 

193 1, Elliott 1952, Elliott and Memil, Parrillo et al. 1996). By about the 1 9401s, 

criminologists begin to draw a distinction behveen statutory rape and forcible rape. There 

is a tendency to classiQ and discuss each type separately, sometimes on legal grounds 

and other times in terms of "interactional" patterns, with each type associated with 

different motivations. 



Over the penod surveyed there is also a change in the type of explanation offered for 

rape. Many, although not dl, early texts tend to see rape as behg the result of a single 

cause. Usually this means seeing rape as the outcome of a biologicd sexual drive. For 

example, MacDonald (1893) States that acts of cruelty and the sight of blood stimulate 

sexual passion and thus rape is not the result of cutrage, anger or violence but rather the 

result of a need for sexual gratification. Lydston (1912), in a section on punishment, 

argues that in dealing with rapists, the solution is the "total ablation of the sexual organs". 

He argues that asexualization serves the purpose of incapacitating the rapists fiom raping 

again and makes procreatioo of "his kind" impossible. Darrow (1922) argues that rapists 

have a "strong sex hunger" and because they have Iittle money, generally no farnily, are 

poorly fed and clothed and possess few attractions, they develop their own means of 

satismng their "deep and prima1 instinct". Thus, Darrow suggests that men have an 

underlying biological drive which must be satisfied even if rape is the means by which 

they satisfy their urge. Less often, early texts offered explanations which rooted the 

cause of rape in environmentaYsocia1 conditions, but here again, the explanation tended 

to be mono-causal. Mosby (1913) and Elliott (1 952) for instance, saw climate to be the 

critical variable. Schlapp and Smith (1928) saw economic depnvation as the sole cause 

of rape. 

Bras01 (193 1) is the one text in which this mono-causal mode1 is not evident; he lists 

sixteen factors which lead to rape. Some have a social basis such as the disintegration of 

religion and low standards of morality, social unrest, poor housing conditions, revolution, 

der-war effects, neglect in family-bad examples, bad school association, moral neglect, 



sexual advertisements, morbid literature and art, and others have a psycho-physical basis; 

morbid heredity, (alcoholic, syphilitic, insanity), age, organ infenority, deafhess, 

muteness, blindness, suppression and perversion of instincts and the disintegration of the 

volitional mechanism. The important point is that Brasol's text stands out against the 

others because he suggests that there is a variety of things which c m  rnotivate men to 

rape. 

More recent texts are not only less likely to offer biological explanations for rape but 

are also less Iikely to offer mono-causal explanations. This increasing concern with 

multi-causality is evident in the proliferation of typologies which classi@ types of rape or 

rapists; the Unplicit or explicit assumption is that each type is produced by a different 

process. For instance, both Vetter and Silverman (1986) and Masters and Roberson 

(1990) identifi four types of rapists, these are: 1) the power-assertive rapist whose 

"rnasculinity cornplex" drives him to dominate; 2) the power-reassurance rapist whose 

drive to dominate stems from a weakened gender identity and who typically rapes afier an 

incident where he has experienced humiliation or embarrassment; 3) the anger-retaliation 

rapist who regards normal sexual expenence as repulsive and who rapes in order to 

express his hatred for women, and; 4) the anger-excitation rapist who is a pathological 

sadist who uses violence as a means of arousal. Reid (1 988) and Hagan (1 990) identiQ 

three types of rape: 1) the anger rape, which is defined as a sexual attack that results fkom 

rage and usually "involves far more p hysical assault upon the victim than is necessary" ; 

2)  the power rape which is d e h e d  as a sexual attack which entails the expression of 

domination and force with the minimum necessary to "exert his [the rapist's] 



superordinate position," and; 3) the sadistic rape which is the combination of sexuality 

and aggression wherein the rapist has psychotic desires to tonnent, torture and abuse the 

victim. Other typologies of rape and rapists are sumrnarized in Table 2.3. The central 

point here is that authon begin to c l a h  that different processes create different types of 

rape and that rapists are not a single category of persons motivated by a single cause. 

There is aiso an increasing tendency in these textbooks to refer to rape as an act of 

violence as opposed to a sexual act. Later texts are far more likely to state that rape is a 

crime of violence and to include data on rape in tables alongside data on murder and 

assault. As well, some of the Iater texts (Conklin 1989, Hagan 1990, Masters and 

Roberson 1990, ParriIlo et al. 1996) offer discussions of the question of rape as violence 

or sex. Authors typically conclude that rape is a crime of violence. However, it should 

be clear that these authors do not evaluate the question itself. That is, these authors 

simply state that rape is an act of violence; they do not address why rape has been or still 

is considered a sexual crime- 

Another change over tirne beginning in the mid-1980's is an increase in attention to 

marital rape. Out of the eight texts published after 1984, over half provide a discussion 

around marital rape. Barlow (1984) discusses marital rape in the context of changes to 

the Wisconsin rape and sexual assault statutes. Vetter and Silveman (1986) provide a 

"side box" where they report on a specific case of a wife charging her husband and they 

mention legislative changes and acknowledge that there are four U.S. states which do not 

recognize marital rape as a crime. Reid's (1988) treatment of marital rape includes a 

discussion of the resistance to the idea of marital rape, the legislative changes, and the 



frequency of prosecutions. Hagan (1990) mentions maritai rape in a section on Vape as a 

violent act" and claims that the question of sex or violence is a re-curent theme because 

of marital rape cases. Finally, Masters and Roberson (1990) address marital rape and cite 

studies which attempt to estimate the fkequency. 

A final pattern which ernerges fiom a review of these textbooks is that over time 

authors begin to supplement discussions of the causes of rape with discussions of the 

social or societal influences which affect how rape is treated. For instance, Barlow 

(1 984) addresses criminology's lack of consideration of rape and discusses myths and 

rnisconceptions. He presents a critique of the construction of the rapist and claïms that 

conceptualizations of rape reinforce cultural imagery. Conklin (1989) provides a 

discussion on "victim participation" and rape law and argues that reform should attempt 

to counter the tendency to blarne the victim. Hagan (1990) provides brief discussions on 

rape mythology and cultural values which support rape. 

In sumrnary, the overall pattern with respect to criminology textbooks is that they have 

always devoted more attention to rape. Rape discussions, while not found in every source 

are fowid in the majority of texts. While these texts have consistently been concemed 

with statistical evaluations and with c lass img certain foms of rape, some changes did 

occur. Explmations of rape shifted fiom mono-causality to multi-causality, there was an 

increasing tendency to label rape as violence and some authors began to reflect on the 

treatment of rape within sociology and crimino logy. 1 will assess the influence these 

critiques have had on sociotogy later in this chapter and in the next chapter. For now 1 



would like to consider two possibilities for why various changes occurred in textbook 

considerations of rape. 

RESEARCH ON RAPE 

Several possibilities corne to mind with regard to why criminology texts began to pay 

more attention to rape. One possibility and the one 1 want to consider here and mle out, 

is that the textbook authors were responding to an increase in the amount of research 

being done on rape and/or to an increase in the amount of research being done on sexual 

behaviour in general. 

Using Sociofile and restricting the search to journal articles published in English, 1 

Iocated 557 articles containing the key words rape and women and 161 articles containing 

the key words sexual assault and women published between the early 1970's and the 

present. 10 For comparative purposes and using the sarne parameters as those for rape 

(Le., words in English and journal articles only), 1 also located articles on other sexual 

topics, narnely incest, homosexuality, prostitution and abortion. Figure 2.4 shows the 

number of articles found for each topic over tirne. 1 1 One striking feature of the data 

presented in Figure 2.4 is that the number of articles on each topic varies greatly; there 

are 2052 articles on abortion, 1380 articles on homosexuality, 602 articles on rapekexual 

assault, 482 articles on prostitution and 356 articles on incest. In other words, 

10 1 examined the "Combined Retrospective Index of Journals in Sociology" for the years 1895 through to 
1974. The key words 1 used were rape, sex crimes, sex deviance, and women, 1 was ody abIe to locate 
nine articles which in some way related to rape, six of the articles were pubrished after 1950. (Refer to 
Appendix # for sources) 
Il 1 excluded titles f?om 1996 as the update on Sociofile was incomplete. 



homosexuality and abortion generated far more articles than rape though rape is discussed 

more often than prostitution and incest. There also appears to be some small differences 

in time trends for the different topics. Articles on abortion and homosexuality seem to 

increase in the mid 1980's. We do not observe a sunilar increase in rapekexual assault 

articles until the 1990's. By contrast articles on prostitution and incest seem to be very 

Bat, thus not changing dramaticaily at any point. 

- Insert Figure 2.4 here - 

For our purposes, what is most significant about the data in Figure 2.4 is that the 

expanded discussions of rape in criminology textbooks, which appears in the mid 19801s, 

cannot be amibuted to more research on rape. On the contrary, if anything the data 

would support the view that the escalation of rape research is subsequent to the 1980's 

thus suggesting that the expanded discussions in criminology texts resulted in more 

research in the 1990's. 

SOCIOLOGICAL TEXTS ON RAPE AND SEXUAL ASSAULT 

Looking over the discussions in criminology texts, authors repeatedly cite various 

monographs published in the 1970's. Perhaps the work contained in these monographs 

was responsible for the increased attention to rape. In this section, 1 will review the 

works which the textbook authors repeatedly addressed. 1 will briefly consider Arnir's 

(1971) Patterns in Forcible Rape, Brownmiller's (1975) Against Our Will. Men. Wornen 

and Rape and Clark and Lewis' (1977) Rape: the price of coercive sexualitv. 



NUMBER OF TITLES 



Amir's book was first published in 1971 and in Amir's words it is the first book which 

is concerned with the subject matter of rape as opposed to the psychology of rape. Amir 

rnakes clear that his concern is not with the causes of rape but with describing rape 

incidents. He presents statistical data on the inter-Iinkages, regularities and uniformities 

of rape. The book is divided into five parts: 1) a general review of perspectives on rape; 

2) social characteristics of victims and offenders (race, age, martial status, employment 

status and previous criminal record) and characteristics of the rape situation (temporal 

patterns, spatial patterns, and alcohol involvement); 3) the rape situation and the modus 

operandi (sequence of events surrounding rape, meeting places, interaction, 

premeditation, means and modes of rape, and force and brutality); 4) the victim in 

forcible rape (interpersonal relationships, potential victims, vulnerable rape situations, 

and victirn precipitated rape), and; 5) the post-rape situation (processing cases). Arnir's 

sample consists of 646 cases of rape on police records in Philadelphia korn January 1958 

to Decernber 1958 and Januaxy 1960 to December 1960. He identifies eleven patterns, 

these are: 1) Negroes exceed Whites both among victims and offenders; 2)  the age group 

of 15-19 is the highest among victims and offenders; 3) both victims and offenders are 

likely to be unmarried; 4) offenders are most likely to be on the bottom of the 

occupntional scale; 5) the number of rapes increase in the summer months but there is no 

significant association; 6) the highest concentration of rapes occur on the week-end; 7) 

alcohol plays a role in one-third of cases and is correlated with the amount of violence 

used; 8) fiw percent of offenders had previous records; 9) seventy-one percent of the 



rapes were planned; 1 0) there are several types of force and types of acts which de fine 

rape, and; 1 1) fi@ percent of the victims behaved in a submissive manner. 

Amir's work is routinely cited as the most thorough and ngorous study of rape within 

the sociologicai Literature. In the end, however, Amir's book is a purely descriptive 

account of rape cases and therefore is not concemed with presenting a mode1 of causation 

nor with deconstructing the tenns rape and rapist. The value or uniqueness of Amir's 

work lies in the fact that it is a departure from the typical treatment of rape; rather than 

attempting to establish a single cause of rape or a single profile of rapists it offers a 

comprehensive review of actual cases; thus his work has the potential of debunking 

popular rape mytho logy. 

Brownrniller's (1 975) Against Our Will. Men. Women and Rape is perhaps the most 

popular book on the subject of rape, certainly one of the most cited. Her central argument 

and repeatedly quoted contention is that rape "is nothing more or less than a conscious 

process of intimidation by which al1 men keep d l  women in a state of  fear" (1975: 5). 

According to Brownmiller this process of intimidation is made possible because of 

"man's structural capacity to rape and wornan's corresponding structural vulnerability 

[which] are as basic to the physiology of both our sexes as the prima1 act of sex itselft 

(1 975: 4). By structural capacity to rape, Brownmiller means man's physical strength and 

genital make-up and women's physicai weahess and genital make-up. To support this 

claim, that rape is an act of coercion, Brownmiller looks at patterns of rape in wartime, 

Mormon persecutions, mob violence against blacks in the U S  south, mob violence 

against whites in the Congo and slavery. It is a consequence of Brownmiller's 



formulation (and one that she repeats often) that rape must be placed within the socio- 

political context and cannot be undentood as individual pathology. According to 

Brownmiller, rape is unquestionably about violence and power and must be fought and 

ended on a multiplicity of levels. Because rape is the logical outcome of a system where 

men routinely oppress women through violence, the legal system will continue to ignore 

everyday violence in women's lives and will instead continue to focus and catch only 

those men who fit a certain mode1 (e.g., the stranger who leaps out fiom a bush). 

The final text which is often mentioned in textbooks is Clark and Lewis7 (1977). 

Their book Rape: the ~ n c e  of coercive sexualitv is divided into two parts. The first half 

deals with the "empirical facts" of rape, which include, characteristics of the crime (time 

and location of offense, use of alcohol, use of violence, etc.), the victim (appearance, age, 

marital status, occupation, mental state, and so forth) and the rapist @lace of birth, age, 

physical appearance, occupation, awareness of guilt, aggression and hostility, etc.) In the 

second halfof the book, Clark and Lewis develop a theory of rape which "fits the facts" 

presented in the first half. Their centrai argument is that rape is a social act produced by a 

specific type of society, specifically, a society wherein women lack economic 

independence and their status is that of male sexual property. They suggest that social 

understanding (public attitudes) as well as legal theory and practice treat the rapist and 

the rape victim in such a way that reflects this premise. Clark and Lewis contend that in 

order to eliminate rape, the underlying social structure which produces it must be altered. 

They state that as long as private property exists, so too will institutionalized and 

structured inequality and as long as women remain forms of property, sexual inequality 



wÏlI always exist. Thus, sexual antagonisms will continue until patriarchal capitalist 

societies cease to commodiQ female sexualiw and until women are given rights to sexual 

and reproductive autonomy. Clark and Lewis chim that with such rights women would 

not have "special duties of care with respect to theV sexuality, and would owe no duties 

to anyone with respect to its use and disposition ... men would not have to bargain for 

female sexuality, at least in the normal course of events" (p. 182). Overall, Clark and 

Lewis' book is an attempt, like Arnir's, to present the social correlates of rape and like 

Brownmiller's, to root rape in the social structure as opposed to individual males. 

Although the various textbook discussions of rape and the discussions of rape by 

Arnir, Brownrniller and Clark and Lewis, respectively, are different in many ways, they 

al1 share one essential similarity: the concepts "rape" and "rapists" are not taken as 

problematic, that is, as concepts that have been socially constmcted and that are therefore 

connected to notions of heterosexuality, penile-vaginal intercourse and so forth. 

Sociologists and cnmuiologists unlike social constructionist's are not concerned with the 

links between particular social categones ("rape" and "rapist") and the histoncal, cultural 

and linguistic contexts that gave nse to these categories. As 1 indicated in my 

introduction, this is in fact why these works are being considered in this chapter. Before 

proceeding to the final section of this chapter, which will problematize and deconstruct 

socio1ogical discussions of "rape" and "rapists," 1 want to consider two pre-existing 

analyses which have attempted to critique sociological accounts of rape, if only because 

some of the empirical patterns established in this chapter suggest that these critiques are 

flawed- 



EXISTING REFLECTIONS ON Tl333 RELATIONSHIP B E W E N  
SOCIOLOGY AND RAPE 

The following two works are distinctive from the rnajority of texts because they are 

concerned with the relationship between sociology and rape. Some sociologists, Gibbons 

(1977) and Barlow (1984) respectively, have made arguments that rape has been ignored 

in sociology. They attempt to explain why there has been a silence on the problern of 

rape. 

In his criminology textbook, Gibbons (1977) argues that "sexual misconduct" has been 

under-represented and systematically ignored within the sociologicai literature in favour 

of analyses focused on property crimes. He contends that this is largely due to the fact 

that the causal factors associated with sexual criminality are different than those 

associated with other foms of criminal behaviour. Thus, he argues that sociologists have 

always been concerned with crimes that are explained by "social structural" causes as 

opposed to "socialization" causes, and since sociologists could not "fit" sexual crimes 

into their pre-established frameworks, they simply chose to ignore the subject altogether. 

Rape was therefore tumed over to psychiatrists and other professionals who dealt with 

behavioural disorders and mental pathologies. Gibbons also contends that traditional 

views of sex in Arnerican society dictated that sexual conduct was a moral issue and not a 

suitable subject for public discussion. 

The review presented earlier in this chapter suggests that Gibbons' argument is only 

partly correct. Gibbons' daim that sociologists have systematically ignored rape is 

simply untrue. What my review indicates is that while rape was in no way central in 



sociology and cnminology texts there is at least "cursory" discussions of rape in early 

crimlliology texts and an ever increasing amount of attention devoted to rape in later 

texts. Perhaps the most problematic part of Gibbons argument is his suggestion that rape 

was ignored in sociology largely because it was seen as an individual pathology. My 

review indicates that sociology and crùninology texts did routinely consider foms of 

deviance and criminal behaviour that were seen as the result of individual pathology. For 

instance as Table 2.2 shows, criminologists routinely considered homosexuality and 

incest, for example, and saw such behaviours a s  the result of individual pathology. 

Gibbons argument also presupposes that sociologists have seen sex crimes to be the result 

of socialization as opposed to social structural causes. This is not entirely correct; 

Schlapp and Smith (1928) argue that rape is the result of economic destitution and Bras01 

(1943) argues that sex crimes can result because of a weakening in religious values and a 

lack of education. Finally, Gibbons' c l a h  that rape was ignored because sexual conduct 

was not a suitable subject for public discussion is also problematic. Tables 2.1 and 2.2 

demonstrate that certain foms of sexual behaviour, namely incest, prostitution and 

homosexuality have always been addressed. Sociologists and criminologists were 

concemed with forms of deviance or criminal behaviour that would likely have been 

regarded as unfit subj ects for discussion. 

Barlow (1984) in his criminology text also discusses why sociology has ignored rape. 

Fki ,  like Gibbons, Barlow suggests that sociologists have seen rape as the result of a 

mental pathology and thus discussions of rape were relegated to the domain of 

behavioural problems and therefore have been the concem of psychologists and 



psychiatrists. Second, Barlow claims that because women are the victims of rape, it has 

not been an urgent issue in male-dominated societies. Third, Barlow contends that rape 

has been ignored because it is seen by sociologists as relatively rare. As already 

mentioned, Barlow's first contention is undermined by the fact that sociologists did 

concem themselves with foms of deviance which they saw to be the result of mental 

pathology. Barlow's other arguments however warrant closer consideration. 

Before we c m  evaluate Barlow's second claim, that the inattention to rape derives 

fiom male dominance, we need to resolve an arnbiguity. At one level, Barlow's argument 

can be interpreted as suggesting that rape has been ignored because investigators in a 

patriarchal society pay little attention to women in general. Ifthis is what he is saying, 

the literature review presented in this chapter would undennine his claim. Women were 

not ignored in discussions of deviance and crime. Even in the early texts, prostitution, 

which always meant femde prostitution, was routinely discussed. As well, hvo texts 

inchded sections devoted exchsively to the "female criminal" (Darrow 1922, Gibbons 

1977). In a word, while women as a group were certainly not central, it is too strong a 

staternent to claim they were ignored. On the other hand, it is possible to read Barlow's 

argument as suggesting that sociology's lack of concem for rape denves f?om the fact that 

sociologists ignore, not so much women in general, as crimes where the victims are 

predominantly women. This argument certainly has some merit in that 1 found little to no 

evidence of a concem in the texts for various forms of gendered violence, like spousal 

abuse or sexual harassment. Also, it does seem to be tnie that rape and incest (another 



crime where the victims are irnpficitly assumed to be fernale), although mentioned, are 

discussed far less than prostitution and hornosexuality. 

Barlow's final contention, that rape was ignored by sociologists because it was seen as 

a "rare" occurrence is difficuit to evduate. It is certainly true that early authors did see 

rape (forcible) as infr-equent. Barnes and Teeter (1943), for example, state explicitly that 

"in spite of the amount of publicity given to sex offenders, they do not constitute a very 

large percentage of criminals" (1943: 890). Later texts tend to draw attention to and 

ackuowiedge the problerns around the reporting of rape. However, they do not make 

claims that the occurrence of rape is low. On the contrary, they often suggest that the 

reported rate of rape is drasticalIy different fkom the occurrence of rape, speculating that 

there are barriers to reporting the crime. 

Gibbons and Barlow are useful because they begin a dialogue about the relationship 

behireen sociology and rape. They are concemed not with the cause of rape but rather 

with the issue of how sociologists relate to rape. Even so, Gibbons and Barlow do not 

take sociologists conceptualizations of rape to be problematic. 

THE SOCIAL CONSTRUCTION OF RAPE IN SOCIOLOGY AND 
C R I m O L O G Y  

My concem in this section is with the ways sociologists have discussed and 

conceptualized "rape" and "rapists". 1 look at how sociologists have constructed rape and 

if their constructions change over t h e .  I am particularly concemed with what is 

underlying their constructions. That is, what are the assumptions inherent within 

sociological constructions of rape? As with the legal system in Chapter 1,I argue that 



sociological constructions of rape stem eom an implicit assumption that rape is linked to 

heterosexuality. 1 argue that sociological constructions of rape can only be understood, 

albeit c m  only "make sense", by looking at the mode1 of heterosexuality which underlies 

their constructions o f  rape. I draw attention to three separate presuppositions relating to 

heterosexuality which are central to sociological constructions of rape. 

One pattern which needs to be explained is the fact that sociologists start from the 

point that rape is a sexual act. In early socioIogical discussions, rape is dehed  

exclusively as a (hetero)sexual act. Sociologists routinely classi@ rape as a sexual crime 

as opposed to a violent crime. The early discussions of rape make explicit reference to 

sexual appetite, sexual organs, sexual interaction and so forth. While this may seem like 

a "logical" deduction, it is not the only construction that could have been chosen. For 

instance, sociologists could have adopted the legal construction of rape introduced in 

1983. Recall from Chapter 1, that part of the reform in 1983 was to re-defme rape as 

sexual assauit and include it under the physical assault statute. Section 244 defined 

assault (and included sexual assault) as the application of force and/or the threat of force; 

a sexual definition was omitted. The purpose of omitting a sexual definition was to focus 

on the violent nature of such attacks. It was no longer necessary or required that 

rapekexual assault be defined in terrns of penetration of the vagina by the penis. 

Sociologists could have chosen to defuie rape as a violent act against a person involving 

force or the threat of force. While sociologists did begin to change the way they referred 

to rape in the late 19801s, namely they began to label rape as a violent crime as opposed to 



a sexual crime, there is no logical reason why such a dehnition was not dominant prior to 

the 1980's. 

It is important to recognize that right fkom the begi~mhg sociologists had an 

alternative construction of rape. Lombroso, who was an influentid writer in criminology 

and one who is routinely cited throughout these textbooks, provides an alternative 

conceptualization of rape. His theory provides a clear basis for conceiving rape as 

violence. Lombroso clairns that "criminal man" is bom criminal as a result of a physical 

deformation, a mental deficiency or an emotional defect. Thus, cnminal behaviour is the 

outcome of a biologically rooted problem. Specifically, crbninals suffered fkom a brain 

defect which caused outbursts of violent behaviour. According to Lombroso, social or 

environmental factors contribute to the onset of certain criminal acts; however, these 

conditions do not cause the behaviour. For example, he states that the price of grain 

affects the fiequency of rape and homicide and that excessively hot temperatures increase 

the likelihood of rape, assault, assassinations and revolts. Regardless of the social 

conditions, however, Lombroso daims that the "criminal" is always someone who suffers 

fiom a deformation of sorts; "normal" men are not criminals. With respect to rape, it 

should be clear that under Lombroso's formulation, rape is not a "unique" crime; nor do 

rapists belong to a separate and distinct category. While Lombroso did distinguish 

between types of criminals, "born" criminals (physically deformed), insane criminals 

(mentally deficient) and "criminaloids" (mentally and emotionally deficient), the types of 

crimes each commits are not separated and each type is stiil distinguished fiom "normal" 

man. Changing social conditions triggered the "impulsive act" and the "latent" criminal 



becarne an "effective" criminal. According to Lombroso, the crime of rape is not a 

special or unique offense; rape is one of many crimes, Like assault and homicide, merely a 

manifestation of a biologically rooted defect. 

Clearly, sociologists could have adopted Lombroso's approach to rape. It is arguable 

that sociologists do indeed take the biological foundation from Lombroso's theory and 

expand it to incfude, among other things, a sexud appetite. However, it should be clear 

that Lombroso does not argue that man has a sexuaI drive which lead hirn to outbursts; a 

sexual motivation for rape is not evident within Lombrosofs onginal work. His argument 

again is that a cranial defect of sorts causes outbursts of violence under certain 

conditions. Rape is an example or the result of an outburst. Sociologists do not construct 

rape in this way. While there are plausible explanations for why sociologists do not 

adopt the Iegal dennition of rape (as it was not changed to violence until the 1 9801s), 

Lombroso's theory clearly offers an alternative conceptualization and was available pnor 

to the 1890's when sociologists were discussing rape. 1 found little to no evidence that 

sociologists adopt Lombroso's construction of rape. Even the later texts which began to 

label rape as violence do so without adopting Lombroso's construction. That is, they 

begin to address rape as a violent act but they maintain an underlying sexual definition, 

particularly when they discuss types of rape and rapists (e.g., marital rape, the anger- 

retaliation rapist, etc.). On the whole, while Iater authors begin to use the term violence 

they nonetheless retain the link to sexual behaviour. 

The second theme common to sociological discussions of rape is the routine 

distinction made between "normal" and "abnormal" sex acts. Sociologists repeatedly 



draw attention to those sexual acts which are deemed "proper" intercourse and those 

which are not. For instance, authors routinely label prostitution and adultery as "normal" 

acts and homosexuaiity, incest, sodomy, pedastry, buggery, and bestiality as "abnomal" 

acts. Sociologists typically do not bother to define the cnteria for the distinction but 

simply categorize behaviour as either normal or abnonnal. The one area where there is 

an attempt to outline parameters of "normality" but where there is little consensus is on 

the distinction between statutory rape and forcible rape, particularly the "normality" of 

statutory rape. On the one hand, some authors regard statutory rape as a legaf failure and 

thus normal behaviour which has been made illegal (Barnes and Teeter 1943, Ellion 

1952, and Sutherland and Cressey 1955). On the other hand, sorne authors List statutory 

rape as abnormal (Reckless 1961 and Gibbons 1977). While the majority of authors 

argue that forcible rape is abnormal behaviour because of the use of force, there is one 

case where the authors argue that forcible rape is only abnormal when it involves the 

elderly or young children. 

For the most part, the separation of sexual offenses according to "normality" 

disappears in the late 1970's. However, distinctions of types of rape and rapists begin to 

appear in most discussions. There remains a separation behveen statutory rape and 

forcible rape and there are new names for rape: 'date rape', 'stranger rapet and 'marital 

rape'. As well, there are several types of rapists introduced: the anger rapist, the power 

rapist, the sadistic rapist, the power-assertive rapist, the power-reassurance rapist, the 

anger-retaliation rapist and the anger-excitation rapist. While authors do not explicitly 

label different types as normal or abnonnal, it is arguable that irnplicitly a distinction 



based on the degree of perversion or normality is made. For example, authors' avoidance 

or descriptive legal discussions of marital rape could be interpreted as evidence that 

marital rape warrants a "different" consideration, as does date rape, whereas stranger rape 

is clearly perverted and repugnant and is not accorded a unique status. With respect to 

the typologies of rape and rapists, there is at least implicitly a difference across types. 

The sadistic and anger-excitation rapists are the "psychotic" types; the power-reassurance 

rapist is the emotionally maladjusted rapist who was likely provoked and who has 

suffered fiom some fom of humiliation which led him to rape. 

Overail, there are two central themes contained in sociological constructions of rape. 

First, there is the tendency to define rape as a sexual act as opposed to an act of violence. 

While there is some attempt in the 1980's to label rape as violence, sociologists continue 

to maintain a sexual criteria. They do not change their discussions to issues of violence, 

power, gender and so forth. Instead they begk to divide rape and rapists into types. 

Marital rape becomes a separate type, date rape differs fiom stranger rape and so on. 

Arguably, the types stem fiom an acknowledgment that rape is an act of vio lence but an 

act of violence which is motivated by sexuai patterns. Sociologists retain a sexual link to 

rape. The second theme central to sociological discussions of rape is the tendency to 

categorize rape and rapists as nomal or abnormal. Again, this is evidence of a sexual 

definition of rape. Would sociologists likely make a distinction between normal violence 

and abnormal violence? The distinction stems fiom the categories of rape and rapists 

already constructed. The normal classification captures those rapists and cases of rape 

which "make sense" in our cultural context. Sociologists "understand" marital rape for 



example as rape which is unacceptable but "understandable". The abnomal classification 

encompasses those cases of the brutal rape and the psychotic rapist; those cases which do 

not "make sense" in the same way marital rape does. 

As outlined above, 1 argue that sociologists treat and discuss rape along certain lines 

because of underlying assumptions about (hetero)sexuality. Thus, sociological 

constructions of rape only "rnake sense" when the underlying model of sexuality is lefi 

unquestioned. 

I now want to attempt to explain the above patterns. 1 will argue that sociologists 

repeatedly invoke a "master" construction of sexuality which contains hvo very important 

models. By outlining these two models it will become clear why sociological discussions 

follow the above patterns. The first mode1 is a hydraulic ideal of sexuality wherein only 

men have sexual impulses. There is no conespondhg model for women. Thus, rape is 

seen as the result of a build-up of sexual energy. The construction of heterosexuality 

which underlies sociologists understanding of rape is one that focuses on male sexual 

appetites. Recall in the early texts, rape is defined as a sexual event and there is very 

little description of the act of rape. The cause of rape (sexual desire) is nahual and 

therefore unproblematic. Rape is the logicai outcome of "man's sexuaI hunger" and 

uncontrollable urge. It is therefore the understandable outcome of heterosexuai desire. 

Violence is not a part of the dennition precisely because rape is th= expression of man's 

(normal) sexud appetite. However in later texts, authors begin to change the label 

attached to rape. Narnely, they expand the motivations for rape nom sex to power, anger, 

aggression and so forth, yet they still d e h e  rape in terms of male needs and desires. The 



common element across both depictions (whether explicitly sexual or violent) is that rape 

results because of male pent up energy, whether it be sexud, exnotional, psychological, 

etc. Certainly, later discussions of date rape and marital rape retain the idea that males' 

sexual drive must be understood or at least taken into consideraiion when evaluating rape. 

Sociologists repeatedly invoke a model of sexuaiity wherein men must control their pent 

up energy and do so just barely. 

The second model underlying sociological constmctions of rape is one which contains 

specific ideas about heterosexuai sex, namely that heterosexual sex equals or is 

intercourse. In addition to defining sex as intercourse, there is a cultural ideal around 

heterosexual sex which includes the cnteria of marriage and the cntena of consent. 

Notions of consent and rnanïage are crucial for understanding why sociologists 

constructed rape the way they do. "Proper" or "normal" heterosexual sex in this culture is 

dehed  as intercourse between married partners a d o r  between consenting partners. 

Marriage in Western culture implies consent. Under the dominant construction of 

heterosexual sex, men are associated with the active and women with consent. Rape 

according to sociologists is the opposite of this ideal. That is, rape is sex without 

consent. 1 argue that this logic is why sociologists have been unable to articulate rape as 

violence (beyond labeling it as such) and why they have not even begun to problematize 

the idea that rape is a sexual act. To defhe rape as violence would be to directly 

challenge the marital contract andlor the consensual definition of heterosexuality. Males 

and husbands in this culture have a implicit right to sexual release and females/wives 

have an implicit obligation to consent. Rape occurs in those cases where males do not 



have a right. Sociologists use various critena for making a distinction betwecn consent 

and non-consent. They uivoke categorïes which imply differing degrees of consent (i.e., 

marital rape is different fiom stranger rape, the former having a higher probability and the 

latter a lower probability). Sociologists typically select force as the detining factor: 

"force" occurs when a man does not have a right and a woman does not have an 

obligation to consent. Force is not a part of the heterosexual ideal. The idea of rape 

between a husband and wife or between adults who agree to date presents a different 

scenario for sociologists precisely because force is not a part of definhg heterosexual sex. 

As a matter of fact, force cannot be a pria of the equation because consent is a foregone 

conclusion. In order for sociologists to define rape as violence they would have to 

include marriage and dating (recall that Hagan actually states that marital rape is precisely 

what causes a continual discussion of rape as sex or violence). To concede that rape can 

occur in these cases would be to challenge the entire cultural Iogic of heterosexuality. 

That is, socioIogists would have to look at heterosexuality as that which entails a right 

and an obligation. To re-constmct rape as violence, sociologists would have to evaluate 

how we culturally define heterosexuality. The notion of consent as the determinhg factor 

in rape would be destroyed. That is, if heterosexual sex is not defined as intercourse in 

mariage or between consenting adults then rape could not be dehed as the absence of 

consent. Using sociologists' logic, rape could only be defined as violence if heterosexual 

sex was defined as domination ancilor force. 1 argue that sociologists have struggled to 

define rape as violence precisely because heterosexual sex is defined as consensual 

intercourse and not male domination. Sociologists have taken for granted the idea that 



heterosexual sex is consensual; they have not problematized the cultural definition. A 

consensual definition is cntical for understanding how sociologists have in turn 

constructed rape. If we remove this criteria; sociological constructions of rape become 

nonsensical. For example, in the case of marital rape, without a consensual framework, 

marital rape would be morally repugnant (as prostitution is for example); sociologists 

would likely evaluate marital rape as "worse" then stranger rape because it would threaten 

the sanctity of the farnily or the value of the marriage contract. Under the cunent 

construction, marital rape represents an exception from the general rule of consent. The 

heterosexuai assumption dlows sociologists to categonze marital rape differently, as that 

which is not straightforward abuse or violence. For that matter, statutory rape would also 

be repugnant and violent if the assumption that teenage girls consent to intercourse was 

missing. References to statutory rape as legal failures would be absurd. 

In conclusion, it is my central contention that a master construction of sexuality which 

includes both a hydraulic model of sexuality and a model of intercourse defined by 

rnaniage and/or consent has guided sociological constructions of rape. These models 

explain why sociologists have constructed rape as sex and not violence and why they 

have maintained standards of normal and abnormal sexual acts or more accurately normal 

and abnormal rape and rapists. Sociological discussions and evaluations of rape are 

based on ideals about heterosexuality, without such ideals, sociological constructions are 

nonsensical. 



HI[STORY OF SOCIAL CONSTRUCTIONIST APPROACHES TO RAPE 
1970's - 1990's 

INTRODUCTION 

My concem in the previous chapter was with sociological works which seek to 

identiw the causes of rape and the social correlates of rape. The distinguishing feature of 

the literature in Chapter 2 is that the authors do not see "rape" and the "rapist" as 

problematic. Rape is for the most part defined as penile-vaginal intercourse and the rapist 

is a man who is dnven to commit this act on account of some sexual, emotional or 

psychological need. Starting in the late 19701s, a new body of literature emerged which 

took a different approach to rape. By this 1 mean that authon in this tradition see the 

tems "rape" and "rapists" as problematic. They began to argue that the traditional 

dennition of "rape" as penile-penetration and the "rapist" as a special category of men are 

social constructions tied to certain historical, cultural and linguistic contexts. It is this 

social constructionist literature which is rny concern in this chapter. 1 review the social 

constnictionist Literature on rape as it developed from the early 1970's to the present and 

am particularly concemed with demonstrating how this Iiterature has changed over time. 

SOCIAL CONSTRUCTIONIST VIEWS ON W E :  1970's to Early 1980's 

The 1970's are heralded as a time when women began to "speak out" agahst a variety 

of injustices perpetuated against them. They began to tell new stories about their lives 

and experiences, and rape was a central topic in their discussions. According to Plummer 

(1995) the 1970's was a penod in which women attempted to rescue themselves £kom 



stories in which they were the "other" and as such were defined by men, male sexuality 

and the male gaze. PLummer maintains that the 1970's represents a total re-construction 

of the rape expenence, moving rape from an unusuai sexual occurrence including only 

the pathological male to a widespread common expenence that embodies power, violence 

and pervasive fear. He argues that in the 1970's there was a transition korn the "cIassic 

story" of the sensationai case of street attacks, brutal murder, etc. to a "new story" of 

women sharing their expenences, offering support and empowement and documenting 

and making their lives public. 

In Plummer's account, rape in this new narrative was discussed in terms of power and 

gender instead of sex and desire. Stones of women's lives under male power and 

regulation replaced stories about male sexual release and women's provocation. In this 

early 1970's narrative, rape is about power and aggression; rape damages beyond 

physical h m ;  rape creates a pervasive fear which terrorizes women; rape serves to keep 

women in their place; and rape is a feature of everyday iife involving strangers, 

acquaintances, fiends and lovers. 

Perhaps the most salient characteristic of the 1970's work on rape is that it challenged 

the popular understanding of rape, and in particular, the notion (or requirement) that rape 

necessarily involves penile penetration. Women began to present personal accounts of 

rape which included multiple levels of violence and so multiple definitions of what 

"counts" as rape. For example, women began to talk about their husbands, boyfkiends 

and ftiends who had forced them to have sex when they did not want to; bosses who had 

threatened them with the loss of their jobs if they did not comply with their requests; their 



feelings when a stranger would follow them; and their terror of walking down a street at 

night and listening to a group of men make crude remarks. In addition to expanding the 

prevailing definition of rape, sociai constnictionists rejected the dominant criteria 

invoked to describe, define and explain rape and argued that the legal and medical 

definitions of rape did not reflect women's expenences. A number of sociai 

constnictionists, for instance, defined rape as al1 verbal and physicai sexual assaults, £kom 

unacceptable touching, to verbal insults, to brutal attacks with objects (see in particular 

Medea and Thompson 1970, Melani and Fodaski 1974). 

One of the recurrent themes in this early social constnictionist literahire is to argue 

that rape is an act of violence which always contains an  element of humiliation. These 

early authors are less concemed with considering the specific acts that coostitute rape and 

more concemed with emp hasizing the aggression and humiliation that are necessarily a 

part of rape. They suggest that rape is a specific kind of violence which is linked to male 

ero tic p leasure and domination (Herschberger 1 970 and Griffin 197 1). According to 

these authors, rape is an affirmation of male power because it reinforces the construction 

of men as aggressive and powerfül. A rape victim is rendered passive, shamed and 

dejected. It is this ever present element of humiliation, they argue, that distinguishes rape 

fiom other forms of violence. 

As part of this discussion of rape as gendered violence, some authors offer 

explanations for why rape has traditionally been constmcted as a sexual act. The reason 

for this, they argue, has to do with the prevailing construction of male sexuality in 

Western culture. This consûuction posits a hydraulic mode1 wherein men are dnven by 



sexual desires which they can control but oniy to a lirnited extent. It is part of this 

construction that, if sufnciently provoked, a man will experience a build up of desire, lose 

control and be drïven to rape. Women therefore need to be passive and modest if they are 

to avoid provoking men. In other words, under the prevailing construction of male 

sexuality, men can only contain themselves to a point and women are ultimately 

responsible for men Iosing control. Women's behaviour, dress, rnannerisms, actions and 

so forth all have the effect of udeashing men's desires. In short, these authors begin to 

draw attention to the fact that the prevailing mode1 of male sexuality leads to a certain 

construction of rape. Viewing rape as sex, they argue, reinforces a specific model of 

gender. 

Another r e c e g  theme in this literature is to challenge the view that "rapists" are a 

special category of men. Social constructionists reject the prevailing model of the rapist 

as a man who is psychotic or sadistic, a man who suffers fiom one or more forms of 

deprivation (e-g. emotional, economic, physical/sexual) and a man who preys on women 

to satisQ some need in his life. They argue that al1 men are potential rapists and a11 

women are potential victims (Herschberger 1970, Griffin 1971, Medea and Thompson 

1974). 

In effect, these social constnictionists argue for the elirnination of the category of 

"rapist7'. It is important to note that this is counter to what social constructionists have 

generally done in other areas. Recall corn Chapter 1 that social constructionists like 

Foucault tend to be concemed with the emergence of social categorïes and with tracing 

the links between social categones and the histoncal, cultural and linguistic contexts that 



give nse to such categones. Foucault, for instance, looks at the development of the 

homosexual and trace how homosexuaiity moved nom an act to an identity. These early 

authors focus on de-constmcting the prevailing category of the "rapist" and argue that 

"rapists" are not a distinguishable population of men. 

These early authors are not only concemed wîth dissolving the category "rapist" but 

also with uncovering the social function(s) served by maintahhg the category. They 

argue that a belief in the category "rapist" allows us to see some men as dangerous and 

some as safe. Medea and Thompson (1974) argue that seeing rapists as an "abnormal" 

minority of men provides a protection for some men and for the sexuaily violent acts 

which they commit. Given that rape is nmowly d e k e d  as an act which occurs between 

a man and a woman who do not know one another and by a man who could be defined as 

psycho logically, emo tionally, economically deprived or imbalanced, acts of violence 

between men and women who knew one another were not rape and males who could not 

be defïned as abnormal were not classified as rapists. One consequence of this 

conceptualization is that the same act rnay be d e h e d  differently depending on the 

context. As Medea and Thompson (1 974: 1 1) state, if it happens in an alley, it's rape; but 

if it happens in a bed, it's love; if he is a stranger, it's rape; but if he is a date, it's love; if 

he hits you, it's rape; but if he overpowers you, it's love. Basically, they argue that the 

"minority" mode1 of the rapist enables men to retain control over women by separating 

some men as rapists and other men as non-rapists. The overall point early social 

constructionist are trying to make is that the prevailing construction of the "rapist" (as a 

special category of men with certain atypical characteristics) serves the function of 



excluding most men fiom the rapist category even if they engaged in exactly the same 

behaviour as "rapists". 

In summary, in this fist wave of social constnictionist work on rape, there are three 

major themes: 1) the category of rape includes several acts beyond penile-penetration; 2) 

rape is an act of violence and specifically gendered violence which afirms the prevailing 

gender roles, and; 3) the view of the rapist as a special category compnsing a rninority of 

men is a social construction that serves male interests by excluding most men and so 

Iegitimating the sexually violent acts which they commit. 

At this point it is usefbl to draw a cornparison between this early social constructionist 

literature and the sociological literature reviewed in Chzpter 2. There is, remember, a 

change in the nature of sociological discussions of rape in the 1980's. Sociologists begin 

to expand their discussions of rape fkom a sexual crime motivated by a single cause to a 

crime that involves violence and which involves multiple causes. We see, for instance, 

that it becomes increasingly common in the 1980's for sociologists to Say that rape is a 

crime of violence. As well, socioIogists continually include rape statistics alongside 

murder and assault statistics and offer discussions on the question of violence. It is also 

the case that sociologists begin to broaden the category of rape fiom statutory and forced 

rape to other "types" of rape, specifically marital rape, date rape, and acquaintance rape. 

At first sight then, it rnight appear that sociologists in the 1980's are beginning to take 

account of the social constnrctionist literature of the 1970's. 

A close examination of the sociological literature on rape during the 1980fs, however, 

indicates that the changes that occurred were relatively superficial. While sociologists 



begin to address social constructionist arguments they do not alter their analyses to 

incorporate such issues. Sociologists present social constructionist ideas but do not 

integrate them into their work on rape. For example, sociologists address marital rape but 

as a unique phenomenon which is simply gaining more attention in popular culture and 

the Legal system. Marital rape was not discussed as an act of violence between people 

who loved each other. They tend to focus on the legal changes without discussing the 

fact that including statutes for marital rape is signincant in tems of d e e g  rape. 

Sociologists do not change their mode1 for denning rapists; rapists remain abnormal types 

of men and husbands are simply included as possibly abnormal. Likewise the social 

constructionist argument around sex versus violence is offered as a question in 

sociological texts and is typically presented in a side box to the main text. Sociologists 

do not adopt or deny either position. They recognize that legally rape is considered to be 

violence but they maintain that rape is a sexual crime that can not be compared to battery 

for instance. Rape remains a crime that is difficult to categorize because of the way 

sociologists define it (penile-vaginal intercourse). Social constnictionist ideas are merely 

introduced in sociological texts. While it is tnie that sociologists expand their discussions 

to new topics, these new issues and ideas are simply reviewed in sociological texts. The 

act of rape is not problematized and there is very little change in tems of how rape is 

defined. 

Another major difference between sociological work in the 1980's and the social 

constmctionist work of the 1970's lies in their respective conceptualizations of the 

"rapist". While social constructionists reject the category of the "rapist" as a special 



category of males altogether, sociologists continue to think of the "Yapist" as a "typetf 

distinguishable fkom other men. Recall nom the 1890's to the 1940's that the "rapist" in 

criminotogy and introductory textbooks is routinely defïned as abnormal, barbarie, 

helpless, sexed, deprived, immoral and so forth. By the 1 9 5 0 ' ~ ~  sociologists did begin to 

classifi rapists into categones with each category being broken down into sub-categorïes. 

Thus there is evidence of a proliferation in types of rapists. Recall from Chapter 2 that 

socioIogists suggest that some men suffer Bom masculine-identity problems, some men 

essentially hate women and some men have aggression problems. Sociologists also begin 

tu acknowledge that rapists could be strangers, dates and =ends. On the one hand, 

sociologists do widen the category of rapists, yet on the other hand, they still maintain 

that rapists comprise a sub-category of al1 men. Sociologists continue to maintain that 

these types of men (rapists) are distinguishable from other men. Sociologists still 

conceptualize rapists as a minority of a11 men and the social constnictionist view that all 

men are potential rapists did not and has yet to make a significant impact in the 

sociological literature. 

LATER SOCIAL CONSTRUCTIONIST VIEWS ON RAPE: Mid 1980's to 1990's 

Between the earty 1970's and the 19807s7 there are some significant changes in the 

social constnictionist literature. Concems f?om the 1970's such as the need to speak out 

against violence against women and the insistence that rape is an act of violence rernain 

in later works12, but the 1980's is a tirne when additional concems emerge and authors 

LZ See Alcoff & Gray (1992), BNmmiller (1987), Dworkin (1991), Edwards (1987), Estrich (1990) and 
Kelly & Radford (1991). 



begin to offer critiques of earlier social conslructionist arguments. Perhaps the most 

dramatic difference between earlier and tater social constructionist discussions of rape is 

that later discussions tend to start with an analysis of heterosexuality and the links 

between heterosexuality and rape. 

Early social constnictionists had ody  occasionally discussed heterosexuality. They 

suggest that prevaihg notions of heterosexuality in Western culture constnict women as 

sexually passive and men as sexually aggressive (Herschberger 1970, Griffin 197 1). 

They also argue that heterosexuaiity privileges men. However, earIy authors tend to 

focus on the "gender" in heterosexuaiity and the subsequent inequality of power. 

ln the 1980's, there is a move away fiorn a focus on gender constmcts of passive 

versus aggressive and a move toward a critique of the specific ways heterosexuality 

affects our evaluation of rape. Catherine MacKinnon is a cntical figure in fostenng this 

new focus and is responsible for inciting new debates and discussions about sexuality. 

While she retains a concem for the political motivations and implications of defining rape 

dong certain Iines, she is primarily concerned with problernatizing heterosexudity and 

drawing Iinks between the prevailing mode1 of heterosexuality and rape. MacKinnon 

takes aim at a prernise that is centrai to the earlier social constructionist literature, 

namely, the clairn that rape is "about violence, not sex". She rejects the idea that there is 

a line dividing normal heterosexual sex and rape and argues instead that al1 heterosexual 

sex is violence because at some level it always involves coercion. MaclKinnon argues 

that early social constructionist attempts to formulate rape as violence are superficial 

because they fail to achowledge that sex and violence are intimately comected in 



Western culture. She argues that the defnition of rape as violence has faciLitated the 

avoidance of a critique of prevailing notions of heterosexuality and so has prevented 

women fiom seeing that intercourse and eroticism can and do violate women as women. 

She states that as long as we continue to Say that rape is violence and no t sex, we will 

continue to ignore what sex is for women and what has been done to woman through sex. 

MacKinnonls ultirnate critique is that the distinction between sex and violence serves to 

maintain an illuion between normal intercourse and rape, and so avoids a critique of 

normal heterosexuality. While the clairn that rape is violence may be valuable for 

political purposes, she argues, its formulation serves the function of denying and ignoring 

what men routinely do to women through the course of normal heterosexuality. 

In addition to confkonting early social constructionists about their distinction between 

sex and violence, MacKùuion also takes a h  at the cnteria used to define rape itself. She 

argues that in theoy we define rape in terms of both force and consent; too much force 

equals no consent. However, inpractice. we define rape in terms of consent uistead of 

force. We define force very narrowly such that what we consider to be force is far 

removed fiom what a woman may experience as force. What women consider to be 

force; we culturally define as sex. MacKinnon argues that we have not made force 

central in rape because this would lead us to conclude that rape looks an awful lot like 

sex. If we use force as part of our definition of rape, we are ultirnateIy led to question 

heterosexuality and so confiont the fact that heterosexuality in our culture is very much 

about force. MacKinnon argues that wornen are subjected to force because they do not 

fiame their own choices in sexud relations. She maintains that women are socialized to 



passive receptivity; they submit to survive; they eroticize dominance and submission, 

creating pleasure where it may not exist because it is better than feeling forced; they 

accept that normal (forced) sex is what men do to women. MacKinnon argues that 

women see little alternative to acquiesce. They tacitly comply for a variety of reasons: 

love, fear, need, insecurity and so on. 

MacKinnon argues that it is difncult to get to what constitutes force because the 

prevailing model of fernale sexuality contains the notion that women consent to 

intercourse. There is a rationalization of force in our cultural construction of 

heterosexuality. We do not see force because of +&s rationalization. Instead we assume 

(attribute) power and fiee choice to women. Ln our culture, women are seen to both 

arouse men and deny men; their desirability to men is regarded as a form of power. The 

problern, MacKinnon argues, is that wornen only have such 'cpower" as long as they 

"accede to the definition of their sexuality on male terrns" (55). Thus, what she argues is 

that women's power to deny intercoursekape only exists when the Ievel of force used is 

outside the acceptable range according to men and our perception of male sexuality. It is 

precisely this range that MacKinnon problernatizes; this range constitutes the force which 

is a normal part of heterosexuality. MacKinnon argues that we draw very clear lines 

with respect to who can ever "really" be forced. Wives, prostitutes, unchaste women, 

non-virgins and so foah usually consent to forced sex; they acquiesce. Under the 

prevailing model these wornen fieely choose to have intercourse and they are unlikely to 

deny men. According to MacKinnon, it is only when we diverge fiom this model that we 

increase the possibility of non-consent to force and thus become unable to rationalize that 



force. Thus in those cases when we do not amibute "powei' to women, those instances 

wherein we do not expect arousal and ultimate satisfaction of male desire (e.g. familial 

relations, young girls) we do not expect force to have been consented to. The problem is 

that most women (and most rape victims) fa11 within the parameters of the model. We 

rationalize what men do to women under the guise of fkee choice and power; this 

rationalization, in tum, prevents us fiom seeing force in normal sex. 

Overall, the novelty of MacKinnon's approach lies in the fact that she makes 

central to rape. She argues that consent has been made central in rape in order to avoid 

the evaluation that sex is force. By making consent the issue we have been able to 

maintain a distinction between rape and ordinary sex and thus side-step the fact that rape 

and sex are intimately Linked. MacKinnon's work also explains why it has become 

popular to call rape violence and not sex. She maintains that by calling rape violence we 

fail to challenge what sex is for women. MaclKinnon also explains why consent (instead 

of force) has played a significant role in defining rape. Here she points out that the 

cntenon of consent prevents us fiom challenging heterosexuality. The potential to 

critique what heterosexuaiity means in our culture is eliminated. MacKinnon, like earl y 

theorists who attempted to dissolve the category of rapist, goes one step further by 

attempting to dissolve the distinction made between rape and normal sex. 

This new focus from MacKinnon on the social construction of heterosexuality has led 

a number of other theonsts to look more closely at what heterosexuality is for women. 

While MacKinnon was concerned with deconstructing or delineating specifically how the 

prevailing model of heterosexuali~. has defined rape, other theonsts were concerned with 



how the prevaihg model has Hected our thinking about female sexuality. These 

authors focüs on how various constructions of sexuality affect women's experiences. 

hooks (1993) for example maintains that prevailing notions of heterosexuality have 

Ied both men and women to engage in a sequence of events in which the uItimate goal is 

male ejaculation. She argues that the focus on the phallus has created a "dick thing" 

masculinity wherein the goal of al l  heterosexual activity (intercourse) is to satis@ a penis 

(1993: 21). She argues that women adopt the role of satisfying men and lose a sexual 

identity which is independent of men's needs. She suggests that women mesure their 

sexual pieasure on the basis of their ability to bring a man to ejaculation. Under this view 

of femde sexuality, women's only goal is to satisQ their partners' need to ejaculate. 

Women therefore adopt the perception that they must satisq the male need to ejaculate. 

One consequence of the view that heterosexuality is a social construction based on the 

male experience is a proliferation of new stories. Women began to teli stories of 

engaging in sexual intercourse when they did not want to. They reported feeling that they 

had to have intercouse because "that's the way it's supposed to be"; some told stories of 

lying still until it was over; others discussed their lack of thought about their own desires. 

hooks (1993) discusses the psychological dissonance wornen feel when they engage in 

sexual activity that does not involve penile-vaginal intercourse leading to male 

ejaculation. She states that women become concemed that they are not attractive or 

sexually appealing to their partner, some become concemed about their partners sexuality 

(is he gay?) and some worry that their partners are having &airs with other women. 

hooks emphasizes the degree to which women's self-evaluation and well-being are 



c o ~ e c t e d  to male ejaculation. She claims that women accept or submit to men because 

they have bought into the idea that when they make sexual overtures (kissing, caressing, 

etc.), a man's desires must be met. 

These critiques of heterosexuality and the associated discussions of female sexuality in 

tum led tu a re-evduation of rape, both in regards to women's experience of rape and in 

regards to the cultural understanding of rape. For instance, Smart (1 989) begins with the 

prernise mentioned above, narnely that prevailing notions of heterosexuality are based on 

the phallus and thus specifically d e k e d  around male pleasure. Female pleasure is either 

non-existent or assumed to be the same as male pleasure. In summary, under this 

dominant cultural logic of heterosexuality and the vision of female sexuality it entails, it 

is implicitly assumed that women want to be penetrated by men (as much as men want to 

penetrate women). 

There are, Smart argues, a number of consequences to this view. It explains, for 

example, why the burden of proof of rape is on women. After al1 if ours is a culture 

where women are generally seen to desire penetration, then it makes sense that women 

need to provide evidence that they did not want to be penetrated. Recall Eom Chapter 1 

the legal rules relating to resistance, honest but mistaken belief in consent and past sexual 

history. Resistance rules are evidence that women must prove they resisted rape because 

if they did not then they must have wanted to be raped. Likewise, the test for honest but 

mistaken belief in consent is not a test which sets criteria of reasonableness but rather is 

based on a subjective measure wherein an accused only needs to establish that he thought 

consent exisied, not that it was a reasonable belief. This follows nom the presumption 



that it is expected/assumed that women want to be penetrated and thus it is not 

unreasonable for a perpetrator to believe that his victim wanted to be raped. The place of 

past sexuaf history in rape law M e r  illustrates the presumption of penetration. 

Women's semai history is a rneasure ofjust how much an individual woman wants to be 

penetrated. The number of times a woman has engaged in intercourse and the nurnbers of 

partners with whom she has is evidence for establishing that she likely wanted to be 

penetrated in the case at hand. Overall, while it is hue that there has been substantial 

reform to rape law and thus attempts to counter the presumption that women want to be 

raped, standards fiom the 1890's keep re-appearing in current Law and there is still major 

judicial resistance to 1egisIative change. The burden of proof is on women to prove that 

their rape was rape and not sex. 

A second consequence of the presumption that women want to be penetrated is the 

presumption that women enjoy rape. Srnart claims that in our culture we find it difficult 

to envision that prostitutes and wives can be raped. After all, we assume that prostitutes 

and wives engage in penetration (and enjoy it) al1 the time. Likewise, we c'know" and 

hear al1 the time that "~orne'~ women reallv want & even if they might not at first. Smart 

maintains that even though we define women's sexual responsiveness as whimsical and 

capricious, we still maintain the notion that women engage in acts which implicitly iead 

to penetration. Thus, we even hold that a woman can enjoy "it" when she is in fear for her 

life or when she is being gang raped. 

In summary, what Smart suggests is that presumptions about women's sexuality are 

used to explain away men's violent behaviour and are used as evidence that women may 



not experience rape as violence but rather as a sexual act which they did not initially want 

but inevitably consented to. 

Pineau (1 996) has a slightly different take on heterosexuality and rape but writes in the 

same vein as MacKinnon. She addresses how constructions of women's sexuaIity lead to 

a specific construction of rape. However, unlike MacKinnon, who claims that is it 

consent (to force) which is significant in defining rape and, uniike Smart and hooks who 

claim that it is the centrality of the penis and ejaculation which is significant in 

heterosexuality and subsequently rape, Pineau maintains that it is the role of aggression 

which is significant. She argues that it is the place of aggression in heterosexuality which 

affects our evaluation of rape. Her claim iç that there is a continuity of aggression across 

heterosexuality and rape such that aggression is a normal part of heterosexuality. The 

assumption inherent under the prevailing mode1 of heterosexuality is that women's sexual 

pleasure is based on men's aggression. According to Pineau, our definition of rape 

follows fiom notions about sex which we would expect women not to iike. The problem 

she argues is that we invuke certain values (androcentric values) which narrowly define 

the sex a woman is likely not to want. We presume that pressured sex (sex which 

invoIves normal male aggression) is sex a wornan may want; we actually expect a degree 

of pressure to be imposed on women in sexual relationships. Underlying our evaluation 

of rape is the notion that "one does not go into the lion's cage and expect not be eaten" 

(1 996: 12). Pineau's argument is that in order to remove the apparent arnbiguity around 

rape (when is rape a violation and when is it simply sex), we need to examine the 

presurnption that women's pleasure stems fiom male aggression. 



In summary, the 1970's was a tirne when social constructionists begin to move away 

fiom the "typical" formulations of rape which are centered on sex and sexual desire. 

These early theorists attempted to redefine rape in ternis of power and gender. They begin 

to assert that the act of rape is a fonn of gendered violence which includes more than 

perde- vaginal intercourse. Early theorists also challenge the prevailing construction of 

the rapist. They begin to discuss the social fùnctions of defining rapists as a minority of 

men. They showed how by separating rapists Corn most men, we protect al1 men and 

neglect the violent acts perpetuated against women by men who do not fit the prevailing 

model. 

Theorists in the 1980's and early 1990's tum their attention away fiom a concem for 

dehing  rape and rapists toward a concem for how prevailing notions of heterosexuality 

are incorporated into our cultural definition and evaluation of rape. Later theorists begin 

to make sex central to rape. They discussed how female sexuality is socially constmcted 

and how this construction leads to a specific evaluation of rape. Later theorists began to 

draw attention to the consequences of viewing heterosexuality along certain Iines. They 

focus on such things as the centrality of the penis, the male ejaculation, standards of force 

and the place of aggression inherent in the prevailing definition of heterosexuality. They 

argue that these presumptions about heterosexuality have made it difficult to establish 

rape as a violation to women. 



Contained in this thesis are multiple dennitions of what constitutes rape and rapists. 

In Chapter 1, I present an analysis of how rape and rapists have histoncally been 

constructed. I review the legal rules and legal practices around rape for the period 1892- 

1995. In Chapter 2 , I  present sociological constnictions of rape and rapists using 

introductory textbooks in sociology and criminology, joumal articles and major 

socioIogical works on rape covering the time span of 1893-1996. In Chapter 3, I review 

social constnictionist work beginning in the 1970's and continuing through to the 1990's. 

Here, 1 present the changes over time with respect to how rape and rapists are 

constructed. Within each area, 1 draw attention to the changes which affect how rape and 

rapists are d e h e d  and evaluated. In Chapters 1 and 2,1 discuss what I see to be the 

underlying cultural presumptions which lead to a specific construction of rape and rapists. 

In each case, 1 isolate the assumptions which implicitly underlie the legal construction of 

rape and the sociological construction of rape. Because there is a great deal of intemal 

summary within each chapter, 1 have not zdded anything new in this section. 1 simply 

want to summarize the key issues 1 discuss throughout my thesis. 

Recall fiom Chapter 1 that 1 begin with a summary of codified law and caselaw for 

three separate periods. 1 mark these periods as major transitions in the legal history. For 

each penod, 1 present the Iegal rule and the practiced exceptions. 1 am especially 

concerned with establishing trends and isolating the sllnilarities and differences which 

persist over tirne. My analysis of the legal history establishes that a combination of 

caselaw and codified law is absolutely necessary in terms of presenting an accurate 



account of the legal treatment of rape. With each legal change (statute change) there is a 

case example which challenges the reform. Caselaw documents the judiciai resistance to 

refom, not o d y  in recording judges' decisions and allowances and exceptions to the 

legd d e s  but also in terms of spawning new reform. Canadian caselaw on rape is hl1 of 

appeal cases wherein the courts are asked to re-evaluate the application of particular laws. 

Ofien in rape cases, defendants argue that they are prevented iÏom offering a full defense 

or that crucial evidence is omitted because of a statute disallowing such evidence. It is 

caselaw which tends to show the direction of future reform. Another trend evident fiom 

my analysis of the legal history is a significant uicrease in the number of laws 

surroundhg rape. As well, tbere is a noticeable difference in the detail of the law; over 

time rnoving from general guidelines to very specific guidelines. 

Perhaps the most significant conclusion from my analysis of the legal history is that 

there is a high degree of commonality in the laws kom 1892 to 1996. There is a great 

deal of evidence suggesting that practices which originate in the 1890's are still being 

implemented in the 1990's. For instance, a concem for resistance and the chastity of a 

rape victim are still relevant today. In the 1 8 9 0 ' ~ ~  this criteria is not disputed; cases 

reference the necessity of a hue and cry and speak openly about decency and chaste 

character. In the 199OYs, the laws on past sexual history keep changing to detennine the 

relevance of these exact critena. A victim's behaviour during their rape and their sexud 

history are still important; legislators and judges still struggle with the issue of relevance 

and admissibility of such information. 



This persistence of old standards in the law leads me to conclude that the laws on rape 

are stiU very much inf?uenced by other cultural values. Particular constructions guide 

reform and detemine the fate of any given statute (Le., to uphold, quash, reinstate, 

challenge). What 1 show in Chapter 1 is that notions of heterosexudity, particularly the 

notion that women generally consent to heterosexud intercourse and that a woman's 

likelihood of consent is based on her past sexual history (the number of sexual partners 

she has had and the number of times she has engaged in intercourse) lead to the 

development and maintenance of certain laws on rape. Even in light of a long history of 

reform attempts, these presumptions ensure that there is Iittle change in the legai 

approach to rape. Every attempt in the legal l s tory  to change the prevailing conception 

of rape has met with resistance, be it on a case by case basis or with the introduction of a 

new Iaw. The new laws however do not abandon the question of relevance; they tend to 

re-define the parameters of relevance. The law has become more precise in ternis of 

admissibility but has not elixninated the historical concem with various issues. Past 

sexual history is relevant in 1892 and is still relevant today. Evidence of resistance is 

relevant in 1892 and is still relevant today. The legd system has and will likely continue 

to reinforce the cultural assumptions which have been a part of rape Iaw for over one 

hundred years. The law on rape has ensured that some cnteria (and not others) are used 

to dehne and determine rape. 

In Chapter 2 , I  provide an o v e ~ e w  of sociological works covering the period 1893- 

1996. In this chapter, I examine introductory textbooks and criminology textbooks in an 

effort to discern the ways in which sociologists and criminologists view rape. In addition 



to textbooks, 1 survey the major monographs on rape which are repeatedly referred to in 

the textbook sample. 1 h d  that rape is essentidly ignored in introductory texts and that 

this inattention cannot be attributed to an avoidance of sexual topics. With respect to 

criminology textbooks, I find more attention to rape and a change in the nature of the 

attention over time. Criminologists, in the 1 9 5 0 ' ~ ~  change the expIanation they offer for 

rape, moving fiom a single cause to multiple causes. By the 1980's' crirninologists label 

rape as violence and begin to discuss different types of rape. The trends 1 find in 

crimlliology textbooks led me to review journal articles on rape in order to try to explain 

the changes. What 1 find is that the changes in criminology textbooks can not be 

attributed to a greater focus of research on rape; in fact, it is likely that a greater attention 

to rape in criminology textbooks in the 1980's Ied to more journal articles in the 1990's. 

My review of textbooks and the sociological monographs on rape result in one major 

hding. Sociologists have always assurned a precise definition of rape. Rape was and 

still is defined as penile-vaginal intercourse. Sociologists and criminologists have not 

challenged this selection criteria. Thus, they do not introduce, in any way, the idea that 

their definition and evaluation of rape and rapists is connected to specific cultural, 

historical and linguistic values. 

In Chapter 2,1 am concerned with the underlying assumptions inherent within 

sociological constnictions of rape and rapists. Thus, my interests lie with the cultural 

values which Iead to specific cnteria for defining rape. In Chapter 2, I illustrate that 

sociologists and crirninologists begin from the standpoint that rape is about sex. They 

perpetuate a master construction of sexuality that contains the assumption that men have 



sexual appetites which are just barely controllable. Heterosexuality in sociological and 

cnminological t exts is almost exclusive1 y defined as  penile-vaginal intercourse; 

sociologists and criminologists have not yet introduced the idea that rape c m  include acts 

beyond peniie-vaginal intercourse. Rape and rapists are divided into categories ranging 

f?om normal to abnomal. Some rapes are brutai and barbaric while others are Iegal 

failures. Some rapists are animalistic while others suffer fkom psycho logical and 

emotional problems. There are those rapes and rapists which "make sense", those that are 

understandable in our cultural context (marital rape, date rape, some statutory rape), and 

others which do not make sense in the same way (rape-murders and serial rapists). 

I conclude in Chapter 2 that sociologists tend to start and end up in the same place; in 

other words rape is about sex. The comrnon element over time in sociological 

constructions is that rape is a violation of the prevailing heterosexual ideal. Sociological 

constructions of rape stem fiom a very precise definition of heterosexuality. This 

dennition includes the notion that "proper" heterosexuality is d e h e d  as intercourse 

between married partners or consenting partners. Under this construction, men are 

associated with the active (e-g., performing the intercourse) and women are associated 

with the passive (e-g., in granting consent). Rape is the opposite of this ideal; it is sex 

without consent. It is because of this mode1 that eariy and later sociologists fail to d e h e  

rape as violence and why socioIogical constructions of rape do not realIy change over 

t h e .  This heterosexual ideal guides sociological constnictions of rape and prevents a re- 

evaluation of rape. In order for sociologists to alter their concephializations of rape they 

would have to challenge the prevailing cultural definitions of heterosexuality. 



Chapter 3 contains an entirely different focus fiom that of Chapters 1 and 2. Here, 1 

present literature which breaks the links formed in both the legal and sociological 

domains. This social constructionist work starts fiom the premise that d l  social 

categories are fiindamentally rooted in the cultural contexts fiom which they corne and 

that in order to make sense of these categories, we must first look at the cultural values 

which give rise to them. Recall from the introductory chapter that social constructionists 

are concerned with tracing the links between categones and the histoncal, cultural, and 

linguistic contexts and with identifjring the social functions that these constructions serve. 

My concern in Chapter 3 is with establishing what social constructionists argue over the 

last two and a half decades with respect to rape and rapists. 1 f i d  that social 

constructionists in the 1970's and early I98O9s are primarily concemed with re-defining 

rape. They challenge the traditional definition of rape as penile-vaginal intercourse and 

they reject the notion that rape is a sexual act. Early authors assert that rape includes acts 

beyond penile-vaguial intercourse and that rape is an act of violence. As well, early 

authors challenge the notion that rapists comprise a separate category of men. They reject 

the idea that only some men rape women and that these men are distinguishable fiom 

other men. Earfy authors maintain that al1 men are potential rapists. 

Ln Chapter 3, I compare early social constmctionist work with sociological work of the 

1980's. Here 1 am trying to determine if sociologists had begun to incorporate early 

social constructionist work into their discussions. 1 find that while it is true that 

sociologica1 work changes to include a wider variety of topics in the 198O's, the 

discussions do not change in such a way as to adopt the emerging social constructionist 



perspective. Sociologists do not expand their definition of rape to include acts beyond 

penile-vaginal intercourse; they do not adopt the position that rape is violence and they 

do not alter their construction of the rapist- Overall, 1 conclude that there is little 

evidence to support the claim that sociologists have begun to alter their analyses of rape 

or rapists. 

In the latter half of Chapter 3, I review social constructionist work from the mid 

1980's to the present. 1 find that later theonsts tend to focus almost exclusively on 

heterosexualiS and the effects on definkg rape according to prevailing notions of 

heterosexuality. Later theorists begin to make sex central to rape. They begin to discuss 

the specific ways our cultural definitions of heterosexuality leads to a certain construction 

of rape. What Iater theorists begin to do is outline in very specific ways how the 

prevailing definitions of heterosexuality lead to a specific constmction of rape. 

MacKinnon focuses on the significance of force and shows how force is central to normal 

heterosexuality. hooks and Smart concentrate on the centrality of the penis and male 

ejaculation and show how this leads to a specific dennition of rape. Pineau draws 

attention to the importance of aggression in heterosexuality and how the acceptable level 

of aggression in sexual relations Ieads to a specific definition of rape. These Iater 

theonsts outline the consequences of constnicting heterosexuality. They show how our 

cultural ideals around heterosexualiw are incorporated into Our cultural construction of 

rape. These theorists outline the social hc t ions  that are served by certain defuiitions. 

They not only explain how and why definitions of rape remain the same over time but 

they also explain why the prevaiIing def i t ion of rape is unlikely to change. Authors Like 



M a c h o n ,  for example, maintain that the criteria of consent ensures we will not 

challenge heterosexuality. 

The unavoidable conclusion that emerges boom this work is that constructions of rape 

are based on the prevailing construction of heterosexuality. Included in dl three sections 

of my thesis is a concem, in one way or another, for heterosexuality. Within the legal 

chapter, there is ample evidence suggesting that rape law and legd practice are 

fundamentally rooted in constmctions of heterosexuality. For example, until 1983, rape 

is exclusively defined as penile-vaginal intercourse; clearly this is not the only definition 

that could have been used. This dennition prevailed because of the assumption that rape 

is an outcome of normal heterosexuality. The preoccupation in rape law with 

corroboration of a victim's claim is additional evidence of the centrality of 

heterosexuality in constructing rape. Providing information about the nature of a 

cornplaint and the degree of resistance are relevant in rape law because they speak to the 

likelihood of a rape "really" beïng heterosexual sex. The defense of honest but mistaken 

belief in consent is yet another example of the centrality of heterosexuality. Clearly this 

defense is based on the notion that rape may not be rape to a defendant but simply 

ordulary, heterosexual sex. Lastly, the relevance of past sexual history is a blatant 

testimony to presumptions about heterosexuality. The stmggle to re-define the relevance 

of past sexual history is unequivocally linked to the legal system's inability to separate 

rape fiom heterosexuality. 

It is critical to recognize that the legal system perpetuates this link even in Light of 

major refom. It is important to see the comection between early concerns with 



resistance evidence and the later development of the unique defense of honest but 

mistaken belief in consent. The legal rules were challenged such that inferences to 

resistance (or the lack thereof) were inadmissible and judges were being forced to adhere 

to specific guidelines. The practice of arguing honest but mistaken belief became a new 

means of establishing that a woman was not raped. The law no longer admitted other 

evidence (resistance, recency of compla.int, etc.) and so there was a need to develop a 

different way to introduce the presupposition. Where previously a lack of resistance 

would have been used to establish that rape had not occurred there was now the defense 

of honest but mistaken belief in consent to establish that rape had not occurred. At each 

step throughout the legal history there is evidence of this pattern wherein a law is quashed 

and later re-instated in a different way. 

Chapter 2 outlines how sociological constructions of rape are based on the prevailing 

construction of heterosexuality. Rape, in sociological texts to date, is dehed  either 

explicitly or by omission as penile-vaginal intercourse. While sociologists have changed 

the way they refer to rape, namely they acknowledge that rape is an act of violence, they 

still maintain a definition of rape which stems from notions of heterosexuality. The 

sociological argument is that male sexual appetites, if not controlled, result in rape. 

Sociologists still maintain that rapists are a separate category of men which harbour a 

sexual drive which causes them to rape. While there has been some modification to these 

two starting points, it has not resulted in an alternative construction of rape. Sociologists 

do not separate rape kom heterosexuality. 



Overall, this work, whether it is read as separate texts or as a whole, leads to one 

central conclusion. Notions of heterosexuality have always informed constructions of 

rape. This work establishes that fundamental cultural values about heterosexuality have 

prevented successful reform in rape law and have disabled change in sociology. Certain 

values have been retained for over one hundred years in both domains. Each domain's 

conceptualizations have been shaped by our cultural definition of heterosexuality. 

In the end, the popularity or unpopularity of any given idea around rape is determined 

by the degree of consistency with the larger cultural values. By evaluating our cultural 

values, we are able to understand why some changes occur and others do not. This work 

also establishes why change is not forthcorning in the law and legal practice and in 

sociology. What 1 maintain is that the legal and sociologicai constructions of rape will 

not change in the way social constructionists suggest because such changes threaten our 

cultural values around heterosexuality. We c m  look back to 1983 for evidence showing 

how one segment of the law changed and without resistance while another did not change 

precisely because of resistance. Here we see how consistency with cultural values 

determines the effectiveness of reform. Recall in 1983 refom which called for the 

abandonment of the term rape in favour of the term sexual assault. Pnor to this refom, 

there was significant pressure to alter the sexual focus on rape to a focus on violence. 

This was a tirne when social constmctionists, feminists and women's groups were 

lobbying for the recognition of violence in women's lives. What followed was 

unarguably the most radical reform in Canadian rape law. Punishments for rape were 

restructured on the notion that rape was a violent act which should be punished (like other 



offenses) on the basis of the degree of violence. Here, there was a recognition that there 

was a hktorical tendency to treat rape as sex. Reformers went as far as to change the 

linguistic reference fiom rape to sexual assault. 1 argue that this reform was successfu1 

not only Ui terms of its categoncai implementation but also in tems  of its maintenance 

because of one reason: it was consistent with our &damentai cultural value around 

violence. Our culture maintains a comrnitrnent to anti-violence; rape is unquestionably 

an act of violence and thus ou .  legal stance must reflect this value. I argue that the 1983 

reform to change rape to sexual assault and to alter the punishments was a direct outcome 

of our cultural value against violence. There has not been a case to my knowledge which 

challenges this specific refom. There has not been a single legislative revision to the 

1983 section which changes h e  reference of rape to sexual assault or to alter the 

punishments. What is important to note here is that this cannot be said for the 1983 

reform relating to past sexual history. Since 1983, the issue of relevance of past sexual 

history has been revisited and new reform has developed. Reform and caselaw are 

wrought with challenges to the relevance of past sema1 history. The 1983 reform which 

attempted to eliminate the relevance of past sexual history was unsuccessful. I argue that 

this particular reform failed because it was inconsistent with larger cultural presumptions. 

We do not have a commitment to undermining heterosexuality; if anything, we have a 

cuItura.1 cornmitment to maintaining heterosexual noms. In conclusion, I argue that our 

cu1t~1ra.l construction of rape and rapists will oniy ever change when our cultural values 

change. 
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success as such evidcnce was relevant to the question of consent. Unchaste women are more likely to consent that chaste women and 
therefore the cvidencc was rightly admitîed at trial, 
Chastity ruling - The judge in tliis case argued that bccause the accused and the complainant had engaged in intcrcourse while abroad, and had 
resumed upon retuming to Canada, it could be shown thnt the victim was not of chaste character, In addition to this the judgc claimed that the 

1 cornplainant had no record of conduct "implying refom or rehabilitation in chastity." 

1866 

1888 

1900 

1904 

t-iauberg 

Resistance Evidence - The judgc in this case argued that it was necessary for conviction that the woman charging rape not only establish that 
it was against her will but also that she was overcome by physical violence or terror and resisted as much as she could. 
Consent evidence - General principles of law - The judge in this case made a distinction between an ndult who submits quietly and a child in 
the "power of a strong man" acted upon fear, HclShe claimed that the jury must decide if the prosecutrix submirted out of fear or solicitation, 
Recency of complaint - The judge reasoned that the cornplainant had a very natural reoson (bashfulness and a feeling of shame) for delaying 
the complaint (by 1 week). HeIShe decided that the evidence was made in sufficient recent t h e  to be admitted. 
Recency of complaint, Resistance, Chaste character & corroboration - This case acknowledges that the legal rules for rape are unique fiom 

1906 

1915 

other offenses and that such rules are rooted far back in the taw out of necessity, 
Chastity ruling - The judge in this case argued that the crown's appeal to quash evidence regarding general bad reputation should have no 

Pieco 

Fiola 

1 1 1 of the assault (she waited one day). On appeal the court decided that this was a misdirection because the complainant conduct was 
Hall 
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191 8 

I I to do so. HdShe ordercd a new trial on the grounds that the judge in the original trial failed to warn the jury of the danger in convicting 
without corroboration. HelShe dccided that this constituted a misdirection. 

Chastity ruling - The judge in this case argued that evidence of previous intercourse with another man is the "most direct proof of previous 
unchastity" and such evidence shoufd be admitted. 
Chastity ruling - The judge in this case argued that the accused were not guilty because the girl "had committed acts of gross immorality with 

1927 

Auger 

a man, hod offered herself for prostitution, and was disposed to lasciviousness, 
Recency of complaint - The judge in the original trial had instructed the jury to disregard the complainants failure to lodge a complain the day 

1929 
inconsistent with what one would expect (Le, to wait a day). A new trial was ordered. 
Corroboration warning - The judge in this case argued that while there is no legal requirement to wam juries, judgcs nonetheless have a duty 
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MAJOR ISSUEiCONCERN 

Consent attainment stipulations - ln this case the accused was a taxi cab driver who had picked up thc victim, The victim was not intoxicated 
however she was feeling very ill. The accused acknowledged at trial that the victim did protest physically and verbally but that she also 
agreed to see him again, The complainant maintriined that she told him slie would see him in an cffort to get him to take her home. She 
called the policc immcdiately after he droppcd her off. The accuscd was found guilty on the grounds that the victim's testimony was more 
credible than that of the accused becausc she protested and because she was not feeling well. 

- 
Honest but mistaken belief in consent - This was a case that went to the supreme court of Canada, The original case revolved around two 
women getting into a car with two men. The complainant stated that the accused took thcm to another location and sexually assauited hcr, the 
accused stated that hc honestly believed in consent. At the original trial the judge reminded the jury that the girls were out afier midnight, got 
into the car voluntarily, thnt the windows were open, the doors unlocked, that the girls did not scream and so on, The jury acquitted the 
accused. The crown unsuccessfully appealed and then appealed to the supreme court of Canada. The nppeal was allowed on the basis that the 
accused had no evidcntiary basis, The supreme court of Canada reasoned that it was impossible to discern whether the jury acquitted because 
of reasonable doubt or because of the defcnsc of honest but mistakcn belief in consent that should never have been put to them (as it did not 
mcct the evidentiary burden). 
Hotiest but mistakcn bclicf in consent - This was a case that went to the supreme court of Canada. In the original case it was admitted that the 
accuscd and the complainant had met at a bar beforc, had a drink togcther and went to her place together. A few nights later the accused went 
to the complaitiant's upartment; the night that resulted in the charge. The accused denied having intcrcourse however mcdical cvidence 
confirmed intercourse, The judge in the case instructed the jury to disregard the evidence about previous occasions, The accused successfully 
appealed the conviction on the grounds that the trial judgc should have put forth the defcnse of honest but mistaken belief in consent. On 
appeal to the supreme court of Canada the original conviction was restored on thc basis thnt the trinl judge was not required to put forth the 
honest but mistaken belief in consent unless it is supported by evidence, the case records do not show such evidence. 
Past sexual history - Counsel for the accused argued that the complainant's past sexual history should have been allowed at trial. This case 
involved pcrsons who had becn together on previous occasions and that such evidcnce should have becn admissible. The appeal argued that 
the trial judge should have allowed the evidence (instead of discounting it because it related to credibility) as helshe has an obligation to 
balance probativc versus prejudicial evidence, 
Past sexual history - This case revolved around the right of the accused to prcsent evidencc about an incident that occurred in a bar the year 
before. The appeal judgc reasoned that balancing fairness to both parties was legally necessary and that the trial judge had failed to do this in 
the original trial, An incident of sexual toughing was admitted while a previous incident of sexiial intercourse was not admissible, 




